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WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE 
FELLOWSIDP REPORT 

March, 1990 

The annual meeting of the WSC is about a month away, and my thoughts tend to drift 
towards what the conference may be like this year. Once again the agenda focuses mainly on "the 
way we do what we do." These types of issues seem to generate ~m<?tional discussion a~out one 
way being right and one way being wrong, and when s~i;neone is nght and someone .1s wrong, 
someone is usually hurt and angry. I ask conference part1c1pants to try to focus on what is best for 
the fellowship, rather than what is right or wrong. I hope this will promote an atmosphere of 
respect for one another at the conference. 

World SeTVice Conference. I have several specific items to address with regard to this year's 
meeting of the World Service Conference in April. The Joint Administrative Committee 
discussed at its January meeting the issue of smoking at the conference. It was the general 
consensus of the Joint Administrative Committee that this year's conference be non-smoking. · 
Therefore, when the conference is in session there will be no smoking in the big meeting room. 
Each WSC committee chair can decide whether his or her separate committee meetings are 
smoking or non-smoking. 

Attached at the end of this report is a list of "Proposed Topics for General Forum." This 
list is by no means all-inclusive; most of the topics on this list came up during discussions at Joint 
Administrative Committee meetings. The general forum is scheduled for Tuesday morning, April 
24. . 

During the past two meetin$s of the World Service Conference, the WSC Administrative 
Committee developed a motion list which contained regional motions from the back of the 
Conference Agenda Report, and any other motions which conference participants may have brought 
to the conference. On the first day of the conference, the WSC chair has asked that conference 
participants submit these motions for inclusion in the motion list. These motions were then 
assigned to a WSC committee or board and numbered for inclusion in the motion list. 

As conference chair I plan to continue this procedure during this year's conference. The 
motion list gives the conference prior notice that an item may be brought to the floor for 
consideration by the conference. Without prior notice, any motion pertaining to conference policy 
may be out of order. 

Even though these motions are turned in for inclusion in the motion list, it is the 
responsibility of the maker of the motion to prepare a transparency of the motiom and to 
introduce the it~m into business at the appropriate time. 

l All motions made ac the conference must be in writing and displayed on an overhead projector, so all conference 
participants may see the correct motion at the same time. The WSO staff will help you prepare transparencies at the 
conference. 
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As I have stated several times in past reports, those motions which pertain to items of 
business in the Conference Agenda Report will be considered old business. Old business motions 
should be introduced during the report and discussion time of the committee or board to which 
the motion pertains. All other motions will be considered new business and will be addressed by 
the conference during new business, tentatively scheduled for Friday morning. 

The orientation session scheduled for Sunday evening, before the conference begins, will 
be expanded to include introductions of conference participants and staff. I hope we utilize this 
time to become better acquainted with one another. The conference parliamentarian, Don 
Cameron, will be present also to briefly explain our WSC Rules of Order, and will be available to 
answer questions. 

Intents for Motions 1, 2, and 3 from the Conference Agenda Report. It was brought to my 
attention at the Conference Agenda Report workshop hosted by the Mid-Atlantic Region that 
Motions 1, 2, and 3 did not have intents. A motion was adopted at the 1988 meeting of the WSC 
which stated, "Any motion that appears in the Conference Agenda Report shall include a written 
intent." The following statements are intents for Motions 1, 2, and 3 in the 1989 /90 Conference 
Agenda Report. 

1. Intent: This motion supports the Ad Hoc Committee on N.A Service in completion of 
its work on A Guide to Service. 

2. Intent: This motion complies with the motion adopted at the 1989 meeting of the 
WSC, by presenting a plan for RSR and RSR alternate travel to the annual WSC 
meeting. 

3. Intent: This motion grants WSC committees and boards the responsibility to 
determine their own working guidelines, while retaining the authority of thf'. 
conference to set policy. 

I urge conference participants to address each motion, free of its intent, because it is the exact 
wording of each motion that will be adopted if the motion carries, not the wording of the intent. 

Proposed Topics for General Forum 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

N.A literature is currently being translated into several languages other than English. Some 
languages do not have a word for "addict" or "narcotics," as in Narcotics Anonymous .. There 
may be difficulty ensuring the fidelity of translated material to our philosophy. Who should 
decide whether translation of the meaning serves our purpose better than literal translation? 

In some regions, there has been discussion regarding the use of the word "God" in the steps 
and traditions, and elsewhere in our literature. Questions that have come up regarding this 
include gender-specific references to the deity ("Him"), and the use of any prayer that is 
associated with a particular religious discipline. 

The fellowship is growing rapidly in countries other than the U.S. To what extent should ·the 
trusted servants of the U.S. be involved? Do we have a responsibility to assist newer 
fellowship communities? Or is there spiritual benefit to be gained in their efforts to grow 
and develop on their own? How does our understanding of self-support (as outlined in the 
Seventh Tradition) influence this discussion, with regard to both financial and manpower 
resources? 

The Temporary Working Guide to Our Service Structure states that the Conference Agenda 
Report contains the proposals and motions that the fellowship is being asked to consider and 
form a fellowship-wide group conscience on. Considering this narrow purpose, should the 
WSC Administrative Committee continue to include in the Conference Agenda Report 
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motions submitted by regions? It has been suggested that these motions be published in the 
March Fellowship Report each year. What other options should be considered? 

5. The fellowship employs special workers at the World Service Office, and recently in regional 
and area offices as well. What role do these special workers fulfill in N.A service? 

6. Elections at the conference continue to be confusing and time-consuming. How can we 
structure our election process to meet our needs? Would a Nominations Committee be 
beneficial? 

7. There seems to be a need for service-related periodical publication accessible to regions 
and/or service committees besides WSC committees and boards. How should such a 
publication be structured? Who should administer and manage it? What sort of guidelines 
should apply? 

8. Many members have noticed that the members in their local meetings do not reflect the 
general population of addicts in that area. For instance, in a large metropolitan area in the 
southwest, most meetings are filled with white males. Who's missing from our meetings? 
Are there cultural or racial populations that need our help, but aren't getting the message? 
What can we do to carry the message to these suffering addicts? 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

To: 

From: 

The Fellowship 

Shari Angell 
WSC Treasurer 

1989/90 Fiscal Year (6/1/89--5/31/90 

Opening Cash Balance, 6/1/89 

Income, 6/1/89 to 2/21/90 
Donations . 
Interest earned 

Expenses Paid 6/1/89 to 3/5/90 
For 1988/89 budget year 
For 1989/90 budget year 

Thro WSO January log 
On account--February log 

Ending Cash Balance, 3/5/90 

Checking Balance, 3/5/90 
Money maximizer balance, 2/5/90 

$ 82,671.03 

183,496.66 
1.464.25 

$ 267,631.94 

$ (6,895.94) 

(161,029.48 
26 81.36 

$(194,506.78 

$ 73,125.16 

$ 21,660.91 
$ 51.464.25 
$ 73,125.16 
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1989/90 Budget Year Committee/BOT Expenses 

Administrative Committee 
Ad Hoc Isolated Groups 
Discretionary 
Ad Hoc N.A Service 

Hospitals & Institutions 
Literature 
Policy 
Public Information 

Subtotal 

Board of Trustees 

Total through January log 

On account towards February log 

Total 

Fellowship Report, March, 1990 

Baseline 
Budget 

$ 61,300.00 

3,300.00 
18,600.00 
29,400.00 
71,300.00 
8,300.00 

25.400.00 

$217,600.00 

70.900.00 

$288,500.00 

Paid through 
3/5/90 

$ 17,054.23 
1,056.57 

200.00 
20,466.63 
20,375.42 
44,754.06 
3,780.57 

15.647.59 

$123,335.07 

40.839.97 

$164,175.04 

26.581.36 

$190,756.40 

Although our cash balance appears healthy, we should note that we have spent about 
$7,300 more for the 1989/90 budget than we have received for the same period. And we have 
expected expenses of $80,000-$90,000 in the next three to four months. 

In May 1989 at the JAC meetin~ following the annual meeting, WSO pledged $69,000 in 
cash if the WSC needed it for the 1989 /90 budget year. However, things have changed and WSO 
probably will be unable to do this. 

Therefore, our proposed spendin~ plan of $288,500 will need to be funded entirely with 
regional support, about $4,808 each region, or $24,000 per month. Our current donation level 
average is $20,389 per month. 

WSO continues to absorb some of WSC copy and postage expenses, about $14,350 through 
their January log. And they continue to provide support to the WSC with personnel, their salaries, 
travel costs, etc. 

Expenses expected in February, March, and April include but are not limited to: two BOT 
meetings, about $10,000; one traditions ad hoc meeting, about $2,100; two meetings of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on N.A service, about $7,200; one steps ad hoc meeting, about $2,100; two meetings 
of the WSC Literature Committee, about $12,800; four Conference Agenda Report workshops, 
about $4,000; remaining expenses from the January expanded meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee 
on N.A. Service, about $10,000; and of course the 1990 annual meeting, about $30,000-$40,000; 
which totals about $80,000-$90,000. 

Any questions or comments? I look forward to seeing you in April. I would also like to 
express my appreciation for the privilege of serving the WSC, thank you. 

* * * • * * * * * * * * * * * 
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To: The Fellowship 

Stephen Ringer, Chairperson 
WSC P.I. Committee · 

From: 

Your WSC P.I. Committee is asking for your input as we approach our conference meeting 
in April. We would like to hear from you concerning our work (future projects or past and present 
efforts). We also request that you send your nomination forms before April 15, 1990. We need 
nomination forms for present members who wish to remain in the pool, and also request that 
regions wishing to nominate someone new do so as soon as possible. Please consider members 
who you feel will be beneficial to the fellowship as a whole. · 

We are presently reviewing drafts for several pieces of service related material which we 
will have completed for fellowship approval in 1991. These are: 

P.I. & The N.A Member 
Information About N.A. 
a) Survey 
b) N.A in the community 
Learning Days and Workshops 
Newsletter for the Professional 

Phonelines continue to be of primary importance, as we see our local areas failing to 
providing a solid communication link with the public. Perhaps the WSC P.I. Committee needs 
some direction about how to help the fellowship have the best possible phoneline or helpline. 
Your WSC P.I. Committee sponsored two phonelme learning days last year, the most recent being 
held in Phoenix, Arizona on February 24th. Our members participate as requested at many 
fellowship conferences, learning days and convention workshops. We have a dedicated group of 
trusted servants with experience to share in all types of public information work. 

We are currently looking at the image and reputation of Narcotics Anonymous within the 
professional community and society as a whole. The Board of Trustees' Internal/External 
Committee will coordinate this project. 

The office has the display booths available for purchase, and WSC P.I. Committee member 
Tony L. has provided some graphics to enhance the display's appearance. WSO has two display 
booths which are available for use by the fellowship. Contact Vandy or Hollie at the WSO for 
details. We hope this report finds you enjoying your recovery. 

To: 

From: 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

The Fellowship 

Barbara Jorgensen, Chairperson 
WSC H&I Committee 

The only item being presented to the conference by the WSC H&I Committee for action 
this year is the booklet, "Behind the Walls." We are asking that this booklet be approved. It is 
included in the addendum section of the Conference Agenda Report. 

This booklet has been "in the works" since 1984, when we began solicitin$ personal stories 
for use in a piece directed toward incarcerated addicts. It has received extensive work through 
input, review, and rewrites since the first draft was completed in 1987. · 

The final sta~es of seeking approval for this piece have followed the procedure outlined in 
the motion passed m 1989, which appears at the bottom of page 50 of the Temporary Working 
Guide to Our Service Structure (1989 edition). The booklet was sent to the Joint Administrative 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

The Fellowship 

Barbara Jorgensen, Chairperson 
WSC H&I Committee 

The only item being presented to the conference by the WSC H&I Committee for action 
this year is the booklet, "Behind the Walls." We are asking that this booklet be approved. It is 
included in the addendum section of the Conference Agenda Report. 

This booklet has been "in the works" since 1984, when we began solicitins personal stories 
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Guide to Our Service Structure (1989 edition). The booklet was sent to the Joint Administrative 
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Committee, which supported its presentation to the conference for approval. However, the Joint 
Administrative Coillllllttee will offer a substitute motion dealing with the deletion of the wording 
on the cover. 

There seems to be some concern that this booklet is not suited to the above-mentioned 
process. Since the process was developed with this booklet, as well as possible future pieces, 
specifically in mind, I am at a loss to understand this. The process was developed through close 
work with the then WSC Literature Committee Chair and consultation with the chairs of the P.I., 
Policy, and Administrative Committees, and the Board of Trustees. The present concerns seem to 
center around the position that where the motion says "literature," it means guidelines and 
handbooks. Refernng to WSC 1989's motion #6, it can be seen that the conference passed a 
motion dealing with a process designed for guidelines and handbooks. The process outlined in the 
Temporary Working Guide to Our Service Structure (1989 edition), page 50, was always meant for 
literature which was intended for a distribution other than on the table at regular N.A meetings. 
In my opinion, there is no way the 1989 conference passed two motions outlining two separate 
processes for approvin~ guidelines and handbooks. I hope this clarifies this matter. 

Ongoing coillllllttee projects include an audio tape of a treatment and a correctional panel 
P.resentation. These will be mock presentations done by WSC H&I Committee members to 
illustrate the panel presentation format. We are also working to assemble the information gained 
through doing H&I work, which our experience indicates would be of use to isolated 
meetings/groups. The ultimate use of this information will be determined by the findings of the 
WSC Ad Hoc Committee on Isolated Groups and subsequent fellowship decisions. Some 
committee members are doing the final work on our internal voting :procedures. 

Our primary focus is participation in multiregional and regional workshops and learning 
days. Our proposed budget allows for one quarterly committee meeting. The funds which would 
have been used to attend a second quarterly meetin~ will instead be used for participation in 
regional events. There is a possible exception to this, if one of the quarterlies has the format of a 
learning day for the fellowship. There has been some discussion of this, and if it occurs, then H&I 
would probably attend since it would be in line with our new direction. 

This is my last report for WSC H&I. My eligibility for committee membership expires at 
the 1990 Conference. Fortunately, I can still serve as a panel member, so I don't have to try to 
imagine not being involved in H&I. Still, I know I will mlSS being involved with WSC H&I, but it 
is time to move on. Thank you all for the opportunity to serve. 

To: 

From: 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

The Fellowship 

Tim Banner, Chairperson 
WSC Policy Committee 

In preparing this report I did what I usually do--review what the past chair has written in 
the corresponding Fellowship Report, to compare what I feel about where the Policy Committee is 
going with where the Committee was at this time last year. 

The basic information appears to be the same: what we have done is before you in the 
Conference Agenda Report and nothing new has been referred to the committee since the last 
Fellowship Report. 

The basic feelings are also the same: (1) How to get regional items that have been 
tl~oroug_hly researc~ed and developed into the ,Confr;rence Agend_a Report for fellowship-wide 
discussion and action; and (2) how to come to gnps with the (seemmgly) never-ending discussions 
regarding regional formation and the seating of new regions at WSC. 

The answer to both questions seems simple to say: move out of the fear of exclusion (not 
being included in the "process") into the faith of believmg that those whom we have selected as 
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trusted servants are capable and worthy of being trusted. I realize this is an ideal, but as Ion~ as I 
do my part in listening to anyone who wishes to provide input without prejudging that mput 
because of the region or area from whence the member comes, I will avoid the appearance of 
excluding anyone from the "process." Further, when I dischar~e my service responsibilities 
consistently in a capable and trustworthy manner, I will not have time to criticize others who are 
not doing what I thmk they need to be doing. 

The solution which seems to be in vogue now, and for at least the last few years, is to talk 
about how "they" are doing it to "us." This breeds distrust which spawns miscommunication ("they" 
wouldn't understand), which fathers fear ("they" want to cut "us" out of the "process"). 

How do we move from where we seem to be now to where we want to be? Find some way 
to stop the secret meetings in the back rooms by opening up the lines of communication 
throughout the entire service structure, no matter what good intentions someone may have for 
withholding information. Faith creates trust in a God-based process, while fear excludes God 
from the process. 

I don't know whether this makes sense to anyone; I only needed to state what I feel at this 
time. 

To: 

From: 

See y'all in Van Nuys in April. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

The Fellowship 

Bryce Sullivan, Chairperson 
WSC Literature Committee 

I hope this report finds you all healthy and enjoying your recovery. I also hope that the 
lengthy reports from the literature committee this year have not worn you down to the point where 
you dread seeing another one. I will try to keep this report brief. 

February WSC Literature Committee Meeting 

The WSC Literature Committee met February 10th and 11th to review the progress of the 
Steps Ad Hoc Committee and to work on other committee projects. We had a very productive 
meeting. One of the things that impressed me the most about the committee is the way we have 
grown into an effective, cohesive team. Two new committee member appointments were 
approved to fill vacancies: Jeri Sarracino from the Carolina Region, and Jane Nickels from the 
Connecticut Region. 

Steps Ad Hoc Committee 

You all should have received a report distributed in January from the Steps Ad Hoc 
Committee. The report details the work of the ad hoc group at our December meeting. If you 
haven't received this report, or would like to obtain a copy, please contact your RSR, regional 
literature committee, or the WSO literature department. Reports from future meetings will be 
distributed to conference participants and regional literature committees. We try to distribute 
these reports as soon as possible following the meetings. However, they are reviewed by both the 
Steps Ad Hoc Committee and the full WSC Literature Committee before distribution. The 
committee discussed ways to get the reports out sooner and the only way to accomplish this is to 
limit the review by the committees responsible for the work. We don't believe it would be 
responsible to eliminate or curtail this committee review merely to expedite distribution. These 
reports are a synopsis of our meetings, and in a general way express the progress of our work. If 
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you have any comments on these reports, or how w~ might improve communication, please let me 
know. 

In December, and again at the January meeting, the ad hoc committee worked on outlines 
for the Twelve Steps. We are using twelve-step draft material previously generated by the 
literature committee and the fellowship. In December, discussions focused on the first six steps. 
The January meeting continued throu~h to the Twelfth Step. The ad hoc group will continue work 
on the outlines for the next two meetmgs, scheduled for February and March. The continuity of 
the ad hoc committee is an important issue which I will discuss more fully in my report to the 
conference. 

''For Those in Treatment" and '1n Times of Illness" 

The WSCLC has continued to integrate fellowship input into our two A-list I.P.'s. This 
work, which started in St. Louis, will take at least one more meeting to complete. It is difficult to 
comprehend how immense a task it is to review the input from numerous area and regional 
committees until you actually sit down to do it. Trying to work with hundreds of pages of input 
points out the need to modify our current review system. At the very least, we need to be more 
specific about the type of input we are seeking. Steering committees away from specific line-by
line input and toward input more conceptual in nature would be a much more constructive review. 
This work has been an educational experience for those of the WSCLC who, just last year, were 
involved in their regional committees to develop input for these two I.P. 's. 

One particular item I would like to bring to your attention is a request by the committee for · 
help on the l.P., "In Times of Illness.'' One of the options the comrmttee is exploring is using 
personal stories in this piece. A letter has already been distributed to all RSRs and area and 
regional literature committees with the specifics of this request. If you have some experience you 
would like to share on illness, accidents, or medication in recovery, please contact your area or 
regional literature committee for more information. 

Daily Meditation Book 

The committee spent a good deal of time at our February meeting reviewing the work to 
date on a daily meditation book. In :previous editions of the Fellowship Report I have reported the 
plans the committee implemented this year to develop this book, so I won't go into that here. 

The committee would like to thank the general members who have participated in this 
project by writing daily pieces. We feel a great deal of responsibility to direct as much of our 
resources as we can to this work, because of the great interest the fellowship has expressed in it. 
However, since it is not an A-list item, and because our work on It Works' : How and Why takes 
priority, we cannot direct any more resources to the project to move it forward any faster. A 
comprehensive review of this project will appear in my April WSC report. 

Regi.onal ·and Area Assigrzments 

Assignments of literature works-in-progress have been made to a number of area and 
regional literature committees. In February, a letter was sent to all registered literature 
committees with information about the availability of assignments. If your regional or area 
literature committee would like some additional work, please contact the WSCLC c/o the WSO 
literature department. 

Conference Agenda Report 

Also in February, a memorandum was distributed to all conference participants detailing 
two mistakes in the literature portion of the Conference Agenda Report. The errors are quite 
minor and don't affect the intent of the literature committee motions in either case. My main 
concern was to inform conference participants about these errors to alleviate any confusion at the 
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conference when these changes are made by the committee. If you did not receive the February 
memo or if you have any questions, please contact the WSO literature coordinator, Mary 
VanEvery. 

Committee Nomination 

This is just a reminder that nominations for the WSC Literature Committee should be 
turned in 30 days before the annual conference. If your region has a nominee that meets the 
requirements listed on the nominee form in the Conference Agenda Report, please forward their 
nomination to the WSC Literature Committee as soon as possible. 

Regi,onal Motions 

One last item. In Addendum 6 of the Conference Agenda Report are nine regional motions 
which were assi~ned to the literature committee. The committee reviewed these motions and 
recommended either: (1) that the motion be defeated should it come up at the WSC, or (2) that 
no action should be taken on the motion because it duplicates a motion already being presented 
by the committee, or a current policy of the WSC. None of these regional motions received a 
recommendation for approval from the committee. 

I look forward to meeting each of you who will be attending the World Service Conference. 
Members of the literature committee will be available during the week of the conference to 
answer any questions and to listen to any comments you might have. Until then. (l did say I 
would try to keep this report brief.) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

To: The Fellowship 

From: Reuben Farris, Chairperson 
Ad Hoc Committee on N.A Service 

Since our last Fellowship Report in December, your Ad Hoc Committee on NA Service has 
met on four weekends, including our meeting with other members of World Services January 26-· 
28 in Albuquerque. The pace has been somewhat exhausting, but we are happy to report that we 
will finally be successful in meeting a previously reported deadline. Our current draft of A Guide 
to Service should be ready for distribution to conference participants on March 23, 1990. 

We continue to receive input on the Twelve Concepts, as well as reports from area and 
regional workshops on the concepts. We have received little input on the portion of the Guide 
distributed in early December, the group, area, and region sections. Most of the input we have 
received is of a conceptual nature, which is what we find most useful. Thank you. 

Considerable ·mP.ut was received at the Albuquerque meeting. Minutes of that meeting 
have already been malled to conference participants. That and other input was considered in 
completing the draft you will be receiving soon. 

The forthcoming committee draft of A Guide to Service also contains a rather lengthy 
report from the committee, highlighting portions which need further work and identifying issues 
the committee has yet to reach consensus on. The report also contains a three-year workplan 
(through WSC 1993) outlining a possible timetable for approval of a final version of the Twelve 
Concepts for N.A. Service, consideration of a transition plan for our services, and final 
implementation of our proposal for a revised service structure. You are referred to that report for 
more information. 

/il 
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Again, the draft of A Guide to Service will be mailed to conference participants on March 
23. That draft will be included in the WSO inventory and can be purchased from t~em. . 

The committee is eagerly looking forward to WSC '90 and the opporturuty to engage m 
some open dialogue regarding our work. See ya soon in Van Nuys. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

To: The Fellowship 

Stu Tooredman, Chairperson 
World Service Office Board of Directors 

From: 

Since there is a lot going on at the WSO as we approach the World Service Conference, 
this report will address a variety of issues. The annual reports to the conference will contain 
information even more issues. 

The board considered at the January 1990 meeting a proposal to open an Eastern U.S. 
shipping office. This has been discussed by the board for several years and will undoubtedly get 
support from a cross section of the fellowship. The consensus of the board is to support the idea, 
and when it is financially feasible, to open such a shipping office. 

For the purpose of that discussion, the staff prepared a study based on having the facility in 
the $eneral area of Cincinnati, Ohio. If and when a facility is situated, it may be around 
Cincinnati or one of the other major cities in the general area east of the Mississippi River, in or 
near the Ohio River valley. The cost effectiveness of locating in Cincinnati is fairly representative 
of major cities in that section of the country. 

The study revealed an annual savings of approximately $27,000 over the current cost for 
shipping orders east of the Mississippi River. The cost for operation of the facility, however, 
would be slightly over $135,000 for the first twelve months, not including the cost of equipment. 
Because of all the other demands on the WSO, funds were not available for this project. The 
board voted to delay action on this until later in the year in order to get a better picture of our 
finances. 

At long last, the World Meeting Directory is in production. For the last two years, WSO 
has started work, reached a roadblock, stopped, then resumed work on the directory. One 
recurring problem was determining the reliability of the meeting information. The problem was 
compounded by lack of current contact addresses for many registered meetings, making it 
impossible to verify meeting information. 

The greatest problem was the massive size of the data base and the need for a custom 
computer program. This custom program was finally finished, and the data base can now be 
worked smoothly. Since the directory covers only non-U.S. meetings, a fairly small number of 
directories will be printed. Please pass the word to order early to anyone who may have interest in 
getting one. 

Despite the detailed report recently spotlighting the problems of carrying the N.A. message 
into the USSR, some work was recently accomplished. A combination of factors led to the 
preparation of a draft translation into Lithuanian of two pamphlets. The Lithuanian government 
1s moving rapidly to set the stage for private ownership (which would probably allow for better 
protection of copyrights than in other provinces). 

In a related matter, the office recently received a group registration from a group in Kiev, 
USSR. This is the first meeting in the USSR to be registered. A separate letter was received from 
a group of people interested in starting N.A. in Leningrad, seekin$ assistance and direction. This 
letter was a well-written essay outlining the problems the conumttee is facing. The committee 
includes addicts and professionals. A response is being prepared, and it may lead to a second 
meeting in the USSR. The language for this contact is Russian. 
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This discussion about fellowship communities in non-English-speaking countries is a 
reminder that members with skills in langua~es other than English should send a letter to the 
WSO, if they would like to volunteer their assistance in the translation process for other-language 
materials. 

There are two other places in which fellowship growth is very noticeable: Mexico and 
Colombia. In Mexico, there were only a few meetings as recently as last spring. Now there are 
over 40 meetings, and new registrations come in almost each week. 

We have received a number of letters from the fellowship in Colombia over the past three 
years, when meetings were first started there. However, contact was infrequent and it was not 
possible to understand fully what was going on and how to help. The rising armed conflict made it 
unsafe to send someone to meet them and offer assistance. We have made several unsuccessful 
attempts to arrange for their members to meet in a neutral country. 

There are now over eighty meetings in Colombia, making it the fifth largest fellowship 
community in number of meetings. The Colombian fellowship scheduled a major service meeting 
in mid-March, and someone will be sent to participate. A report will be included in the next 
Newsline. 

The WSC Literature Committee chairperson wrote to the WSO about the prospect of 
having more staff time devoted to the steps development project. He specifically mentioned 
having available someone with writing and English skills that could help the committee put their 
thoughts on paper. Similar discussions have been held with the trustee committee working on the 
draft of the traditions. 

The result of all these discussions is that the WSO is preparing to respond to these 
requests, if the conference concurs with these ideas. Therefore, if you are a member with five 
years or more clean time, with excellent English and writing skills, and you would be interested in 
working with the fellowship on one of these projects, please send a resume to Hazel M~ at the 
WSO. The office will not take action to interview or hire anyone until the conference meets, and 
only if it supports this approach. 

We have reported previously about the problem of companies and individuals using the 
N .A logo on their products. As WSO learns from members the names and addresses of these 
individuals and companies, they are contacted with a request to acknowledge N.A. ownership of 
the logos, and to cooperate in preserving that ownership. So far, only one company has refused to 
cooperate. Following the advice of the conference last year, WSO has filed a lawsuit against that 
company. On the advice of the attorney in this matter, WSO will not comment on the case until 
the matter is settled. 

As a reminder, the office needs to contact directly each individual and company that 
produces these items. If you know of someone who is doing this, please send their name and 
address (and a description of the articles they are producing) to the WSO. 

To: 

From: 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

The Fellowship 

Jack Bernstein, Chairperson 
World Service Board of Trustees 

The Board of Trustees held its regularly scheduled meeting February 2-4, 1990 in Van 
Nuys, with all of the members of the board in attendance. As a result, we were able to accomplish 
more than has been possible in our last two meetings. This report will first give information 
concernin~ the subcommittee meetings of the board, with comments on the other issues we 
discussed m the remainder of the report. 

The Literature Review Committee (chaired by Danette B., with Jack B. and Donna M.) 
spent the majority of their time discussing the translations of our literature that are presently 
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being done, as well as other international concerns relating to literature. The areas that were 
discussed most were the philosophical implications of the translations. This is an issue that was 
discussed more fully in my last Fellowship Report, as well as in Bob Hunter's report to the 
fellowship following his visit to Europe last year. The Literature Review Committee 
recommended to the full board that a Translations Advisory Committee to the WSO be 
implemented and utilized to discuss these translation questions. A long letter from the Soviet 
Union was discussed, with a recommendation made to send an acknowledgement of receipt to the 
author. This will allow time for all the board members to provide input for use in drafting a 
response. There was minimal discussion on the traditions proJect, as the regular reports from the 
Traditions Ad Hoc committee fully cover the work they are domg. 

The Internal/External Committee (chaired by Kim J., with Stretch G., Mario T., and Greg 
P.) reviewed the assignments from their last meeting. The committee has developed a list of 
woups which could be targeted by both the trustee committee and the fellowship for our public 
mformation efforts, such as treatment/health professionals, law enforcement officials, professional 
journal editors, educators, clergy, and others. The members reached a decision to focus the efforts 
of the Internal/External committee towards the correctional field and health officials in municipal 
governments. Topics for conventions, learning days, or workshops were presented for 
consideration as issues that aren't talked about enough in the general fellowship. Four topics were 
chosen as priority issues for discussion throughout the fellowship. No final decision has been 
made regarding the manner in which these topics will be presented. Further information will be 
available in future reports. Finally, the committee discussed the image portrayed in our literature, 
with the overall impression being that our literature ·provides a message of hope and practical 
solutions, despite the occasionally choppy style. This information will be presented to the World 
Service Conference Literature Committee and both ad hoc committees involved in the It Works 
project, for their use in developing. this piece of literature. There is a definite feeling by the 
members of this committee that non-trustee involvement in their :projects is of extreme 
importance. Consequently, they have requested that funds be available m the trustee budget to 
allow for this continued involvement. 

The members of the Additional Needs Advisory Panel wish to once again inform the 
fellowship that this panel was formed to assist in maintaining communication between already 
existing and newly forming additional needs committees. If your committee does not presently 
send copies of the minutes of your meetings to the Trustee Coordinator (care of the WSO), the 
panel members request that you do so. The minutes will be copied and sent to the advisory panel 
members. Also, any other information regarding additional needs will be forwarded to these 
members. It is very important that they remain informed about what is happening in the general 
fellowship regarding additional needs, so that they can share this· information with other members 
who are interested m this issue. 

The Policy & Structure/Training & Education committee (chaired by Becky M., with Tom 
M., Chuck L., and Garth P.) spent most of its time reviewing the proposed trustee guidelines that 
have been under development this past year. The guidelines draft will be expanded by a small 
working group (Becky and Chuck) to prepare a review-form draft for input by the entire board. 
Work on the proposed Board of Trustees Workshop Handbook was postponed, as this is an 
ongoing project. 

There were several other issues which were discussed by the full board during our meeting. 
The first item was the Board of Trustees budget, along with the budget development process for 
the entire conference. We reached consensus that the entire board needs to have a more active 
role in our budget development process. As a result of this discussion, the members of the board 
will be given a preliminary trustee budget for the upcoming conference year during our meeting in 
November, to allow for consideration and input re~arding funding for the next year. 

One of the primary items of discussion dunng our meeting concerned international growth 
and the development of emerging fellowships. Personal contact has been made with several 
members in Cairo, Egypt. The WSO has received correspondence from a new group in Kiev, the 
Ukraine, USSR. These contacts, along with the recent trip to Brazil by two members of the board, 
gave some indication of the enormity of this issue. This variety of contacts prompted several of 
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the board members to recommend that we, as a board, become more involved with visits to 
countries outside of the United States to assist with the development and growth of these young 
fellowship communities. Consistent with this discussion, a policy is being developed regarding 
international travel, setting priorities for where travel occurs and who goes. Strong feelin~s were 
expressed that we need to make better use of our resources, both in who is sent on tnps and 
financial planning. · 

We then discussed improving the relationship between the World Service Office, the Board 
of Trustees and the Board of Directors. Our concerns focused on the different responsibilities 
each of these grouP.s has, or is perceived to have, and the difficulties the Board of Trustees is 
e~eriencing in fulfillin~ our perceived responsibilities. Policies are being developed as a result of 
this discussion which will assist in clarifying the relationship between the decision-making process 
and shared areas of responsibility. The June Board of Trustees meeting will be the same weekend 
as the Board of Directors meeting~ and the two boards plan to meet together for a couple hours of 
discussion on these topics. Shared membership between the boards was discussed as an option to 
increase communication between the world-level boards. There was a long discussion about the 
pros and cons of this possibility, with no definite decision made. 

Following this discussion, consideration was given to the actual purpose of the Board of 
Trustees. This was prompted by a few trustees being confused about whether our purpose is 
advisory, custodial, or interactive within the fellowship. We had questions concerning whether our 
understanding of our purpose is consistent with the understanding of the general fellowship .. We 
discussed the "illusion" that the general fellowship has regarding the trustees and their role, i.e., 
the Supreme Court, dictatorial. Each trustee has been asked to write a short synopsis of their 
understanding of our purpose and our relationship to the fellowship. 
. There appears to be some confusion surrounding the trustees' motion in the Conference 

Agenda Report as it relates to the motions from the World Service Conference Literature 
Committee and the WSC Joint Administrative Committee. The motion from the trustees 
concerns only our assignment from the 1989 WSC regarding the development of the traditions 
portion of It Worb: How and Why. The WSC Literature Committee motion relates to its internal 
committee guidelines, as does the motion from the Joint Administrative Committee. The Board 
of Trustees, through its motion, is asking to be allowed to continue with our portion of this project, 
using the Traditions Ad Hoc committee. This would provide the ad hoc committee, with 
concurrence from the entire Board, the flexibility to do what it believes best, while continuing its 
present course. While we, as a fellowship, continue to debate over who would write our literature, 
or what the definition of a professional writer actually is, no literature is being produced. How 
much will it matter to the addicts that get here five or more years from now, who wrote the 
literature? Can we utilize more than one system of developing literature? Do we trust our trusted 
servants? We, the trustees, are askin~ for the complete and total trust of the World Service 
Conference on this project. This will give us, as a fellowship, the opportunity to experiment with 
one project before we decide how restrictive or open our committee guidelines really need to be. 

Trustee elections for our chairperson and vice chairperson were the last item we discussed. 
Three options for time frames for elections were discussed. A procedure will be developed for 
each of these three options, for discussion as the first item on the agenda at our next meeting. 

While this report is fairly short, a lot of work was done during this meeting. We decided to 
try to approve the minutes from this and future meetings of the Board of Trustees in a more 
timely fashion. As our minutes are approved, they are mailed to WSC participants. For more 
information on the Board of Trustee meetings, you can get copies of the minutes from your RSR 
or RSR alternate. 

During our meeting there was a very honest sharing of feelings regarding the issues that we 
discussed. It is our hope that the increase in communication between the World Service 
Conference boards and committees will serve to provide a positive environment for our 
fellowship's growth world-wide, allowing us to carry the message of recovery in an atmosphere of 
trust and love. The members of the Board of Trustees are all looking forward to the World 
Service Conference in April and hope to see many of you there. 

,, 
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To: 

From: 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

The Fellowship 

Stu Tooredman, Chairperson 
World Convention Corporation 
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The 20th World Convention in Portland, Oregon, which will take place August 31-
September 1, 1990, is well along in the planning process. There has been a slight delay in the 
production and distribution of flyers, but we expect the flyers to be distributed by the 15th of 
March. 

The hotel registration form is not included in the convention flyer this year. A separate 
booklet has been prepared, with detailed information about hotels, transportation, convention 
facility layout, a map, and other pertinent information. We believe that this type of booklet will 
best serve the membership in making an informed decision about travel and lodging. The wee 
Board approved the opt10n of using specific airlines which will offer slightly lower fares for 
convention attendees who choose to use them. Specific information about this 1s also included in 
the booklet. A booklet will be sent to you when you send your registration to wee. y OU may 
also request a copy by sending the registration form with a box marked indicating your request. 

There are gomg to be three simultaneous theme-oriented banquets instead of one large 
banquet. The banquets will be held on Friday evening in two of the largest hotel facilities, and 
one m the coliseum. Each of the theme banquets will have a main speaker. Because seating at 
the banquets will be determined by when you purchase the banquet tickets, you need to buy all 
your tickets at one time. A ticket purchased in August cannot be used to attend the same banquet 
for a ticket purchased in April. 

The board and the staff are busy with the initial planning for the 21st World Convention in 
Sydney, Australia. Information will be printed in the April Newsline regarding requirements for 
entry mto Australia. We hope this information will be of assistance to members from countries 
other than Australia who are planning to attend the convention. · 

The recent convention workshop in Phoenix was a complete success. Representatives from 
eleven convention committees or corporations attended. Several areas of convention operation 
and planning became the focus of discussions: handling money, contracts, and the relationship of 
conventions to the sponsoring service committee. The contract section included understanding 
hotel and convention facility contracts, as well as how to protect N.A. while negotiating contracts. 

The next workshop has been scheduled tentatively for September 21, 22, 23. Following the 
general pattern of rotating the workshops geographically, the September meeting will be in the 
northeast. A location has not yet been established. 

In December, the Internal Revenue Service conducted an audit review of WCC. An IRS 
employee visited the office and examined all the WCC records for a three-year period. Efforts 
had been expended to assemble all of the convention records in one work area, so the auditor 
could have easy and immediate access to all records. A WSO staff member knowledgeable of 
convention affairs was present at all times. 

When the auditor was finished, she seemed satisfied that the information was 
comprehensive, complete, and accurate. A final one-page letter was received about four weeks 
later, confirming that the audit went well by stating that the corporation tax exemption was 
continued without reservation. 

The auditor was asked why wee was selected for an audit. The response was reassuring in 
one respect, but sounded ominous in another. Every 501.c.3 organization is to be audited by the 
IRS within four years of the formation of the corporation. The WCC was audited at this time in 
keeping with that schedule. Convention corporations formed in recent years should therefore 
expect to receive notification that an audit 1s to be performed. Committees should maintain 
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excellent records in an accessible location so that when the audit notice is received, the 
information can be gathered quickly. 

A reminder to those regions in Zone. Three who intend to bid for the 23rd World 
Convention in 1993. Interested committees may obtain additional assistance from the Convention 
Corporation by calling the WSO. Committees should also consult the Convention Handbook. 
Bids must be postmarked no later than July 1, 1990, and should be sent to the World Service 
Office, P.O. Box 9999, Van Nuys, CA 91409-9999, Attn: World Convention Corporation. 
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LODGING RESERVATION FOR WSC 1990 

The 1990 meeting of the World Service Conference will take :{>lace in Van Nuys, California, 
at the Airtel Plaza Hotel. The conference will begin April 23rd with an orientation session the 
evening of the 22nd, and will run through Friday, April 27th. 

The room rate is $84.00 single/double ($75.00 plus 12% room tax), and is available from 
April 20, 1990 through April 30. Payment should be made directly to the Airtel Plaza upon 
arrival. 

In order to take advantage of our group rate and the opportunity to save money by sharing 
a room, please make your arrangements through the World Service Office. Please complete this 
form and return it to Lori c/o WSO, P. 0. Box 9999, Van Nuys, CA 91409. Our block of rooms 
will be allocated to conference participants (voting members) and alternates first. If you are a 
conference participant, you must return this form by March 30, 1990. After that time, rooms will 
be available on a first come, first served basis for anyone interested. If you have any questions or 
problems, please call Lori at (818) 780-3951. 

Shuttle service is available from Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) to Van Nuys 24 
hours a day. Directly outside the baggage claim area of each terminal is a "Bus Stop" sign over the 
outer curb. The Van Nuys Flyaway stops at each terminal's bus stop every half hour, or every 45 
minutes late at night. Rates are $4.50 one way and $8.00 round trip, payable at the Van Nuys 
Flyaway terminal. In the Van Nuys terminal, use the Airtel Plaza telephone to call their van. 

NAME:'---------------------TELEPHONE...,.__,._ __________ _ 

ADDRESS:'---------------------------------------------

CITY: STA TE: ZIP: ·------------- --- ..._ _____ __ 
REGION:,__ __________ RSR or Alternate? _______ _ 

WSCCOMMITTEE:'----------------------------------

POSITION:'-------------------------------------------

ARRIVALDATE:.__ ______ DEPARTUREDATE:.__ ___ _ 

* * * * * * * * 

I PREFER TO SHARE A ROOM WITH: (name and position) __________ __ 

______________ Smoking/Non-smokino-----------

ARRIV AL DATE (roommate): DEPARTURE DATE (roommate):_ 

I WANT A ROOMMATE ASSIGNED TO ME:. _________ _ 

Smoking/Non-smokino---------------------

I PREFER NOT TO SHARE A ROOM:'-------------------------
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ALABAMA-NORTHWEST FLORIDA REGION 

N~RCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

To: World Service Conference 

From: Re9ional Service RePresentative 

Re: Rnnunl RePort 

On behol+ of th~ Alabama - N.w. Flor1da R~9ion a warm hello and 9rateful 

r~co9nition ct our brothers and sisters in recover~ throu9hout the world -

wide fellowsh1P of Narcotics Rnon~mous. 

R9a1n this ~ear the re9io~ has witne$sed continued and amazin9 9rowth in 

this re9ion. In fact. our 9rcwth has b~en so raPid that I am unable to 

or PDPulation of our membershiP· 

lhis ~ear has also s~en a ~reat ~mount of 9rowth and development throu9h -

out our service structure w1th1n our service comffiittees. This fact is even 

eisht ~o six the Fast !:leur. 

Following is a brief summar~ of the Past ~ears activities of this R.s.c. 

HUSPIIRLS' INSTITUTIONS: This is mctuall~ the first ~ear this re91on has 

established n re9ional H.&J. committe~· Thi~ comffi1ttee has been ver~ 

Leo.rnir1·:i Do.·:1s r111ve been o.tten•jed· b!:I th1s •:c•rnmittee d1.1rin9 the F·o.s-t •:1ear 0 
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r.:.r::.r.:. REPORT TIJ bJ.s.c. 1'390 - P0.9e: 2 

Nt\RCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

PUBLIC INFORM~TIOtf: This is o.l$a the first ~ear this r~9ion has established 

n re9iono.l P-I· committee. This comm1ttee is movin9 slowl~ due in part ~o a. 

lack of financial recources. RecentlYl The committee wo.s able to Purcho.se a. 

CONUENTIDN: The Convention committee hns been active for severo.l ~ears now. 

Last ~ears re9ionaJ convention ho.a som~ diff1culities but was o.ble to 

fulfill it's PUrPose without a finQnc1Ql loss. This weo.r the committee 

5ePeratad into two committees with ea.ch comm1tt~e bein9 responsible for 

Producin9 nn individual convention ea.en. rhi~r ho.s been some discussion 

concernin9 t~e formin9 o+ a ~onvention corporation and we a.re mouin9 slowlw 

in this area. This ~ears convention ha~ been scheduled and PreParatioris tor 

LilE~~TU~E: The L1tera~ure committee hus also been a standin9 committee of 

this R.s.c. for several wemrs. This ~eur ~ne re9ion directed the committee 

to reduce it's literature ciistr1Dution 0Perat1on so ms to o.llow the 

committee more abilit~ to Produce other literature committee activitie~· 

HISTORY RD HOC: This committee will be Producin9 a histor~ workshop ' 

conference this ~eo.r. The committee ho~~s to eventuallw Produce a Piece 

cf IJtermture documentin9 some of the histor~ of Narcotics Rnonwmous. 

OUTRERCH RD HIJC: This commi~t~e·s Pr1mo.rY function is to assist 9rouPs in 

9eo9raPn1c~1 are~s of our re91on in the formo.t1on of thier ~.s.c. '$• 



ALABAMA-NORTHWEST FLORIDA REGION 
R.s.R. REPORT TO w.s.c. 1990 - PU9e 3 

N~RCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

~DMINIST~AlIUE= The Rdmin1strat1ve comm1tte~ of the R.s.c. hus hud some 

difficul1tw in keePin9 PDsitJons on the committee filled. Elections of new 

0++1cers are in Jyne 1990 und hoPefullw this Problem will be resolved then. 

The k.~.c. Pol1cw cont1nues to develoPe nna chmn9e in response ~o this 

contribute funds to the w.s.c. in QCCor~1nce with Privious contr1cut1ons. 

HoPefull~, tnis will be onl~ a ~emPora~~ situation. 

This re91on will deuelDPffi a conc1ous concern1ns issues in the C·R·R· 

Rs R.s.R.; I will recieve 9ood d1rect1on ~roID the re9ion concerning this 

rnater1n1. Rt tne w.s.c. 1 will be able to ~ubmit an updated service 

In c1as1ng; I wish to exPress this r89ions 9ratit~de to the nddict seeking 

1·e1::•:i1;1:!r··~ ·• •:C•n!r.•:i•:i•.1entl·::1 t·.ie ·::~<:ist. 

Eddie Rtkinson - R.s.R. 
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REGIONAL REPORT FROM ARIZONA 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 

CHAIRMAN W.S.C. 
JEFF T. - R.D.R. 
MARCH 1, 1990 

THIS HAS BEEN A YEAR OF Cli"NnE c:'OR TUE ARIZ.ONA REGION. WE HAVE HAD 
AN AREA {SOUTHEASTERN) WITHDRAW FROM OllR REGION . OVER VARIOUS 
ISSUES. THE AREA HAS APPOINTF:D AN AD HOC COMM!TTEE TO REVIEW THAT 
DECISION AND HOPEFUIJLY THE SPIRIT C)r t:NITY WilJL PREVAIL. THE 
REGION CONTINUES TO PROVInE TNPORMJ\1'TON !\ND ~frnT~TAl\TCE TO VARIOUS 
SUBCOMMITTEES. OUR REGIONAl.a CHAIR llAS 1.TUST ATTENDED THEIR AREA 
MEETING TO ADDRESS CONCERNS. 

ON CENTRAL ARIZONA, A NEW AREA IS BEI~G FORM~n WORKING CLOSELY WITH 
THE EXISTING AREA FOR EXPERIENCE, STRENGTH ANO HOPF.. THE NEW AREA 
HAS MEMBER INVOLVED IN ALL SUBCOMMITTEES AND MEETS REGULARLY TO 
SHARE ITS STRENGTH AND NE~ns TO HAVE A SMOOTH TRANSITION. WITH 
THIS METHOD WE ARE REASONABLY ASSURED THERE WILL 6E NO DISRUPTION 
OF SERVICES PROVIDED. THE PHnNELINE WTLL BE SHi\RED BY BOTH AREAS. 

THE NORTHERN ARIZONA AKJ::;A ALSO HAS BI::EN A YEAR OF GROWTH AND 
CHANGE. COTTONWOOD HAS DECIDED TO FORM .:\ NEW AREA DUE TO DISTANCE 
AND SERVICES PROVIDED. THE OLD AREA HAS MEMBERS HOLDING DUAL 
POSITIONS BUT MORE PEOPLE ARE <'.iF:TT!NG INVOJ:VED. BOTH AREAS ARE 
SUPPORTING REGIONAL EFFORTS. 

EFFORTS TO CONTACT SOU'l1HW~s·rt::RN ARIZONA IL>i.VE Gc:>NE W1'THOUT RESPONSE 
SO FAR. THIS AREA HAS ALWAYS STRUGGL~D. WE WILL CONTINUE TO 
CONTACT AND SENT INFORMATit".lN. 

OUR FELLOWSHIP THANKS THE W.S.C. FOR HAVING THE PHONELINE WORKSHOP. 
THE EXPERIENCE ANO KNOWLEDGE WAG lfEl1PFUL TO ?\LL AND HAS CAUSED AN· 
INFLUX OF ENTHUSIASM. WE WILL HAVE .?\ BOO'rH AT THE NATIONAL COUNCIL 
OF DRUG ABUSE SCHEDULED FOR NEXT MONTH. WE LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING 
P.I. WITH W.S.C. P.I. ON THIS MATTER. 

P.O. Box 26404 Tempe, AZ. 85282 

•• : ,.;Q 
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TH! SUBCOMMITT!~S '-T TH'fl: R?:GH1NA1..a LEVP~L HAVE OllOWN THIS LAST YEAR 
ALL THE COMMITTEES Hl\VE t\CTT\'f'. INVOJ.NEMENT IN AREA AND WORLD 
COMMITTEE LEVELS. 

THE l.iITERATURE COMMI'l"l'fl'.: HM; t.n::t~N .~S:-JltiNED VAR!OUS PIECES FOR 
REVIEW AND INPUT. THESE TAOKS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED IN A TIMELY 
MANNER. THE COMMITTEE IS LOOKINO FORWARD TO WORKING ON THE STEPS 
AND TRADITIONS OF "IT WORKS: HOW AND WHY". 

THE HOSPITAL AND INS'l'l'l'U'l'l<JN t'Or-\?''ll 'l"I't::t: HAS BEEN ACTIVELY ASSISTING 
THE AREAS IN LEARNING DAYS AND THE CH~IRPERSON HAS BEEN DEDICATED 
.TO MAKING SURE THE AREA H & l IS .~BRF..\ST OF ALL INFORMATION 
CONCERNING H & I MATTERS. Hr HAS BROUC;HT THIS COMMITTEE TO ONE OF 
RESOURCE FOR ANY AREA NEEDS. 

THE REGIONAL ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE CONTINUES TO HOLD FOUR ANNUAL 
EVENTS EACH YEAR. OUR TALENT HHOWS HAVE BEEN WONDERFUL EVENTS. 
'T'ff'F. REGIONAL BASH I~ ~TTt.t. Hr'.t.T'I h"T.TH ~~~ FT.lNf!S EA.RMARKEO FO'R 'r'RF. 
w. s. c. THE REGIONJ\l1 .:\l~T'l'.\'!Trr.n CH.~IR H.:\S WORKED WITH THE AREAS AND 
CONVENTION TO M.i\~~E SURE \l:fi: .11.T<E NC>T IN COMPLETION WITH LOCAL 
FUNDRAISERS. 

OUR ANNUAL CONVENTION W.L\S .'.\ GREA't SUCCESS LAST YEAR. OUR 
CONVENTION TYPIFY TH'E L10VE .'\ND WARMTH OF N. A. A.ND THE MESSAGE OF 
HOPE. OUR THEME THIS YEAR rs "SHARE THE DREAM- LIVE THE MIRACLE". 
THE CONVENTION COMMI'l'TEJ:!: lS DOlNG AN OUTSTANDING JOB TO ASSURE 
ANOTHER CELEBRATION ClF RECOVERY ~EMORT.~L DAY WEEKEND. THIS YEAR'S 
CONVENTION WILL BE HELD IN MESA, ARIZONA. FLYERS HAVE BEEN 
DISTRIBUTED. HOPE TO SEE YOO ALJi THERE. 

THANK YOU FOR THE PRIVILEGE OP SERVICE, 

JEFF T. 
REGIONAL SERVICE k~P. 

cc: Alt. R.S.R 
Areas 
Regional Chai :i.ft 
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BEST LXTTLE REGXON SERVXCE COMMXTTEE 

TO: THE FELLOWSHIP 

FROM: REGIONAL SERVICE REPRESENTIVE OF THE BEST LITTLE REGION 

GREETINGS FROM THE WESTERN HALF OF TEXAS AND THE LOWER THIRD OF 
NEW MEXICO. WE STILL HAVE SEVEN AREAS WITHIN THE REGION. 

WE HELD OUR SECOND REGIONAL CONVENTION DURING THE WEEKEND OF 
NOVEMBER 3-5, 1990 IN ABILENE, TEXAS. THERE WERE 290-300 PAID 
REGISTRATIONS, WITH A PROFIT OF MORE THAN $5,000. A DONATION OF $1.325 
WAS MADE TO THE 1990 WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE AS PER THE DIRECTIONS OF 
OUR REGIONAL GUIDELINES. 

OUR NEXT REGIONAL CONVENTION WILL BE HELD IN AMMARILLO. TEXAS. THE 
WEEKEND OF NOVEMBER 2-4, 1990. THE THEME OF THIS CONVENTION WILL BE 
RECOVERY HAPPENS. FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE CONVENTION BE SURE TO 
LOOK IN THE "NEWSLINE" AND THE "N.A. WAY" 

THE WESTERN STATES UNITY CONVENTION WILL BE HELD IN EL PASO. TEXAS 

1990 

ON JULY 5-7, 1990. THIS CONVENTION HAS RECIEVED THE MORAL SUPPORT OF • 
THE BEST LITTLE REGION. THIS WILL MAKE TWO CONVENTIONS WITHIN THIS 
REGION IN 1990. 

A LITERATURE WORKSHOP WAS HELD THE WEEKEND OF FEBURARY 3. 1990 IN 
LUBBOCK, TEXAS. RANDY F .. VICE-CHAIRPERSON OF THE WORLD LITERATURE 
COMMITTEE. THE WORKSHOP WAS WELL ATTENDED FROM WITHIN OUR REGION AND 
FROM THE LONE STAR REGION. MANY QUESTIONS WERE ASKED AND ANSWERED. VET 
THERE ARE STILL MANY QUESTIONS WHICH MUST BE ANSWERED AT THE WORLD 
SERVICE CONFERENCE IN APRIL. IT IS THE BELIEF OF THIS REGION THAT 
ACCOUNTABILITY OF THE WORLD LITERATURE COMMITTEE ON "IT WORKS. HOW AND 
WHY" HAS BECOME NECESSARY. IT WAS REPORTED DURING THE WORKSHOP THAT THE 
W.L.C. HAS SPENT MORE THAN $500,000 OF THE FELLOWSHIP'S MONEY AND HAS 
NOT PRODUCED ANY READABLE LITERATURE FOR THE FELLOWSHIP AS A WHOLE. 

OUR REGION IS GROWING IN THE AREA'S OF PUBLIC INFORMATION AND WITH 
HOSPITAL'S AND INSTIUTIONS. WITHIN THE NEXT TWO YEARS THERE WILL BE 
FOUR TO FIVE STATE PENITENIARIES OPENING. THROUGH THE EFFORTS OF BOTH 
OF THESE COMMITTEES THERE WILL BE MEETINGS IN THESE PLACES BV THE TIME 
THAT THEY OPEN, SO THAT THE MESSAGE OF RECOVERY CAN BE CARRIED TO THESE 
PLACES. 

IN LOVING SERVICE 

ANDY A., R.S.R. BEST LITTLE REGION 

/J 
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· BRJGJ'I§I-I COLUMBI<A 
~QIONAL '§ERVICE 
COMMITTEE OF 
NARCOTICS 11NONYMOU~ 
Box 16.9.5, Station A, Vancouver, B .c. VGC 2P7 

B.C. Regional Report to WSC February 1990 

Dear Fellow Addicts: 

Greetings from British Columbia. We have done considerable growing in 
the last 12 months, I'm pleased to report. Our region now consists ot 
ten areas, with at least one more in the initial planning stages. We 
still hold our regional service committee meetings quarterly, due to 
the vast distances we have to travel to get together, but we now meet 
for a day and a half, instead of one day. 

As N.A. in our .region is growing, we are beginning to find that the 
by-laws under which we have been operating for the last few years do 
not adequately describe and detail some of the circumstances we are now 
encountering. We have therefore established a Policy Committee to. · 
establish some further guidelines for our regional service committee 
and its sub-committees. We look forward to reaping· the fruits of their 
labour. 

H & I is active in our region, with more institutions requesting 
meetings than we have members willinq and/or able to attend; I guess 
this is not much different than what 'other areas experience. Many 
federal prisons are located in areas where population is small and N.A. 
is just starting so there are not many members who can meet the 
qualifications for clean time or other clearance requirements. The 
areas are very active thouqh in detox centres and treatment facilities. 

P.I. has not been extremely active at the regional level in the last 
year but several areas have strong committees. Even the smaller areas 
seem to be able to provide speakers to schools and other local events 
when requested. N.A. is often asked to have representatives present 
at alcohol and drug awareness days sponsored by schools, universities 
and other community organizations. As well some areas are reviewing 
radio PS,.'s for use shortly and have been talking about th• television 
PSA's as well. 

All in all. more areas are sponsoring workshops on traditions and 
service in Narcotics Anonymous, in general doing their best to get 
members more involved in service. As well many areas are doing their 
best to get members involved in having fun in recovery. The Vancouver 
F.trea is hosting their 10th annual Sprinc; Clean, May 25 - 27 011 Ga.mbit=r 

"that no addict seeking 1·ec.:.overy need ev~r die" 



Bl{!vr'I§H COLUMBI<.A 
1\._EgIONAL .§ERVICE 
COMMITTEE OF 
NARCOGITCS ~NONYMOU§ 
Box 16~.5, Station A, Vancouver, B.C. V6C 2P7 

B.C. Regional Report to WSC February 1990. 

Island: the annual B.C. Regional Convention is to be held on Vancouver 
Island this year; in Nanaimo, August 24-26: the North Central B.C. Area 
will be holding its third annual summer camp ou~ at Williams Lake, 
July 13- 15: the Fraser Valley Ak'~1:1 ls hosting its annual retreat at 
Camp Howdy, Labour Day Weekend and the 13th Annual Pacific Northwest 
Convention of N.A., one of the longest consecutive runninq conventions 
is being held in Vancouver this year, at the Delta River Inn, 
October 26, 27, and 28th, 1989. We hope to see many members from all 
over the world at one or more of our region's events. 

The final and possibly the moat exciting event that took place for 
Briti~h Columbia N.A. members, is that we became part of a Canadian 
Assembly of Narcotics Anonymous. The purpo.se of this assembly is to 
further unite N.A. members in Canada and basically become a resource 
centre for information for various regional and area sub-committee 
members. We had our first real meeting in January and will be meeting 
again in Montreal, July 6, 7 and 8, 1990. our Vice-Chairperson for 
this committee is a bilingual person, thus fulfilling one of our 
mandates that there be at least one bilingual table officer. We look 
forward to having m&ny wurld members attend our first Canadian 
convention which will be bilingual and held in the Province of Quebec. 

Well I think that's it for now. Our members throughout the region 
busy discussing the wsc Conference agenda and we look torward .to 
discussing it with all of you in April. 
and meetings with our American neighbours 

You50~· J L( 

easier due to distances 

I~ 
t .. ~ 

Tom ote, Alt. 

are 

Wendy White~ R.S.R. 
4035 iamloops Street, 
Vancouver, B.c. VSR lXS 

102 - 1155 Rockland Ave., 
Victoria, a.c. vav 3H8 

"that nn ciddict 5cr.kin~ recovery need ev~r die" 



February 18, 1990 

Bob Hunter, WSC Chairperson 
C/O World Service Office, Inc. 
P.O. Box 9999 
Van Nuys, CA 91409 

Dear Bob, 

RE: Buckeye Regional Service 
Committee Annual Report to 
the 1990 World Service 
Conference 

The Buckeye Region is comprised of seven older, established Area 
Service Committees. Our geographic area is a triangular section of 
Ohio stretching from the south-eastern corner of Ohio to west of 
Cleveland and to the north-eastern corner of the state. It also 
includes a portion of Western Pennsylvania. 

The Ohio Convention, Hopeline, and state meeting schedules are 
services shared with the Ohio Region. The Ohio Convention is alter
nately hosted by each Region. This year's convention will be held in 
Toledo May 25-27, 1990. The Hopeline is an 800 number that can be 
used in the state of Ohio. We employ a 24 hour answering service 
which contacts N.A. members to speak directly with the callers. The 
number is 1-800-451-3000. 

We have had this Shared Service Agreement with the Ohio Region 
now for the past several years. We have been so successful with this 
arrangement that other Regions have started their own Shared Service 
Agreement based on ours. We believe it to be a very practical means 
of avoiding inefficient and/or expensive duplication of services, 
particularly for new forming Regions. We have found that it helps 
maintain a bond between the new region ahd the mother region. 

We have five Regional sub-committees: H&I, PI, Phoneline, 
Literature, and Activities. 

This year we were able to contribute $500.00 to the operation of 
the w.s.c., but our financial contribution has actually been much 
greater as we send two or more representatives to each conference and 
quarterly meeting providing for their transportation, lodging, and 
meals. Our greatest source of income is convention funds, and our 
greatest expense is representative travel. 

In Loving Service, 

Wft~ 
Walt Tingler, RSR 
Buckeye Regional Service Committee 



ANNUAL REPORT TO WSC 

CALIFORNIA MID-STATE REGION OF N.A. 
P.O. Box 2302 
MERCED, CA. 95344 
March 1, 1990 
To: The Fellowship 
Dear Friends, 

. JiAI< 2 1990. 

Our first year as a region has been a tremendous 
learning experience for all of our members. We have had the 
opportunity to apply the principles of the program on many 
occasions and most of the time, we did. There are 5 areas 
within our region which support about 135 meetings. The 
Regional Service Committee meets every month and lasts from 
3 to 5 hours. Our subcommittees generally meet for 1 to 2 
hours before the RSC. Our meetings range from calm 
parliamentary procedures to emotional, open forum, sharing 
sessions. 

The Hospital and Institution subcommittee maintains 
the most regular attendance within the RSC. Most of the H&I 
meetings within the Region are handled by the areas. We met 
with some difficulty in sorting out who was going to carry 
a meeting into the Jamestown facility (No. Cal. members or 
Mid-State members); however, we seemed to have worked that 
out. Members from Mid-State Region met with members of H&I 
throughout California in December '89 to discuss state
wide correctional facility issues. 

Public Information has had a rocky road both at 
area and regional levels. P.I. efforts have been handled by 
the individual areas. The regional P.I. committee is 
working on a Multi-Regional learning days on May 25, 26 and 
27, 1990. Regional P.I. has experienced some thin and 
sporadic attendance; however, the few regular members 
involved are admirably committed. The committee put 
together and published a regional meeting directory which 
is quite attractive. 

We recently dissolved our regional policy 
committee. Policy had rewritten some guidelines for the RSC 
which are in a review/approval process. The RSC felt that 
there was no need to continue with that committee since it 
had fulfilled its purpose. 

The Regional Literature Committee has been through 
its fair share of obstacles as well. The members who attend 
that committee are few; however, they are quite vocal. The 
areas within Mid-State do not purchase their literature 
from the region. Rather, the areas purchase literature 
through the No. Cal. Regional Service Office or the World 
Service Office. The regional committee felt that the areas 
were doing well at getting their own literature and there 
was no practical reason for the region to get involved. The 
committee has expressed a number of concerns about the lit. 
development process, the accuracy of reports from the 
WSCLC, the cost to the fellowship that IT WORKS has 



incurred to date, and the use of the input we have 
submitted to the Ad-Hoc Cammi ttee on the Traditions. The 
committee is currently reviewing the"12 Concepts". As you 
may have seen, Mid-State has proposed motions pertaining to 
the lit. development process in this years Conference 
Agenda Report. 

Regional activities have been just that- active!. 
We are in the midst of putting together a regional 
convention which is planned for June 29,30 and July 1 of 
'90. The RSC has just concluded preliminary discussion of 
this activity· and has given the 20 9 South asc a vote of 
confidence in proceeding. The RSC would 1 ike to extend an 
invitation to everyone to come attend our first convention 
in Fresno. Headquarters for the convention are at the 
Fresno Hilton. We will have flyers at the conference. Last 
month an area f ram No. Cal. requested holding a campout 
within our region. The region gave that committee a vote of 
confidence to proceed as well. In addition to those 
discussions, the areas within our region hold Unity days 
and campouts regularly. As you can see, we are committed to 
enjoying recovery. There has been only one fund raising 
event for the year, T-shirt sales. We do not currently have 
a convention corporation or an RSC. 

We started out the regional year rotating the 
meetings throughout the areas within the region. The 
purpose of the rotation was to introduce the regional 
committee to the areas and in.vi te member participation. We 
now meet in one central location each month. At the 
inception of our region, we had a number of members who 
were interested in regional service. As the year progressed 
we had a turn over in trusted servants, as is the case with 
most newly forming committees. The region recently began 
allocating time within the agenda each month for open forum 
•sharing sessions. This has initial 1 y turned out to be an 
honest appraisal of the service that the ragion provides to 
our areas/ groups and an inventory of how the respective 
individual members of the committee serve. Items we have 
considered have ranged from our primary purpose to a 
regional insurance policy. 

As reported last year, an area within our region is 
experiencing some legal problems; N.A. has been named as 
cross complainants in a personal injury suit. An Ad-Hoc 
commit tee has been farmed to deal with this issue. Initial 
philosophical conclusions have been of support and 
acceptance. The Ad-Hoc committee is taking careful steps in 
doing what it feels to be the most prudent. The committee 
is investigating legal aspects of the suit in an effort to 
come to an effective resolution of the issue. There is 
nothing conclusive to report at this time; however, we will 
communicate the results of our efforts as they come to a 
close. We are confident that when all is said and done, 
things will be as they are supposed to be. 

Fundf 1 ow has been an ongoing discussion within the 



region. There has not been an established prudent reserve 
for the region since its inception. The various committees 
and trusted servants establish budgets for 6 month periods 
of time and the RSC monitors these expenditures each month. 
In December of '88* our beginning balance was $1880. 32. 
Expenses from Dec. '88 through Feb. '90 were $6614.28. 
Donations from ASC's and 7th Tradition were 5384.02. With 
some adjustments and returns on funds not spent, our 
balance in Feb. '90 is $872.71. We have not made any 
donation to WSC to date; however, the Stanislaus Valley ASC 
did donate $1,000.00 to WSC this year. Yes, RSR expenses 
have been an heated i tern for discussion the past year. 
About one-third of the RSC expenses are RSR expenses. The 
RSC has spent some considerable time discussing priori ties 
and the most prudent expenditure of funds. When all is said 
and done, there are conscientious members who consider 
their responsibility carefully. 
*An accounting was not submitted 1 ast year when Mid-State 
was seated, that's why we started from Dec. '88. 

As this report states in the ope~ing, it has been a 
tremendous learning experience for all of the members. 
starting this Region and fulfilling the responsibilities to 
the groups has been alot of work. Much has been learned and 
remains to be learned. Once again, we are grateful to be 
teachable. Well my friends, I am running short on space and 
we are asked to keep it to 3 pages. So, I can either use a 
smal 1 er font or end t.he · report here. Best wishes in your 

service, 

Gene Ra inc, RSR - John Crosby RSR Alt. 
(209)578-4417 
for 
Cali=ornia Mid-State RSC 

.. 
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TO: 
FROM: 

RE: 
DATE: 

THE CAROLINA REGION 
OFNARC<JI'ICSANONYMOUS 

WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE 
CAROLINA REGION 
ANNUAL REPORT 
FEBRUARY 1990 

Greetings from the Carolina Region! 

This past year has been one of growth and unity for the Carolina 
Region. Our region comprises North Carolina, South Carolina and 
a part of Southwestern Virginia. At last count we have 195 
groups holding 474 meetings in 16 areas of our region. We also 
have 90 H&I meetings. Our region will soon celebrate its first 
decade of service. 

Since last year our region elected to incorporate cur entire RSC. 
We felt this to be a more straight forward approach to the 
incorporation merry-go-round. We are now in the process of filing 
Federal Tax-exempt forms with the help of tax Lawyers we hired. 
This is proving to te a slow process and we are in hopes of by
passing back tax assessment. 

This past year has also marked the opening of a RSO in Greensboro, 
NC. We are seeing many benefits with the addition of a computer 
and copy machine. The copy machine has resulted in hundreds of 
dollars in savings in only a few months operation and we are 
anticipating the wxpenditure paying for itself within the year. 
We are now employing one part-time employee. 

Hurricane Hugo paid a destructive visit through our region in 
September. Meeting locations were destroyed, areas were without 
power for weeks, communications poor and cities under martial 
law ~or days. This event sparked the formation of an Ad Hoc 
Committee whose purpose is to formulate guidance, experience, 
strength and hope to addicts in times of disaster. The committee 
is preparing a contingency plan aimed at preparedness on a group, 
area and regional level. 

Our region will be holding its 11th Annual Carolina Regional 
Convention June 29 - July 1, 1990 in Winston-Salem, NC. Our 
region invites the fellowship to join us in celebrating 
"Against All Odds." 

In Loving Service, 

(Y)a:t l / /::f? (_ ;~ra L 
Mary Kay Berg¢" / 
RSR Carolina Region 
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NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 
Central California 

ltWOlksl 

Regional Service Committee 
P.O. Box 1534 
Ventura CA 93002 

CENTRAL CALXFORNXA REGXON 

WSC REPORT 1990 

Greetings from The Central California Fellowship! 

The c.:mtral California Region consists of the Areas of 
Central Coast, Kern, Santa Barbara, Simi-Thousand Oaks, and 
Ventura. We now have approximately 140 weekly meetings in 
our five Areas. We also have about 30 regular H&I panels. 
Our region has contributed $7,400 to WSC since July, 1989. 

The CCRSC Activities this year were a Regional campout and a 
New Years Eve dance. Both events lost some money because of 
low attendence. A campout will again be held in June and 
hopefully it will have greater participation. 

The Region does not currently have a H&I Regional 
sub-committee. No one from the fellowship has stepped forth 
to begin this committee. A PI chairperson has just recently 
been elected in order to start that committee. Two of our 
members were able to attend the office workshop in Phoenix 
and they have obtained valuable information for our region. 
The process of incorporation has been on hold unt i 1 we 
receive more direction f ram WSO and WSC about recommended 
proceedures. We hope to get an office as scan as feasible. 

Our Region is still growing and it is not yet up to full 
speed with its services. There is plenty of roam to improve 
all aspects of our Service committees. We continue to be of 
loving service as best we can. 

Howard Barnes 
772 Leff St. 
San .Luis Obispo, Ca. 

93401 
805/549-9615 

In Loving Service, 

iqqo· 
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Narcotics Anonymous 

Chesapeake and Potomac Regional Service Committee 

February 22, 1990 

ID: World Service Conference 1990 

FROM: The Chesapeake and Potomac Region 

SUBJECT: Annual Report to the World Service Conference 

Greetings from the Chesapeake and Potomac Region! 

The Chesapeake and Potomac Region is in its 8th year of 
existence. The geographic area of our Region encompasses Maryland, 
Washington, D.C., South Delaware and the northernmost part of 
Virginia. In the past year, our Region has continued to grow in 
number of members, groups and ASCs. The number of Areas has 
increased from thirteen to sixteen Areas represented at our RSC. The 
three new Areas are Montgomery, Ocean Gateway, and North 
Baltimore, and this growth is further serving the needs of the local 
fellowship. Our RSCs are held bimonthly and are hosted by the ASCs 
in an alphabetical rotation. The number of meetings within the 
Region totals 678, an increase of 109 from last year. The number of 
H&I meetings is 172, an increase of 18 from last year. 

The active subcommittees of the RSC are Literature, H&I, 
PI/Hotline/Helpline, Policy, Activities and Convention. Our 
subcommittees continue to grow, be very well supported and quite 
active throughout the year. The Regional Literature Committee held 
six workshops co-sponsored by five Areas and drafted Chapters on 
the 10th, 11th, and 12th Traditions, as well as provided input to the 
BOT Traditions Ad-hoc Committee. Anticipating that the RLC would 
be without a literature development project, the committee 
requested an assignment from the World Literature Committee and 
were given the booklet, "Living Clean" for development in 1990. 
Additionally, the Regional Literature Committee also held a Learning 
Day co-sponsored by the Baltimore Area. One Hotline and seven 
Helplines serve the Areas of the Region. Presently, a Regional Public 
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Information Ad-hoc Committee is researching the possibility of 
establishing a Regional 800 phone service. We continue to have two 
growing ASOs - one in Baltimore and one in Northern Virginia. The 
Board of Directors of the Convention Corporation have implemented 
operating guidelines. The fourth Chesapeake and Potomac Regional 
Convention (C.P.R.C.N.A. IV.) will be hosted by the Westside Area and 
will be held in Ocean City, Maryland, March 23, 24, 25, 1990. Our 
slogan is WE DO RECOVER! 

In addition to our financial donations to the WSC and to better 
serve the Region and fellowship within it, it is believed that our 
groups feel that it is equally important to send members, our 
greatest resource, to W odd Services. This wherein developed a 
policy that each RSC subcommittee would receive $500 per quarter 
for the attendance of representatives of each RSC subcommittee at 
the WSC Quarterly Conferences. Since there was only one WSC 
workshop this year, the RSC was able to send the RSR, RSR Alt. and 
11 members of our Region to the WSC Quarterly in St. Louis in 
November, 1989. Our Region was represented at the WSC Literature, 
Pl, H&I, and Policy subcommittees and this representation has 
further promoted the growth of knowledge, experience and 
communication within the Region and Fellowship. 

Because we had members of the Region attending the Quarterly 
Workshop Literature subcommittee meetings our Region was 
informed of the proposed WSC Literature Committee agenda items 
and were able to address our concerns by actively participating 
through Regional motions in the Conference Agenda Report. Also, the 
C&P RSC Policy Committee representatives were able to address 
concerns at the WSC Policy Committee's open forum. The 
committee's concerns voiced at the open forum were: 1.) Conflict of 
interest of RSR serving as a voting member of the WSC Policy 
Committee, 2.) Membership guidelines are exclusive and do not 
encourage the participation of informed and experienced members of 
Regions (i.e., pool membership), and 3.) Need for better 
communication between the WSC Policy Committee and RSC Policy 
Committees. 

The Chesapeake and Potomac Region is very concerned with 
the WSC literature procedures and expressed our concerns by 
submitting two motions to the WSC Chair for inclusion in the 
Conference Agenda Report. The Conference Agenda Report is the 
only vehicle of communication and opportunity for Fellowship 
review of the motions before they are addressed on the floor of the 
WSC 1990. The two motions are located in the back of the 
Conference Agenda Report (Addendum 6, Pages 6 & 7). 
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The RSC Policy Committee and the Baltimore Special Events 
Committee co-sponsored a workshop on the "12 Concepts and the 
N.A. Guide to Service." We personally requested the attendance of 
two members of the Ad-hoc Committee on N.A. Service (one local and 
the other from a neighboring Region) to help educate, clarify and 
answer questions of the members' of our Region. The workshop was 
well supported by members, but unfortunately and disappointedly 
no one from the Ad-hoc Committee was present at our workshop to 
help facilitate and participate in our discussion. 

To open and enhance communication the RSR and RSR Alt. 
were directed by the RSC to arrange meetings/workshops with the 
RSRs of our surrounding Regions on a bimonthly or quarterly basis. 
To date, two Workshops of Regions were held on December 2, 1989, 
and February 3, 1990. There were 10 Regions in attendance and the 
workshops were an open forum where we communicated openly 
with each other, exchanged information and voiced Regional 
concerns. Participants, the WSC Administrative Committee, and 
interested members received copies of the minutes of the workshops. 

Instead of a superficial report and because this is· an 
opportunity to communicate with the Fellowship, we have provided 
an informative report letting others know the growth, feelings and 
passions of the Chesapeake ·and Potomac Region. 

The spiritual message of recovery of Narcotics Anonymous 
continues to be alive, well and thriving in the Chesapeake and 
Potomac Region! We continue to have a "solid, established Fellowship 
entrenched firmly in N.A. Recovery." 

It has been both an honor and a privilege serving the 
Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous this past year. 

In loving service, 

Karen Ponton, RSR 
Chesapeake and Potomac Region 
(301) 949-3507 

~P; 
Mason Day, RSR Alt. 
Chesapeake and Potomac Region 
(301) 461-6530 
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CHICAGOLAND REGIONAL SERVICE COMMITTEE 
NARCOfICS ANONYMOUS 

212 S. Marion Street - Suite 27 
Oak Park, IL 60302 

HELP-LINE (708) 848-4884 

OKAY! WAKE UP!! YEA YOU!!! You didn't think you'd make it this far 
did you? well there's good news and bad news. First the good news. 
You're doing a fine job as a trusted servant. The bad news is, your only 
in the C's. 

Greetings from the Chicagoland Region. It would appear that 
everything in the Chicagoland Region is going well. We have added two new 
areas, raising the total to 11, and over fifty new meetings to our region, 
raising that total to approximately 300. We have a staffed service office. 
Our H&I and Public Information subcommittees are becoming more active with 
time and experience. Our newsletter committee is beginning to come 
together and, hopefully, communication throughout the local Fellowship will 
increase. we are actively working to start meetings for the deaf 
(currently we have three meetings in our region that are signed by 
interpreters). Our goal in this area is to be of assistance in starting a 
meeting where deaf addicts can come together and meet with each other. Our 
directory is coded to allow members to know which meetings are wheelchair 
accessible and non smoking (for those with breathing disorders). There are 
four Spanish speaking meetings in our region and the hope that more are on 
the horizon. All iri all it seems as though our regional service committee 
is doing what it can to help carry the message of recovery. 

While we are growing, there are still many areas in our region where 
N.A. is not accessible. In the northwest, west and southwest suburbs N.A. 
is growing slowly. This geographical area represents about half of the 
total land mass of our region and approximately 20-25% of the total 
popuiation yet less than 30 of all our meetings are held in this 
geographical area. These areas are weak and lack experienced members to 
assist with the service struc~ure. Treatment centers, haifway houses, and 
others who work with addicts do not feel that N.A. is a viable alternative 
1n these areas because we can not offer the type of meeting support that 
they experience with A.A. Those of us who have been ciean for a while and 
have seen the changes made in the city, unaerstand that this will change 
when the membership becomes more active in its efforts to carry the 
message. The unfortunate thing is that there is experience to grow from 
but it is not well used. 

That brings us to our communication problem, which stems from the way 
that information is carried from the group to the region and back again. 
The problem .is not that communications don't exist rather our trusted 
servants do not a1ways carry the communication back and fourth as 
suggested in the Temporary Working Gujde to the Service Structure. While 
the majority of ASR's do well our breakdown occurs between the area and 
the grouos. 

In many cases control apathy or irresponsibility are at the root of 
our communication problems. Communications tend to be clouded when 
delivered with personal opinions of our trusted servants. Many feel that 
the Conference Agenda Report, or Lite~a~ure like ''It Works" have no 
bearing on their group and rather than be informative they are editorial. 
The role of "trusted servant'' is used to make decisions about wnat the 
group would like to hear about. Some trusted servants fill the role just 

" 



to fill the role. They don't do anything but the bare necessities. We 
can't enforce trusted servants to perform but perhaps we can take more 
care 1n electing trusted servants. 

Poor efforts to communicate coupled with the wrong information have 
an ill effect all their own. They usually result in angry members and/or 
angry trusted servants who often demand to know the answers to such 
questions as who did what, who said what, or who gives who the right to 
say this or that and, well you know - all those typical problems that seem 
to be common place in Narcotics Anonymous. As a resu1t we seem to have 
our own group of gadflies who find it easier to bitch and complain about 
the things that aren't getting done rather than getting out there and doing 
the things that need to be done. 

This type of controversy creates proolems between our trusted 
servants and other members because trusted servants are viewed as 
political or hierarchy. It puts trusted servants at odds with other 
members and actuaily creates 2 separate peer groups. The result is a lack 
of trusted servants to perform the tasKs adequately at all levels of 
servir,e. All in all, there seems to be a great deal of apathy in our 
region. 

unfortunately, our experience shows us that most members ~ 
apathetic about the service structure, agenda items, subcommittees or 
their needs, area or regional service, or carrying a clear N.A. message. 
As a result, many of the members who have been clean tor a while drop out 
of service due to frustration or, they become vehement in their efforts to 
change others. It they leave service we lose - it they pick up the N.A. 
service club and start beating people about the heaa, we lose again. 

This creates another area of concern, the N.A. right- wingers. It is 
painfully oovious that some of our "experienced" members prefer to force 
the i~.A. philosophy on other members ratner than practicing patience, 
offering assistance or allowing them to grow to a levei of understanaing 
which will allow them to hear ~he message and in turn help us to carry it. 
The • .. mfortunate resu 1 t is that aggression has a negative aTfect on most of 
us addicts and, if we can go somewhere else wnere we don't have to deal 
~ith the aggravation of not living up to someone eise 1 s expectations, wny 
keep coming to N.A.? In i:.hese instances, it seems we are carrying the N.A. 
··mess" rather than the N. A. message. 

Finances are often an issue of great concern (not that we really have 
any to worry aoout). Because we are self supporting, through our own 
contr1but1ons there is, on behalf of some members. some concern acout now 
we come by the majority OT our funds. Fund-raising has cecome a popuiar 
avenue to generate resources because the 7th traa1tion collected at 
meetings doesn't seem to be enough to support the efforts of area and 
regional service committees. This is an emotional sore spot for many of 
us. The real question 1s, "where does fund-raising fit into our 
fellowship'?" If we have activities like dances or social events of any 
nature aren'~ our members contr1outing to attend that event and if so, 
aren't we supporting ourselves through our own contr1outions? 

The 7th Tradition is another area ot Tinancial concern. Meetings 
began 1n ~he Chicago area in 1975. Since then $1 .00 has been the standard 
aonat1on ot many wno choose to put money in the basKet. We can not demean 
the efforts of those who can only arford a dollar because it means as much 
to that person as another members $10.00. However, there are those who can 
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afford to put more in the basket and do not. Many of our members do not 
know about or understana the financial needs of the Fellowship (once again 
our communication prob1em rears its ugly head) and would probably respond 
favorably if there was a way of letting them know. Many trusted servants 
feel that we can not approach this without appearing mercenary but the 
reality is that $1.00 just doesn't accomplish what we need to have done 
anymore. 

Our region is only a few years old and lacks the experience of 
older regions when it comes to establishing budgets and setting policies. 
Until recently, we have not established a budget for our regional service 
committee. our budgetary practices revolved around having an 
understanding of how much money it takes to operate. If we had the money 
we spent it and if we didn't we didn't. Budgeting funds have never been a 
priority until recently. Currently our regional service committee spends 
$2.500.00 a month in services like phonelines, travel, literature for P.I. 
and H.I., rents, insurance, legal and accounting services, activities, 
copies, and general office supplies and equipment and personnel. 

our office is a central point of communication and information though 
it does add stability to our local fellowship. Since our office has 
opened our fellowship has tripled in size. The office opened its doors at 
the end of 1985. In four years time we've experienced tremendous growth. 
It's not necessarily due to the office, as much as the message of Narcotics 
Anonymous. However, the communication that the office has with the 
treatment community, the addicts that call in and the people who would need 
to know that we have an office to facilitate those who are seeking recovery 
from addiction has helped our efforts tremendously. 

There is a question concerning special workers and what special 
workers 1n the service office should be allowed to do. The question 
evolves around the concept that special workers detract and take away the 
Jobs of trusted servants. Certainly that's not been the focus of the 
Chicago Service Office. Our service office has stepped in and filled in 
0n many occasions but certainly has never been in a position, or wanted to 
be in a pos1tion to take jobs away from trusted servants. The lack oT 
trusted servants has forced the staff of the service office to come 
forward and assume some responsibilities that they probably would not 
assume if there were volunteers or other trusted servants willing to do 
the work. This creates a dilemma among some members of the fellowship. 
Why that is or where that comes from is hard to explain but we've grown to 
understand that it 1s pretty much a normal course of action, not only here 
but in other areas. 

This report 1s an overview of what is happening in our region. We 
understand that as long as we keep on worKing to carry tne message ail 
will be well. The issues contained in this report have a direct affect on 
unity in our region. We know that we can't ao it alone and we welcome the 
experiences of other regions on these matters. 

Yours in Fellowship 
The Chicagoland Region 

"Any resemblance between occurrences in our region and anyone 
else's is purely coincidental. Names have been cnanged ~o 
protect tne innocent." 
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TO: WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE 

FROM: COLORADO REGION OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

RE: ANNUAL REPORT 

DATE: FEBRUARY 15, 1990 

· Greetings from the Colorado Region. 

This past year has been one of growth & expansion through 
out our region. We now have nine areas,two of them new and 
one reforming as an area. Meetings are starting all over the 
state in outlying areas. Almost every ski town in Colorado 
has an NA meeting in it now. 

REGIONAL SERVICE OFFICE 
This past year has been a struggle wading through-the red 

tape of incorporating our RSO. The RSC & our BOD have tried 
to work closely on resolving this matter and are very close 
to having all the legalities worked out,but we still have 
some problems to resolve. 

HOSPITALS & INSTITUTION COMMITTIEE'S 
We are now in more Treatment Centers & holding more H&I 

meetings than ever before in the state of Colorado. More and 
more members are getting interested in helping H&I carry the 
message to the addict that still suffers •. Recently they have 
gotten meetings started in some 3ails that in years past it 
wasn•t·possible to do. 

PUBLIC INFORMATION COMMITTIEE'S 
For the first time in our regions existence we now have a PI 

committee not PI person. Colorado hosted the Western States 
PI Learning Days this year. It was a great success with Ten 
other states participating. PI has also supported some World 
PI efforts in our region also. The area committies are 
growing and doing a lot of good work in their own areas. 

PHONELINES 
We now have a 1-800 number that is an information line 

giving the nearest meeting & local Hotline number if someone 
wants to talk too an addict. So far the 800 line has been a 
success. A lot of our areas now have their own Hotline 
numbers for addicts to talk to other addicts. 

COLORADO REGIONAL CONVENTION OF NA 
Again our region had a wonderful CRCNA. With a good turn out 

and a lot of Experience,Strength and Hope being shared. We 
hope too see you this year at CRCNA IV. 

In Loving Service, 
Colorado RSR 

HOPPY HOPKINS 
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To the Fellowship of N. A., 

Greetings family, from the Connecticut Region of 
Narcotics Anonymous. It gives us a great deal of pleasure 
to report, to the worldwide Fellowship, that the 
Connecticut Region continues to grow. 

There are now 171 Groups within the Region. Some 
Groups are now hosting more than one meeting at the same 
location. The oldest Group in the Region recently 
celebrated its 9th anniversary, and new Groups are starting 
monthly. 

Our Regional committees continue to do their best to 
assist Area committees coordinate and accomplish their 
tasks. It has been with the work of the dedicated addicts 
and our Higher Power, that we continue t~ grow. 

The Hospitals and Institutions committee is now 
committed to 57 presentations within the Region, all hosted 
by Area committees. These Area committees also are trying 
to educate members within their Areas about how H&I 
works. One project that the Regional H&I committee is 
working on is a traveling panel. This panel will be 
cleared for all State institution, a first in Connecticut, 
and will fill in when an Area is having a problem with 
doing a presentation. 

The Public Information/Phoneline committee continues 
to spread the word about N.A. within the Region. This 
past year the Regional committee has assisted Area 
committees at health fairs, awareness sessions, street 
fairs and educational facilities. The display case, 
purchased last year, has become a familiar sight at these 
functions. · 

The Phoneline portion of this committee has been 
gathering information on ~he set up and operation of a 
1-800 State n.u:mber for Narcotics Anonymous. There is a 
:~reat ,-:_eal cf e:-:ci tement within the R.egion on this project. 

7he Regional Literature committee continues to support 
the creation of new literature for the Fellowship. All 
Area committees participate on input for the projects 
assigned by the WSC Literature committee. However, one 
~ad note on this committee is that, due to a lack of 
support, the Region has decided to suspend work on the 
Regional Newsletter. 

Once again, this years Regional Convention was a 
success. Over 2,000 addicts were in attendance with over 
200 newcomer registrations given out. The weekend proved 
to be filled with recovery, workshops, fun and Fellowship. 

The Board of Directors for the Convention Corp. is now 
starting to work as a board. The Region had some 
questions about the Boards accountability to the Region, 
and with the help of a Higher Power, the Board has been 
able to provide what the Region wanted. 

The Regional Policy committee has been instrumental in 
helping address problems which have occured with the 
Region. They did a great deal of work in helping the 
Convention Board show accountability ta the Region, as well 
as take care of procedural questions at the Region. 

ff\A. \a1 
.'1~n 



In closing, the Region looks forward to our continued 
growth. We continue to be dedicated to insuring that, no 
addict seeking recovery need ever die. 

IN LOVING SERVICE, 
THE CONNECTICUT REGION OF 

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

~0 .. *7~ 
10i~/eph "w. Klemba 
v Connecticut RSR 
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Greetings from the Florida Region. j. 

This has been quite a year for our region. The big topic for us has been I 
should we form a second region. We formed an ad hoc to look out at alternative!. 
We talked in the halls. We fought, bickered and hugged. And finally after an 
appropriate gestation, we gave birth to the South Florida/Bahamas Region. This 
new region will be attending the conference and we of the Florida region will b~ 
asking that this new region be seated. 

We have not completed all the details of dividing our assets. We have a 
very successful RSO corporation that employs one full-time and one part-time 
special worker. The office has been buying enough literature to get the 35% 
discount for several years and has built up a solid inventory and cash flow. 
The RSC voted to form an ad hoc committee to determine whether to share the 
office or move it into our regional boundaries. 

We, also, have a corporation that puts on the Florida Regional Convention. 
Their Board of Directors has submitted a proposal that would share this corpora
tion for the next two conventions and then the Board would only serve the Florida 
Region. The region tabled this until the April RSC. I will be able to give m re 
detailed information on how we are proceeding in these two service delivery arers 
at the WSC. · 1 

! 
I 

Our Regional H & I committee has developed a Pen Pal program that now see~s 
to be providing· a valuable 1 ink between inmates and N.A. They are also plan- I 
ning their next regional H & I learning·week-end. This will be held in May on j 

Clearwater Beach. · : j 

Our Pl Committee has been active in several areas. One of the agenda lte~s 
for each of' their meetings has been a presentation on various areas of Pl work.! 
This has been an excel lent method to stimulate new projects . in other area~ 

by hearing about the outcome of a successful project. These presentations hav~ 
included slide PSA's at movie theatres, airing the TV PSA 1 s and how to 1s of pu,·-
1 ic speaking. This committee hosted the Florida Spring Service Break on :: 
Ft. Lauderdale Beach March 16-18. I 

I 
I 

Our lit committee gave input for the Traditions Book and is now working oni 
B & C pamphlet projects. We started a regional newsletter that has put out si~ 
issues so far. 

i 
Our Help•line committee has been sponsoring learning days around the state. 

I 
Attendance at most of our sub-committees has been excellent this past yean. 

i 
FRC our new convention corporation put on its first convention in Jackson4 

ville. This was a spiritual and Financial success. This year's Florida Regio~al 
Convention will be held June 28 through July 1, 1990 a.t Deauville Hotel On Mia"'i 
B~ach. The 1991 convention will be held at a golf and tennis resort Saddlebro~k 
which is just north of T:ampa. This convention will be from July 4 through 
July 8, 1991. · 

The region supports the WSO's efforts to translate the i:ext into Spanish. I 
We hope that these efforts will soon result in a Spanish edition. I 

' 
The Florida Region sends warm hugs to rest cf Narcotics Ananymous~ 

Love in the Spirit of Fellowship, 

Andy Siege 1 , RS R 

Chris Chamb 1 i ss, A 1 ternate RS R 



GEORGIA REGIONAL SERVICE COMMITTEE 
OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

.'.~ i1 ,..., 
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We are one of the "Old" regions, having been represented 
since 1978 at the WSC. We are bound by our state borders, 
and a bit into South Carolina. We currently have close to 
350 groups within our Region. The region has 13 areas, ( 
soon to be 14 ) some very small, both in number of groups and 
meetings, others very large like the Midtown Atlanta area 
with more than 70 meetings. 

We are beginning to run our region without the financial aid 
of our regional convention making up the difference not 
supplied by the fellowship. We also incorporated our 
Convention Board to gain a tax-exempt status and to oversee 
the running of the ~egional Convention. This allows us the 
freedom to not spend RSC time trying to run a convention and 
allows the convention to be run along the lines of a 
business. The funds generated by the convention are sent to 
the WSC and the rest held to start the next years convention. 
We hope to avoid getting the regional service committee in 
trouble, if we ever lost money on the convention. 

OUR SUBCOMMITTEE 

HOSPITALS Alill INSTITUTIONS 

Recently we elected a new and exciting chairperson for this 
committee. The position had been vacant for sometime and our 
ex-Regional vice chairperson served as interim chair. 
Currently we sponsor ·approximately 35 H&I meetings in our 
region. We also have Workshops and Learning Days on a 
monthly basis. 

CONYENTION PLANNING 

This years convention was held in Columbus, GA. We had over 
750 registered guest and netted approximately 19,000.00 in 
revenue. We would like to thank the members of this 
committee who worked so hard in helping to make GRCNA 9 a 
success. Dreams really do come true. A very special thanks 
to all the members who came from other parts of the world to 
help us celebrate another year of recovery. Without you we 
could not have done it. The site for this years convention 
was selected because of the need to create some excitement 
and support for the groups in Columbus, Ga. We are proud to 
report that the Columbus groups are in the process of forming 
a new area. Yeah Columbus !! Next years convention site is 
in Jekyl Island, Ga. See ya'll there. 

POLICY 

This committee is chaired by one of the more energetic 
members .of our region. Recently this committee voted to open 
it's membership to all concerned members of the Georgia 
Region. However, to be a voting member, you must attend two 
consecutive voting meetings. Voting meetings are held once 



GEORGIA REGIONAL SERVICE COMMITTEE 
OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

every other month at our Regional Conference. This committee 
is also involved in reviewing our old minutes, putting 
together " motions in force " We are all excited to see 
what this turns up. 

LITERATURE 

We have had two resignations from the chair position of this 
committee this year. However, this committee is alive and 
well. Literature sells are up and our stockpile is gradually 
increasing. We recently voted to add a 4% sales tax to all 
sells. This is to keep within the sales tax laws of the 
state of Georgia. Most areas are absorbing this increase, so 
as not to pass it on to the groups. 

CONVENTION BOARD 

The Board was established in mid 1989. Their 
responsibilities include, but are not limited to supervising 
our annual convention and making sure it operates within the 
laws of our local, state, and federal governments. The 
President of our Board has been clean and active in NA 
service for over ten years. In addition, he has been employed 
in the convention industry for quite some time and brings 
lots of experience and leadership to our Convention Board. 
Additional responsibilities of our Convention Board include 
site selection and the negotiating of our Regional 
convention. 

FINANCIAL REPORT 

7th tradition contributions to our region have been up and 
down. Some areas contribute consistently, others very seldom 
if ever. We are trying real hard to get areas to understand 
fund flow and financial support for our region. We are 
proud to report, this past years contributions of 
approximately 6,000.00 to the WSC. We hope to be able to 
contribute more in the near future. 

FINAL REPORT 

Our Regional Service Committee continues to meet on a bi
monthly basis. We no longer meet in a centralized location, 
instead we rotate between Metro-Atlanta and a centralized 
location. Our administrative committee includes our Regional 
chair, vice chair, RSR and alternate RSR, treasure, secretary 
and policy chair. We generally meet on the 2nd Saturday of 
every other month. We rarely if ever have a completely 
functional adminstrative committee. Current vacant positions 
are, vice chair, treasury, alt. treasury and alt. 
secretary. In addition, we have several regional 
subcommittee positions that are vacant. Helpline, Public 
Information, Activities and Literature are currently vacant, 
as far as the chairpersons positions. 

.. 



GEORGIA REGIONAL SERVICE COMMITTEE 
OP NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

New meetings and members are growing everyday in our Region, 
but there seems to be less people involved in service. We 
hope to start having regional workshops that will begin to 
attract more members to regional level service. Our ASC 
meetings have been real exciting this past year. I have had 
the pleasure of attending quite a few. It makes me feel good 
to see the hard work and energy going on within our Areas. 

In closing, the Georgia Region would like to thank the WSO 
staff for its support, guidance, and directions in helping 
with the incorporating of our Conventions. Please Gang, KEEP 
UP THE GOOD WORK . 

In loving service, 

~~~ ~-~~~ 
Q_h~~ ~ ; -{\ ~{\:~ 
David W. 
RSR,GRSCNA 
Chris ·H. 
RSRa,GRSCNA 
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REPORT OF THE GERMANSPEAKING REGION FOR WSC 89/90 

The Germanspeaking Region encompasses the Federal Republic 
Germany, Austria and the Germanspeaking parts of Switzerland. 

of 

There are currently 56 registered meetings. There are also a 
number of English language meetings (at least five), mainly on US 
Military bases or housing areas. We are in contact with some of 
these meetings and our American NA friends in our Region 
trying to establish more communication among those meetings. 
are growing slowly, as far as the number of meetings 
concerned, but we are growing in terms of membership and in 
own recovery (IT WORKS !). 

are 
We 

are 
our 

There are no service areas at the moment. All service 
conducted through our national assembly. All GSR's are 
members of this assembly which meets regularly every four 

work is 
voting 
month. 

One of our greatest needs over the years has been German 
language recovery literature. Several projects have been under 
way during the last year. Top priority had the translation of the 
Basic Text. With the financial assistance of the WSO this task 
was accomplished. We are now in the process of reviewing the 
translation. The RLC sub committee which is responsible for this 
task was not progressing as fast as we have anticipated. A change 
in the organisation of the work ( 3 day weekend worksessions) has 
helped to speed up the process. So far chapters 1-4 are reviewed. 
We are also working on the personal stories. We probably will 
have a mix of some original stories and some of our German 
members. The "White Booklet" will be published this year with the 
translated stories of the English original (currently it is only 
available without the recovery story section). These translations 
also have been reviewed. The pamphlets "Welc;;me to NA" and "Am I 
an Addict" were translated and are ready to be reviewed. 

Our ~~A newspaper is issued every 3 month and very popular 
among our members ( the 6th. issue has just been distributed). 

We do have a PI Committee, that reports to the assembly. This 
committee utilizes the information and suggestions of the WSCPI 
Committee. They have conducted two regional PI workshops and ten 
PI events. These took 9lace mainly in treatment facilities. One 
was conducted in a women's prison. Currently the committee is 
trying to get NA meetings announced on public radio (as a PSA). 

As far as finances are concerned we do have a balanced budget 
although money has always been very tight. Our biggest income is 
generated through our regional convention. Speaking about 
conventions, our 7th. regional convention will take place on June 
8 I 9 I 10 of this year in Munich. 

Our fellowship extends its love and hope to all you recovering 
addicts "out there" in the rest of the world. May we have a 
successful conference with enough sleep and the least amount of 
insanity (I'm a terrible optimist). 

Ralph K. (RSR) Uli Z. (RSR alt.) 

.. 
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GREATER ILLINOIS 
REGIONAL SERVICE CONFERENCE 

212 South Marion, Suite .,,, 2 7, Oak Park, IL· 60302 (312) 848-2211 

February 27,1990 

Greetings from the Greater Illinois Region of Narcotics 
Anonymous. Our Region is now four years old and continues to 
experience growing pains as a fiQW Region. 

Last year we had a new Area join our Region, and just recently 
this new Area disbanded due to lack of support within thier Area. 
Currently this Area has decided to function as a group and is 
deciding on an Area to join, until it can grow stronger. 

We also have an Area which is growing in Northern Illinois and 
which is considering doing a feasibility study of becoming a 
Region in itself. Hopefully the lines of communication will remain 
open during this decision making process. 

Our Regional Service Conference meets every other month, six 
times a year, and holQs a Regional Function on the months which 
does not hold a RSC meeting. This past year, our Regional Functions 
centered on topics such as: Literature Learning Day; Service 
Structure Learning Day; Spiritual Meditation Learning Day; MCCS 
Mini-Convention Fundraiser; Regional Learning Day; and a Week-
end Volleyball Tournament. We have a Mini-Convenference scheduled 
for ~arch 9,10, anQ 11, 1990 in Effingham, Illinois which will 
include workshops and a review of the Conference Agenda Report 
for the benefit of informin& our Region. 

MCCS was held in August 1989 in Deerfield, Illinois and was 
a great success. Total revenue from this Convention was $4,184.63. 
Our gegion received 20% of this revenue, totaling $8~6.00. WSC 
received 10% of this revenue totaling $418.46. The remainder of 
the revenue goes to the MCCS Convention Board to finance future 
~CC Conventions. MCC6 will be held in Indianapolis Indiana on 
July 27, 28, and 29, 1990, at the Hilton Hotel at the Indainapolis 
International Airport. 

Our Region elected two of its members to serve on WSC Commit
tees. They are Jim B., who was elected to serve another term on 
WLC, and Joe Y., who was elected to be placed in the WPI pool. 
There were also elections to nominate four other members of our 
Region to the World Tape Review Committee. They are: Craig I., 
Virginia B., and Paul H. 

Our Sub-Committees have been going through some growth and 
change. Our Literature Chair resigned and no one has filled this 
position as of this date. Most- groups keep· their.own-literature 
stockpiles. One Area has requested and recieved WLC literature 
assignment and hopes to get more irivelved~in~thi~~prbeess. 

We have newly elected a Funding and Financing Committee Chair. 
This Committee has been functional and supportive of Regional 
Functions. The H&I Chair has recently been filled. This Committee 
has conintued to share its experience strenghts, and hopes with 

1990 
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each Arca. H&I meetings are continuing to grow and expand into 
more facilities around the state of Illinois. The Policy Com
mittee has been inactive. PI Committee has been very active. 
PI has undergone a major task of working on a presentaion to 
the Illinois Prison System, to help pave the way ·for Instiutiona 
Meetings in our prisons statewide. This process involves up to 
six Regions which all touch somewhere in the State of Illinois. 
Much contact and attempts to link all the Regions involved, WSC, 
and the prisons themselves have been made and still continues. 
The PI Committee is also looking towards establishing Regional 
PI Guidelines with a Contingency Plan. 

As of June 1989, our Region has formed a Ad- Hoc Committee 
on the Guide to Service with our primary purpose to review and 
inform the Areas of proposed Service Structure changes. This 
process will continue until this Ad-Hoc Committee receives 
directions from the Groups and Areas to do differently. This 
Ad-Hoc Committee has been meeting at each Regional Service 
Conference. 

As I mentioned at the beginning of this report, our Region 
is growing and as we grow, we are also looking at a Regional 
Inventory to help set better relationships and open communicatio s 
between Regional Service and Area Service and to assess how the 
Greater Illinois Region can serve its Areas and Groups as a 
whole. 

In Loving Service, 

j~ 
Mona McGraw RSR 

Dan Duback RSRA 
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TO: WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE 

FROM: MITCHELL SOODAK - RSR 
EDWARD F. WATTS, JR. - ALT. RSR 
GRBATER H!!W YORK REGIOHAL SERVXCE COMMl'.TTEE 

Greetings fl:om the ~ New York Reqional Service Committee and the 
seven hundred and eighty-five (785) graips ~o call this area home. Th.is 
past year has been one of growth, learninq and maturing. As is usual in 
N.A. our zeqicn had its peaks and valleys during 1989. We have continued 
to expand in beth the mimaer af ai:ea's and meet:inqs at a remarkable rate. 
The region now houses a tct:al of twelve (12) area's as compared with the 
eleven we had in 1988. Within these twelve area's there are now 897 
meetings a week as compared with 735 in 1988, a qrowth rate of 22% year 
over year. The chart below details the area's, groups and meetinqs 
currently open in the Greater New York Reqion: 

-=• w-....... -, .. •--=ai=1aac1==.:i1•~~==-=---am-•-~=~;;m=c 
GaOUP AND MUTING COUNT • GR&ATEI NEV YORJC REGIONAL 

SERVICI COMMITTEE AS OF FE8Rl.WlY 28, 1990 
:awaaam:1am-·•m•"'9., •= ., .... _ w~mam•~~~-

GRC11PS MEETINGS 
··---···-- ........ _ .. ___ ._ 

AOIROllOAC1C BERKSHIRE CAPITAL DISTRICT Al&A 57 57 
········~··············-············-············· -········· •••••41--·-

69 80 ........ __ .,., ............. 
8ROQIQ.Yll AREA 130 155 
·····························--··-················ .......... ... _ .. ______ 
EASTERN LONG ISLAND AREA 13 15 
-·······················-··················---···· ·······-·· ········--
MANHATTAN AHA 125 159 
··············-·-····-··-························· ····---··- .......... 
MID•Ht.DSQM AREA 82 90 
··········-································-·--·-- •.••..•... .......•.. 
NASSAU AREA 59 59 
·~----·······························-----·-······ .......... ·-·-···---
QUEENS AREA 75 100 
···············-··-···-··························· ----·----· •·•··•···• 
ROCKLAND AREA 20 20 .................................................... ---·------ ............. 
SUFFOt.IC ARO 73 73 ...................................................... .. .... ______ ,. 

-·-·-····· 
STATEN ISLAND AREA 23 23 
···--·-·-······---·························-······ .......... ···------· WESTCH£STER AREA 59 66 
mm -------··· a 1111 .... _ .... ·-....... -~~ TOTAL 785 897 
:aaa• . ............. ····=···~·· m ~ ~=~=;;. 

The Reqional Sub-commtttees were extremely busy hol.dm9 events, reviewing 
literature, formulatinq policy, hosting institutional meetings, manning 
a.Ir~ and in general offering help to the "ADDICT WHO STILL SUFFERS". 

fR?PlTAL AND DJSTITp1'IONS COMMlTTEE - This oommittee now hosts a total of 
408 meetings each week as compared with 342 in 1988, a qrowth rate Of 
twenty pacent: (20%) year over year. The biqb.llqht of. this years work was 
the inroads we have made int:a bringing meetinqs to the homeless in this 
Region. The homeless are usually housed in city or state sponsored 
shelters one night at a time. Through the efforts of this committee we 
have been able to bring a substantial nwnber of meetings into these 
shelters and carry the messaqe to a whole new audience. 
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µTERATURE REVIEW COMMITTEE - This past years efforts have been 
concentrated at two (2) ma:in projects. Input to the traditions has taken 
the vast amount cf this committee's energy as they have ·worked on and 
submitted mat,erials on the third (3) and fourth (4) traditions. They have 
also been busy working on a brand new Information Pamphlet, the subject of 
which is Unity. 

HELPLINE - With the move our Central Office and the Regions main Helpline 
to the Bronx Axea during the past year we have increased the hours of 
phone coverage a substanti.al. amount. on a monthly basis we are now 
fielclinq somewhere in the neighborhood of 2,500 to 3,000 calls. While we 
still are somewhat shoJ:t an twenty-four hour addict coverage we do have an 
answering service to which our c:alls are forwarded when the lines are not 
manned by volunteers. Within the next few months we hope to finish 
pJ:Cgralllinq our new computer so that we will .be able to offer a twenty-four 
hour message taking facility as well as giving meeting information and the 
cur.rent status of any Regional or Area activities. There are also plans 
afoot to mane our twelve step listings on an electronic call forwarding 
system through the computer. In addition to the above two (2) of the 
area's within the .Reg.ion have established local helplines to better serve 
the population locally. 

roLICY COMMI'l'l'EE - In 1988 the policy committee suqgested to the Regional 
service Confetence a restructuring of the Regional Meetings in an effort 
t.o streamline the process and increase the participat:i.an of the members in 
the various area's of the reqion. '!'his resulted in a one year trial, of a 
reportsjbusine:;s weekend .in the second month of each quarter, a reports 
day in the thiJ:d month of each quarter and a business day in the fourth 
month of each quarter. This has proven to be extremely popular and 
productive and we have now adopt:ed this as a permanent policy. The policy 
committee also spent a considerable amount of time restructuring our 
elections policy to ensure that the best qualified people are considered 
for election to open positions at the Regional level. 

PUBLIC INFORMATION COMMI.TTEE - This committee now averages a minimum of 
twentyfive (25) presentations per month. It's work this past year has 
resulted. in numerous new meeting as well as raising the public awareness 
in this part of the camb:y as to cur existence and purpose. Highlighting 
the work of t.hls committee was the annual Albany Health Fair which is 
attended by apprarimat:ely s,ooo people for a tllree day period. We manned a 
booth for the entire time and passed out hundreds of dollars of literature 
to these health professionals. Within the next few months we are planning 
on co-host.inq, with the World, an event at the Jacob Javits Convention 
center which has been estimat:ed as attracting over 12,000 professionals. 

EVENTS ·AND ACTIVITIES - As usual this committee was overworked thls past 
year. With such a large population we find it necessary to host events 
either on a Regjcnal. or Area level almost every week of the year. One of 
the hardest jobs of this committee over the past year was coordination 
between the Area's and the Reqions EVent:s to ensw:e that any overlap was 
kept to a minimum"' In spite of this obstacle the committee preformed 
admirably and managed to hold many successful events. To mention just a 

.. 
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few; we had our second "FUn In The Sun Weekend" as well as our Annual 
Pioneer Diner Dance and Regional Gratitude Breakfast. These events were 
each attended by approximately 500 people. We also changed the name of 
th.is committee from "Conventions and Activities" to the current name in 
view of the restructuring of the handlinq of our Regional Convention. 

GREATER NEW YORK REGICl'fAL CONVENTION <XIRPORATION - As implied by the name 
we have established a legal corporation to handle the annual Regional 
Convention. I.ast year this respons:ibility was shared by the Convention & 
Activities committee and this Corporation. This lead to confusion at a 
minimum and unacoounte.d funds in the amount of approxima.tel.y $ 10,000. In 
spite of tlris the convention, Freedom V, was a larqe success as we had 
oc.rer 3,000 registrations, filled in excess of 1,000 rooms at the Concord 
Hotel and netted a pmfit :in excess of $ 30,000 to the Corporation. This 
year the corporation has assumed full responsibility for the convention 
and has instalJed numerous safeguards with regard to financial ac.countable 
to ensure we do not have a reoccurrence of last years events. our 1990 
convention, F!:eeclom v.r will be held on June 16,17 & 18th at the Concord 
Hotel and Resort. Why not plan on making it a family event and spending 
Fathers Day with us in New York? 

GREATER NEW YORK REGIONAL SERVICE OFFICE - The Regional Se?.Vice Office 
Co:cpenttion once again increased it annual literature sales figures. This 
year to the $240,000.00 level. In addition they sold 240,000 Regional 
Meeting Lists to melllbers and inst:ibl.t:i.ons. We now have a full time office 
worker and an office manager who is also a member· of the Board of 
Directors. The office was moved from Queens to the Bronx as we had 
outgrown our old space. The literature inventory has been placed on a 
computer to help in managing it and to help speed our orders to 
institutions, areas and members. 

Yours in loving service, 

Mitchell Soodak, RSR 
Edward F. Watts, Jr., Alt. RSR 
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Aloha WSC! 

We send you wonderful vibrations from our warm sun, blue 
skies beautiful ocean and rainbows of the Hawaiian region. 

Our region consists of six areas. The most populated 
island, Oahu, has two areas; the Garden Island of Kauai is one 
area; Maui is an area and the Big Island has just split into two 
areas during this past conference year. 

The island of Oahu has twenty-five meetings a week and nine 
H&I meetings; Kauai has nine meetings a week with one H&I; Maui 
has fifteen meetings a week with two H&I and the Big Island has 
twenty-one meetings a week with two H&I. There have been three 
H&I meetings started in this past conference year. 

Our regional meeting is held every other month on the third 
Sunday. All areas are represented by their own ASR. We have a 
chairperson for H&I and a chairperson for P&I. These seem to be 
the only two subcommittees that have really taken told. We have 
no social chairperson, although we do put together dances and NA 
functions during various times of the year. 

Hawaii finds itself in an unusual situation with our areas 
being separated by water. Flying to the regional meeting is more 
expensive than in other regions. At this point, our regional 
off ice is located on Oahu and that is where the regional meeting 
is always held. We have looked into ·the cost of holding the 
regional meeting in other areas to unify our region a little, but 
it would be too costly at this point to alternate every regional 
meeting on a different island. We are looking ac the possibility 
of holding at least one regional meeting .a year on another island 
or in alternate areas to begin unification in that manner. 

We just held our sixth annual Gathering of the Fellowship on 
Oahu, and it was a great success. It has always been a regional 
function since it began. The Big Island and Maui have begun 
holding their own Gatherings as area functions, and so the Oahu 
Gathering will be changing from a regional to an area function 
which will be supported by both areas on Oahu. We are 
contemplating an annual Regional Convention to be held at a 
hotel. This is not definite at this point, but is under 
consideration at this time. 

Our meetings continue to grow with many newcomers coming in 
~~rough the different treatment centers in Hawaii. P&I continues 
tts efforts in getting the message of NA out to the public. We 
have had signs on buses, and TV and radio spots on the local 
stations. 

H&I has really grown in Hawaii and has seen a lot of 
success. Many prisoners have been released and are showing up at 
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meetings on the outside and staying clean. That brings so much 
joy to those of us who go into the prisons to carry the message. 

I feel very blessed to be the RSR of the Hawaiian region. 
Our fellowship is definitely one based on love. We call it "the 
Aloha spirit". Our regional meetings flow very smoothly, and are 
conducted in three to four hours with little or no conflict in a 
nonsmoking environment. 

We have several members in Hawaii with well over ten years 
clean. We are isolated from many of the controversial issues. 
We have learned not to take ourselves too seriously, yet to be 
persistent in recovery. We invite all of you to come and enjoy 
recovery with the "Aloha spirit". 

Thank you and always remember -- God is loving us now. 

Tom Catton, RSR 
Rich McCall, ARSR 
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February 10, 1990 

Indiana Region Annual Report 

The Indiana Region is in its fourth year of existance. Two new Areas have 
joined us (North Central and Crossroads), bringing the total to eight Areas. 
The Indiana Region contains approximately 200 meetings, including Hospitals & 
Institutions. 

The prior year has been a period of growth for the Region, with more addicts 
getting involved in the service process which means more informed addicts to 
help keep communication between the Areas and the Region open and keep down 
on some of the confusion which is sometimes associated with lack of partici
pation. 

Funding and Functions 

The F & F subcommittee is in need of support, but we have been able to put on 
our yearly fundraiser to send our delegates to the WSC this year. We're 
coming out with a new T-shirt design this year and all sale proceeds will go 
towards the delegate fund. 

Due to an Area's struggles, we are hosting a Regional Unity Mini-Conference 
in hopes that it will promote growth and unity for the Area. 

We are very grateful to our strong Area donations so that we can continue 
to carry the message to all addicts. We have been able to send $1,406.86 
to the WSC this past year. 

Hospitals & Institutions 

Our December H & I subcommittee meeting marked the close of our 2nd year of 
service to the Indiana Region. We currently have 17 correctional meetings 
and 11 hospital/treatment meetings. This past year we saw two of our meetings 
become regular groups. Our Region has also nominated an addict to the WSC 
H & I Pool. This addict has a strong H & I background and was able to attend 
the November WSC workshop in St. Louis, where he obtained alot of valuable 
information for our subcommittee. 

Currently we have eight Areas, seven of which have active H & I subcommittees. 
One of our goals for this next year is to work with the Area that doesn't 

P .0. Box 871 • Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 



have an H & I subcommittee and hopefully establish one. We are currently 
providing literature to a meeting in this Area. The Regional H & I sub
committee recently established a roving H & I panel to provide H & I panel 
presentations to our Areas in conjunction with "Area Learning Days" to be 
scheduled by the Areas. 

In November we hosted our first "Multi-Regional H & I Awareness Day". It 
was an outstanding success with eleven regions represented and over 175 
addicts· present. As a direct result of this event we are seeing a much 
needed increase in support of H & I efforts regionwide. We are very grateful 
to all who attended and supported this event and hope to make it an annual 
event. We have established communication with our neighboring Regions and 
are working together to support each others learning days and carry the mes
sage of recovery through Narcotics Anonymous. We look forward to our third 
year of service and carrying our message of hope & freedom into the 90's. 

Policy 

This year brought many changes to the Policy subcommittee. The first was a 
split from the Administration subconnnittee. By doing this we were able to 
focus on putting together our new approved Policy & Service Manual. Tile 
subconnnittee will also be updating the manual as we go along. 

Policy is looking forward to reviewing and workshopping the Twelve Concepts 
and the Guide to Service. We plan on working with WSC Committees in trans
lating materials back to the Region. 

Literature & Comnrunications 

The 1989-90 conference year has been one of productivity and growth for the 
Literature subcommittee. We once again produced six issues of the Indiana 
Clean Times, our Regional Newsletter, and our Statewide Directory has seen a 
dramatic change in format from a booklet type, which we were obliged to charge 
members for in order to off set the cost of publication, to a more practical 
four-fold single-sheet format which is subsidized by the Region and Areas so 
that the new Directory .can be furnished to individual members at no cost. We 
have had some difficulty in coordinating this new Directory, yet ·we anticipate 
good results nonetheless in the coming Conference year. 

The year also saw the election of a new Literature Subcommittee Chair, and we 
express our sincere gratitude to the former Chair for her dedicated and truly 
selfless service over the past three years. 

We were able to hold a number of workshops for the review and input of lit
erature, which included very productive workshops on the two pamphlets, "In 
Times of Illness" and "For Tilose In Treatment", as well as a Multi-Regional 
Literature Camp on the Twelve Traditions portion of "It Works: How and Why". 
While attendance at these workshops was relatively small, we feel that the 
results were quite effective, and the Literature Camp, particularly, was a 
workshop which we hope may become an annual event. 

We recently welcomed one new Area Literature Connnittee, and hope in the coming 
year to improve our lines of connnunication with all Area Literature Committees. 



We hope that the coming Conference year will be a productive one indeed for 
literature in our Regional Fellowship. 

Finally, the Literature Chairperson was able to attend, thanks to the support 
of the Region, the WSC workshop in St. Louis, and found this experience very 
valuable and educational. Our goals in the coming year include literature 
review and input workshops, better communication between both Area subconnnittees 
as well as other Regional subcommittees, and with the WLC, and perhaps a re
structuring of the Literature Subcommittee itself in order to better serve 
the Regional Fellowship here in Indiana in the development, review, and input 
of the written message of recovery. 

Public Information 

Tile PI subconnnittee is in their second year and are revising the Regional survey 
map because of the new Areas that have been formed in the Indiana Region. 

A revised list of the H & I activity around the state has been received from 
H & I and from that list the PI subcommittee can begin working out a mailing 
list to new contacts to inform them of the Fellowship and how we can help. 

We attended the Great Lakes Counsel on Addiction, this non-NA event was held 
in Indianapolis, September 6-8, at the Adams Mark Hotel and we had support 
from 4 Areas at the Regional PI booth. We distributed 300-400 !P's along 
with 100 White Books, and also had Basic Texts available for sale. This event 
was attended by around 2,000 counselors from a 4 state area. We got to talk 
to many of the counselors and share the NA view of addiction. Many of them 
were familiar with NA and glad to see us at the event. We were able to give 
out the new Regional Directory of meetings around the state; they said this 
would help them in referring addicts to meetings when they left treatment and 
returned home in a different part of the state. On Friday evening we held an . 
NA open discussion meeting and invited counselors to be a part of it. Attend
ance was small but tt was a good meeting. We shared our experience, strength 
and hope with them and how the Fellowship of NA could help the still suffering 
addict. This was an.uplifting and spiritual experience for all that attended. 
Much was learned on how to carry the message through a meeting format such as 
this. Plans for the 1990 Great Lakes Conference on Addiction to be held on 
September 12-15, 1990, are being worked on. Tilis will again be held at the 
Adams Mark Hotel in Indianapolis. 

In closing we would like to say we are looking forward to seeing some old 
friends and meeting some new ones this April at the WSC. 

In Loving Service, 

Terry Slater, RSR 
6137 Downing Drive 
Indianapolis, IN 46208 
317-293-5388 

Judie Bowers, RSRA 
4621 Heatherwind Drive 
Fort Wayne, IN 46815 
219-423-2305 
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~ _!!! .!!!! ~ SERVICE CONFERENCE 

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

THE REGION IN GENERAL 

1989-90 was a year that saw our Region experience maturatlon. 
Our service meetings experienced growth via "Keeping It Simple"; 
while continuing to fulfill service responsibilities. We relaxed 
our emphasis on policy issues and have increased our trust and 
reliance on spiritual principles. Many of our decisions have 
been expressed in a true group conscience: 

One Region agreeing on one effort of service unity. 

Regional Service Committee--- In 1989-90 the RSC evolved into 
a more effective vehicle for undertaking service responsibilities. 
Structurally, a specific growth area was in procedural practice; 
how Areas introduce agenda items. Conveyance of motions was more 
defined and specified. Thia resulted in the reduction of spurious 
and impulsive actions. Another outgrowth of this restructuring 
effort waa the introduction of well-thought-out motions from our 
Areas. Thia clearly demonstrates that our Groups are more 
relective in approaching Area consciences. Overall, RSCM meeting 
times have been reduced by almost half; debating on issues is 
relegated to service seminars and much more service work is being 
accomplished. Our RSC baa increased it's awareness that our 
sub-committees are self-directing, they can be s~ without conflict 
with their accountable role towards our Region. 
The spirit or our Region ia better than ever. This la exemplified 
in the fact that our Areas now attend our RSCHs, not just the ASRs. 
Many times, both the ASR and ASR-Alt. are present, along with a 
significant number of interested members from each Area. In 
principle terms, our Region is viewed aa more accountable by the 
individual members. Aleo, newer members see our Region as more 
accessible to them, consequently, our RSCM's involvement level 
baa taken on new proportions. 

Open Porum--- Thia baa developed into a spiritual tool for our 
Region. The open forum provides Areas an opportunity to air any 
issues that they are incepable of erriving at an informed conscience 
on their own. The open forum baa enhanced the services our sub
committees provide to the Region in general, and has attracted 
attention to several vital service concerns: 

* The reapooaibility of P.I. to ensure protection of copy
righted materials (such as PSAs) when interacting with 
outside enterprises. 

Open Forum Issues (Cont'd)---
* The role of entertainment committees in relation to 

safeguarding the interests of N.A. while interacting 
with a distraught host facility in a timely manner. 

* Our obligation as a Region to serve N.A. meetings and 
H & I meetings choosing not to involve themselves 
within our evolved Service Structure 

Areas--- Our Areas have increased their outreach efforts to 
include numerous rural areas not previously served by N.A. The 
service committees and fellowships in our larger metropolitan 
areas are stabilizing to the point where we can afford to delegate 
time and resources to assist these 'Loner Groups'. Areas are 
increasingly represented on our Region's various sub-committees 
with a concommitant increase in communication and effort. We ' 
currently have approximately 200 meetings, comprising of 165 N.A. 
Groups and 35 H & I meetings. We still have 11 designated 
geographic Areas and the N.A. way of recovery is present in over 
SO communities across our Region. We have 10 Area Phonelines and 
three Area Service Offices. We still employ designated service 
areas (refer to map) to delineate catchment territories for our 
Areas to serve 'Loner Groups''. 

lill! ,.,,, ... ,, 
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REGIONAL SUB-COMMITTEES 

Laat year we mentioned that our aub-committeea had problems 
vitb lack of aupport and the absence of full-term officers. 
Thia aituation bas reversed and there is now a foundation 
developing. this foundation appears to be baaed upon four 
primary factora: 

1. Newcomers are becoming acquainted with our inclusive 
aervice principle; they feel their involvement is 
important and deaired. 

2. Experienced members are remaining with committees, 
providing continuity of effort. 

3. Our officera are providing the necessary strength 
and guidance to aupport sub-committee workloads. 

4. More Regional Sub-Committee members are actively 
serving at the World level. 

Public Information--- P.I. in our Region reached the goals 
that it sat laat year. We are continuing to build the PSA 
tape library for uae by our Areas. We are hosting a combined 
P.I. and H & I Learning Day, Hay 5th, 1990. Our 10 Area 
Helplines are providing the impetus to move towards a Region
vide 1-800 phone eervice in the upcoming year. Our sub-committee 
i1 continuing to generete intereat in P.I. efforts among the 
Fellowship, and ie bringing awareness to newer membera about P.I. 
Cloaer attention is being focused on the 'followup' level of P.I. 
service; this is a step upwards and outwards in responsibility. 

Hospitals and Inatitutiona--- Our H & I efforts are continuing 
to aupport approximately 35 B & I Meetinga in our Region. We 
serve more treatment facilitiea, both long-term and 28 day rehabs, 
than correctional facilitiea. Our committee has been enhanced by 
the uae of the new B & I Manual. The panel system is being 
preaaed into service and our new or smaller areaa are reinforced 
by the experience gained from other Area B & I sub-committees 
uaing this ayetem. We continue to attempt linking our sub-comm
ittee participation at combined learning days and sub-committee 
learning days. Thia iaaue stems from our geographic distance 
acroaa our Region in miles. Two Areas lie in the far western part 
of our Region and incur extra expenaea each time they travel. We 
continue to move our aervice meetings across the Region, so that 
no single Area is burdened; not all our efforts have been suceaaful. 

Policy--- In years past, our Region made note of the difficulties 
experienced by the 'choking' effects of policy. Thia year, our 
Region recognized this shortcoming and took action. Our Policy 
Sub-~ommittee is eatabliabed aa an ad-hoc effort to review exist
ing policies and recommend new or renewed policy. With the current 

·structure of our RSC under a modified policy package and our Areas 
being informed ahead of time, it seems the 'monster of policy' 
might become a 'transformer' of simplistic, spiritual understanding. 

IRCNA--- Our Convention had an increase in attendance in 1989, and 
our Region has granted our Convention Sub-Committee more autonomy 
in setting it's own pace with service responsibilities and decisions. 

IRCNA (Cont'd)--- IRCNA VI had a bare minimum of trusted servants, 
yet put on a quality function through their sheer dedication. 
IRCNA VII, hosted in Clear Lake, Iowa, has a established committee 
working heartily towards presenting this year's celebration of 
recovery for our Region, The Convention Sub-Committee is basicly 
a atanding committee; it transitions between hosting Areaa within 
two months of our Convention. We also have a foundation core of 
trusted servants with 'multiple convention' experience; this eases 
the transference of responsibilities. Our sub-committee baa 
enhanced itself by a more concerted effort to develop issues, bring 
these to our Region for input, and then implement changes in an 
accountable manner. 

Literature--- Our Literature Sub-Committee has really come together 
this year. The lack of balance in service endeavors which •t times 
characterised this committee has been replaced by a deepened comm
itment and sense of purpose. Thia is primarily the result of the 
guidance provided by our officers, coupled with a shift of emphasis 
towards a closer linkage with the WSC Literature Committee. We 
reviewed several action-item drafts, and published updated Regional 
Meeting Directories at a reduced coat to the Fellowship. Area 
involvement in our committee ia at it's highest level ever. Many 
Area Literature Committees have well-organised stockpiles and some 
are. publishing newsletters. Our Region's newletter is in a state 
of transition at this time. 

SUMMARY 

Our report started with the indication that we have reflected upon 
'keeping it simple' as a Region. Then our report indicatea a 
continued momentum in all necessary services. It was in our RSC 
that the decision to come away from the RSC meeting knowing that we 
had actually .!!.2..!!.!. something towards further~ng our Primary Purpose, 
was expressed frequently this past year. When this became the 
major focus, we then could keep things simple, rekindling the 
spiritual essence of service work. Our ability to get caught in the 
complexity of external information was diminished by the tasks at 
hand and our dedication to recovery. We of fer our fondest wishes 
for peace and love through recovery to all. 

THE IOWA REGION 
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f'i. 1·11rlHDta Dhiamh A Chatrde in san F.'ellowship,as na~. in IHre" 

God and Good wishs be w1th you friends in the Fellowshi~ from the 
Fellowship in Ireland.We are grateful to again have an opportunity to 
bo Q po~b Qe ~h~ d~~io~on~ p~o~~~~ ftla£~~ 4rr~~~~ UU1 re11VW~Ui~ ~D ~ 

whole,and to realise that we are not alone in our common "Primary 
Purpose" of carrying the message to. the addict who still suffers. 

Ao a 3mall i3lann n~tton effective 
communication is of great importQncc to ua to help u3 keep in touch 
with the Fellowship worldwide.Trough opportunitie3 ti.ke the World Service 
Conferance we can keep thio communication going and it re-affirm~ our 
committment to the unity of the Worldwide Fetlowship of Narcotics 
Annonymous.In particut~r wo ore grateful for the oportun1ty of learning 
from our fellow members in the worldwide Fellow5hip a~ to how they 
are progressing,and we hope we can also offer some of our Exoerience 
Strenght and Hope to newer Regions. 

Ireland has a population ,.,t· 11pprox1 "'"I i · 

3 Mill1on,almost one million people Live in Dublln County and the 2 
million live between 25 other countie5.Cork and Limerick are two .. 11, •. ,. 

counties in which there are e3tabli3hed meeting~ ns the9e are main 
population centres a.lso.Thtae Lwo area:s formed·1thc Mun3ter Area .S-1·,1. 
ervice some time ago and 30 Ireland had two Areas.The Dublin and 
Munster Arca.The Dublin Area cover~ 20 meeting3 and al3o tend~ to 
2ervicc the more isolated meetings of which there are 8 at present. 
The Munster Area services 4 Mcetinga.The Iri:sh nesional Ser•vi~e Co
mmittee meetG quarterly and has proven to be a unifying event for 
the Areas.The ncgion co-ordinate3 between the area~ ~nd i3 intere~ted 
in seeing NA develop troughout the whole negion.La~t year the Reg
ional Service Committee too~ on Re~ponsibility for the Convention, 
which 1e given out to the Areas on an Annual basis. J 

Though Ireland in n amall aociety in co
parison to many of it European and World Neigbour~ we do have a ~ig~·· 
problem with illegal Drugs and in part1cularPrescribed nrugs.Alcohol 
has always been a specific problem for Ireland. 

The 3tr-enght in our meetinp;:. i..s Widcnt 
and many members have many years of Cleon Time now.CratefullY this 
has meant members are less inclined to look elsewhere for Recovery 
and the message of Narcotics Annonymous is becoming firmly rooted. 
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Three major growth ar~Rft h~v~ been recogni~cd in tbe rellowzhip 
over the past year in particular. 

I) Th~ number3 of women now finding Recovery in N"rcot1cs Annon• 
ymous h~3 increased dramat1cully over the pa3t two years. 

?) A3 a fellowship NA is now attracLin~morc addicts who uBed "~e~al 

Drugs illegally"1e prescribed drugs. 
3) There.are more members now in the fellow·sh Ip f4#m different age 

groups •• both· young and old finding recovery togeather. 

The number •.JI' .. vweu .Lu 1.111:: r-'1:1l.l.UW~Ul!J Ul:ll:I .1.mpr•c,vea auc to lllmonp; other 
thinfl:q An p111t.s:ihliillh111>n r.il"'lrf ... +-~hl""sli:l'm~na m1111-.i.n9 uhi.oh ia opon bo Gl.l. 
member~.This is one instance wherr.,._'9nt:ArfllA~ m,..,..r.""'8 1-1 ... "'a'i\ i\ r;-91.i.\.,.,• 
affect.We have had an increase in member~ whose background has been 
tn the prescribed drugs area.There hae been a reluctance in Lhe past 
to attend due to the concept of the addict as the "Hard Core u~er or 
illegal Drugs".There is also a much broader a6e mix 1n the Fellowship 
today,·~ in the past memebers were mainly yo1.ingcr and had similar 
drug p~tterns and older members may have felL nt1cnated.IL h~~ been 
great to see the changes in these three major arcQn for our Fellowship. 
It can be safely said that the whole NA message of recovery has broad
n~.a.ri 1~~ ~~"~+-io~• 1" T~•l~n~ t~ow9h A~W 1 Souu~l~~7,and eQne~pt ui' ~~a 

addict.It is symbolic to note that the theme ror the comin~ Irish Co-
nvention is "New Frontier~". · ~ · 

...... A.L.L this it 1~ f'elt can <Jnly mean 
the message of Narcotics Annonymous being more available to a broader 
spectrum of addicts in the future. 

Public Information: 

P.I has h~en busy in Trcland in the last year.At the moment the ~uwmiLtee 
is runn1ns; successfully. The Dublin Area S1Jh Committ.ee is still ::iomewt1at 
responsible for the whole or Ireland os there i~ ~till no re~ional Cu
mm!ttce. The Committee also loo~s arter(Co-ord1anteslthe Iri3h Helpl1n~. 
We now have a much more et'ri c::ient Help l.i.nc di.le to last J'E'Hi.r~ r.:h~ne:e 

over to a bleeper system.We hnve also got our Help Line number in the 
Emergency Section of the I990 Telephone Directory.We have also been bu~y 
with talks and representations.One nf these wa3 to Governmffnt official~ 
from India,Sr1 Lanka,Thailnnd,and the Philipenen,th1s went very well. 
Another was the 3rd European Employment and assistance program Conferance 
which was held in Ireland· again in !989.The P.O Dax wa6 very busy ln the 
last yea~,and at the moment the committee is discuss1ng ways of main
taining more contact with the Irish Media. 

Hospitals and Instttutions1 

----------------------------The committee is small but quite active,and mcct3 Bi Monthly.We relt tha~ 
for a long time too much emphasis hca.d been pl11ccd on keeping meet1nga 
goinp.; in pr"ison.without the support that 1o1a:s required from th1:1 relevant 
prison authorities.We h~ve concentrated now more on Ho~pital M~~L!ng3 
1nstcad,wh1ch after a slow start is coming to-~eather very well.When 
they again have the support of the relevant Authorities and the fellowship 
they shall commence prison meetings again.There is one prison meeting 
on Spike island in Cork and local memebrs support this meeting.The 
committee is .stable and tt11::iy feel. ccnf1 den,t1 th.at 1t.hc.Y are or.o~e~=\1!1ttt 
well Any current information or ~ideos ava. ao-~e ~o ne~p progn:~y . 
prison authorities would be appreeciated by the ~. 

..... 
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Service Ottica I Ht•pn r• I·. ________ ._ ____ _ 

The ofrtce haa been operating as a ~iteraturo dlstribution and storage 
area.It has a continuous supply of up to date Literature.At present the 
orrice has decided to postpone its plans of incorporat1nn, 

Convention. ,. -------------1 . 
The 6th Irish convention takes place on the 9th IOth and Ilth of Nov 
I990.and in the true spirit of unity is being held outside Dublin ror 
the first time ever.The theme is "New Front1ers"and it is my prvilid@g 
to welcome members troughout the worldwide Fellowship to come and 
Share some Irish Hospitality in the beautiful Harbour coastal Town 
of' Kinslae. 

Literature Copmmittee: 

At present the Irish region does not have an active Literature Commi
ttee,however after recent discussions regular workshops are plannen to 
deal with review Literature as well as other Fellowship issues.the 
Irish fellowship looks forward to the availability or all the current 
review r.iterature soon,and wishs the Literature commlttee continued 
success with its work. 

In finishing ,on behalf of the Iri~h Fellowship I would once ugain 
like to covey ~ur entu~iasm and gratitude for the opportunity to be 
part of the conferance and to share our expcrience,str~right and Hope 
as a Region.We hope that trough ~ur involvement we can be a part 
of the process which moulds Narcotics Annonymous to always better 
serve the needs of our fellow addict~ in Recovery and in particul 
t ha s e a cl d i c ts who have ye t if~ w a 1 k t r· o ugh o u r doors . A n d !: o i n t he 
spi~lt of Unity ••.••••.• ~ would like to close with an Iri~h toast 

"Slan Leat agus Beannnacht" 

(Goodbye and Goodwishs and Health to you) 

Yours In Servicjkt'. 
Patricia O.N 

{RSR Alt Ireland 
Region) 

NA IRELAND PO BOX 1368 Sheriff St Dublin 
Telephon~ J~.r:.~.'!'.tH' ServJ.(. c;e P~I,.100944 unit 

Ol) '1uo:i~4 

Aust1n.G 
(ttSR Ireldnd Rcgtonl 

I Ireland 
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KENTUCKIANA REGIONAL REPORT 

Hi family, 

I hope this report finds everyone in good health and spirits. 
The Kentuckiana Region has grown a great deal over the last year. Our 

regional Hospitals & Institutions committee had a regional H&I Awareness Day 
and it was a huge success. We are still lacking enough support to maintain a 
regional literature or public information committee, but most of their work is being 
handled on the area level. Our 3rd Kentuckiana Regional Convention, which was 
held in Louisville, Kentucky, was also a big success. KRCNA IV will be held in 
Paducah, Kentucky, April 13-15, 1990. 

Our regional policy committee is in the process of writing our regional 
guidelines. All the area reports I received informed me they were all doing well and 
growing in size. Slowly but surely we are spreading across the state. 

Some areas are reporting helplines being started and others report of having 
billboards up. 

We are still a young region and have a lot more growing to do and some 
more growing pains to overcome, but overall the message of recovery is· being 
carried to the addicts still suffering in the Kentuckiana Region. 

In loving service, 

Rosario Schembari 

" 



NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS LONDON REGION 
P 0 BOX 417 LONDON SW 10 ODP 

TEL 01 351 6794 FE B 2 3 1990 

w. s . c. 1990. REPORT 

titles the first London Regional Convention 

in NA UK's tenth year. The dates are set for April 20,21,22nd 1990 and 

the location is amid beautiful parkland in t~e heart of London's 

throbbing metropolis. Pre-registration may still be available on 

contacting LRCNAl , P.O. BOX 417, LONDON SWlO ORN, ENGLAND. 

~s of January 1990 the number of NA meetings total 102 in areas 

around the UK and 106 in London itself . The latest are "non-restrictive" 

parents meetings, of which there are three (potentially five). These 

arose primarily from parents seeking recovery but finding animosity 

from a few members within meetings when their children caused distraction 

and divertion from our primary purpose 9f carrying the message to the 

addict who still suffers. Most meetings, however are welcoming of 

children, dogs, smokers and even the occasional pet rat. 

It became apparent that parent newcomers with small children were 

finding it more and more difficult to receive the message of recovery,, 

but the outcome is that these membe r s have been brought together using 

discussion time at Area Service Committees, therefore unifying and 

expanding the awareness of the members of the NA community as a whole. 

It also served to introduce members to Area Service that would not have 

normally got involved. The South East London Area was the first area to 

change its format to include topic discussion. The North East London 

Area now does the same.(The other three Areas concentrate mainly on 

general reports and administration). Topics range from "What is a GSR" 

(as most GSR's arrive at their first ASC without having been an alternate) 

to "Why it is not a good idea for Group treasurers to hide £200.00 worth 

of Group Treasury in a sock draw", · to "How to:·.sell 'CLEAN TIMES' and 

the 'NA WAY' to the fellowship". It is at times like these that one is 

to be most found 'sitting on ones hands' in consultation trying to 

find a loving God, as He, She or It may express Him, Her or Its-self in 

our group conscience. Truly one of the benefits and areas for personal V"\.... 
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'-""'- growth that can be attributed to involvement in the Services of NA. 

The London Region Help-Line Office received about 6,500 calls in 

1989. A 30% increase on the year before. Half of these calls were from 

recovering addicts; 16% from professionals, the media and Hospitals 

and Institutions; and 13% from using addicts. There has been a major 

change in the 11 12 Step Call" system and tha A~eas now play a greater 

part in the coordination of such calls. The system is still in its 

infancy and sometimes communication is not what it could be. Nevertheless 

the message of recovery is reaching those that need~and a11 · the 

"12 Step calls" are being attended. 

The London Regional P.I. committee serves as a forum for the North 

and South Area P.I. committees to meet and exchange ideas, discuss 

issues, support eachother and plan for the future. As the Areas have 

grown increasingly more competant, and do much of the ground-work; ie 

talks to professionals, schools, colleges, probation services etc., 

sending letters and putting up posters; the Region has felt the desire 

to do something more that just be a place where reports are exchanged. 

Hence, at present, a revised draft of the 'Letter to the professional' 

is being undertaken. There is increased contact with the other Regional 

sub-committees (Office, H&I) and also the National P.I. body (a sub

-committee of the UK Service Assembly). Sadly, as is experienced by 

many service committees, there are relatively few willing members 

available to serve in this area. There is a danger, especially with 

more regular tallcs, that the same individuals who do the talking are 

becoming established as NA in.....stead of Members of NA. There is a real 

need to encourage more widespread involvement with Public Information. 

1989 has been a good year for H&I.\../ith the advent of a meeting 

in Brixton, NA is now represented in all of the London Prisons. As 

more members have made announcements in regular meetings the influx of 

new H&I volunteers has steadily increased. There are at present about 

30 H&I meetings though we are, however, avoiding the pitfall of agreeing 

to new meetings until there are enough members to attend them on a 

regular basis. 

Sadly there is no longer a Regional Literature sub-committee. As 

the distribution of literature to the ?Oraur5 is now handled by the 

London Areas (who buy their literature direct from the UKSO) the 

a ttendants at the Re giona l Lit. Com. ceased. With regards to Revi e w & 

... 
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and Input Committee. Projects include the Anglicization of the Recovery 
Text, which has now been completed, and the 7th Tradition I.P."Hey, 

What's the basket ·far?" which is now available under the revised title 

of "What's the collection for?". (It was suggested that it be called 

"Why pass the Pot?"-as the British fellowship put their 7th Tradition 

contributions in a pot not a basket- this, however, was deemed a little 

ambiguous). 

Once again we seem to be relying rather heavily on our Fundraising 

and Entertainments committee to provide the necessary finance for the 

basic running of the Region. There have been many enjoyable parties 

staged and the committee are also looking into other forms of 

entertainment that will unify a greater cross-sectio~ of our fellowship. 

There has been much discussion concerning the Legal aspects of security, 

liability and general insurance for our members at such functions. So 

far there has been no serious cause for concern. 

Regional finances have fluctuated considerably and Area contributions 

are far from consistant. It seems as though 7th Tradition awareness 

throughout the fellowship could be greatly improved. 

In closing, we are greatf~l for the continued support and vast influx 

of information regarding all areas of Service from the World Service 

Conference. We look forward to the opportunity to carry our conscience 

and support in return at this years Conference in April. Like last year 

with regards the Conference Agenda Report, the London RSR and Alternate 

will extend their services to include those Areas and Regions for whom 

their is no delegate but nonetheless loving and caring members that wish 

to be able to participate in the gathering of a wider more unified 

conscience. 

Serviceably Yours, 

Nathan N. 

RSR , LONDON , ENGLAND . . ........ . 
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TO: WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE 

FROM: PAM B. RSR LONE STAR REGION 
JAN C. RSR ALT. 

HELLO THERE EVERYONE. The Lone Star Region is comprised of i3 
areas that serve 197 groups. These groups host 765 meetings per 
week. We estimate the Fellowship size to be ap~roximately 5500. 
our groups utilize a variety of structures ranging from "one group 
one meeting" up to a single group being responsible from anywhere 
from 3 to 30 meetings per week. 

This year we have seen a more mature attitude regarding 
finances by the Areas, Groups and the Region itself. Many have 
hosted Financial Responsibility Workshops, ~erform regular audits 
and include detailed financial information in their reports to the 
REgion. The RSC Treasurer is available to help all the Areas set 
up, maintain and audit their books and hel~ them to do the same for 
the Groups. By placing financial information in front of a greater 
number of people on a regular basis we seem to have more members 
aware and better educated. But yes, unfortunately one area did not 
host a financial res~onsibility workshop and they paid or we paid 
the price. Considering what our record was in 88 we feel that 
there has been· much improvement in the area of financial 
responsibility. 

We have seen a 
held by our areas. 
Procedure, Budgets, 
of Service and Host 

growing number of workshops and learning days 
New topics this year included Parliamentary 
Sub Committee Awareness Da¥ Picnics, Concepts 
Committee Convention Learning Days. 

This year has been another year of continuing growth for our H 
& I Sub-Committee. We have had an average attendance of 10 to 12 
areas represented at each Regional meeting. This year our support 
for prisons and other institutions has continued to grow. Our 
involvement with The Texas Department of Criminal Justice has 
increased despite the many hurdles we have faced. We have also 
achieved a first, we believe in that the Fort Worth Area has 
started a meeting at Carswell Air Force Base. This meeting is 
going well and may help other areas and regions reach addicts in 
the Air Force and perhaps in other branches of the military. 

Our Literature Sub-committee has also had continued 
participation this year 11 out of 13 areas regularly attend the 
regional meeting. our largest part of this year has been spent 
with our work on The Traditions part of "It Works" How & Why. we 
held 4workshops on Traditions 7,8,9,10,11,12. We received alot of 
response and were able to get some ve:i:-¥ good input. More recently 
we have begun working on the Daily Meditation book. The areas are 
excited about working on something a little lighter than the 
traditions. 

1990.- ~ 
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Our Public Information Sub-Committee has also been at work 
this year. This year our region has received in excess of 33,000 
telephone inquiries. Area helplines and info-lines have given 
freely of their experience, strength and hope to the areas 
developing a telephone communication network. An addict can receive 
meeting information and/or personal recovery sharing in 10 areas of 
our region. We have reached hundreds of thousands of persons 
through video and audio public service announcements, exhibits, 
presentations, bus signs, flyers and mailouts. Every area has a 
public information effort. We feel we have met our goal of all 
areas having a contingency plan of some sort and PI 
policy/guidelines. Those areas which do not have these are well on 
their way toward the goal. In the past 12 months PI has informed 
the fellowship through learning days in 5 areas, the public with 40 
local PI presentations, 20 exhibits, 1 International event, 1 
National event and 1 state event. 

This year we chose to appoint an Additional Needs Liaison to 
be a member of our administrative Committee. She is a hard worker 
and is continuing to let the fellowship know and our sub-committees 
that just because there is no additional needs standing committee 
does not mean that there are no additional needs addicts. She 
attends the sub-committee meetin~s at our RSC and is also in 
contact with our convention committee to make sure that there is 
wheelchair accessible etc. for addicts with additional needs. 

our Regional service Office is still alive and kicking. This 
year the office officially employed an office manager. An employee 
handbook was develo~ed along with other policies such as Travel 
program, complete with Travel request forms and travel and expense 
report forms for board members, a routing form to aid in the 
distribution of copies of reports and minutes made through the RSO 
by Regional Trusted servants and finally procedures for ordering 
items by subcommittees of the Host Convention Committee with an 
Order Requisition form. 

The Lone Star Regional Convention which is held in March is 
still under the direction of the off ice. This year guidelines have 
been written (not totally completed) to help in the transition. 
There are still· some adjustments being made to help the hosting · 
committee better understand the role of the office as it pertains 
to the convention. 

The Board agreed to offer some non-conference approved items 
for sale through the RSO. The endeavors that helped fund the RSO 
this year were the Basic Sweatshirt (concept of Chicago RSO), the 
Text covers and the Basic Calendar (on consignment from the Chicago 
RSO) The Regional meeting directory carried over from last year was 
updated twice. The participation of area trusted servants is 
crucial to this being a effective tool for carrying the message. 

In an effort to maintain resumes of members who are in the 
pool from which Board members are selected an updated resume will 
be requested after 1 year. Members shall remain in the pool a 
maximum of 2 years. Despite requests for participation from all 5 
out of 13 areas are not represented on the Board. 



5200 copies of the basic text and 31,000 white N.A. welcome 
tags were distributed. 

In preparing for the future, plans were made to seek a 
professional bookkeeper to aid in the financial affairs of the RSO. 
A qualified person was found and arrangements were made to ahve 
them assume some of the duties handled by the previous BOD 
Treasurer. 

our Lone Star Regional Service Conference is held on a 
quarterly basis for 2 1/4 days (1/4 Friday night JAC meeting) We 
rotate the conference between our member areas. Our RSO assists the 
hosting area in planning the Conference. The Standing and Ad Hoc 
committees meet during the weekend. 

Problems/Concerns of this Region are: One, the desire has been 
heavily stressed to have a Step/Traditions book and a Daily 
Meditation book before our grandchildren need it. And another is to 
continue to improve on fiscal knowledge and responsibility. 

INCOME: 

AREAS 
ACTIVITIES 
RSC 7TH TRADITION 

TOTAL INCOME 
TOTAL EXPENSES 

NET INCREASE 

In Loving Service, 

FINANCIAL REPORT 89 

EXPENSES 

$14,054.40 
1,239.96 

102.60 

$15,396.96 
13,453.28 

1,943.68 

ADMINISTRATIVE 
PROJECTS 
TRAVEL 
RSC (CONFERENCES 
WSC CONTRIBUTION 
LSRSO 

$1,131.12 
2,448.84 
2,530.68 

942.48 
1,600.00 
4,800.00 
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GREETINGS FROM THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE REGION 

This report will be broken down into 3 sections. I. General 
Regional Information and Events. II. Subcommittee Activies and 
Events. III. Names, Address, and Phone numbers of Regional Officers. 

r. LPRCNA consists of a Area Service Committee and 1 "standalone" 
group. There are 152 meetings weekly in 4 states (Arkansas, Louisiana, 
Mississippi, Texas). Within the qeoqraphical service area of the 
ASCs and several isolated areas not presently serviced by an ASC are 
many, many loner groups. We also have a nUJD):)er of H&I meetings, but 
I do not have an exact figure. Our ASC's include: 

Bayou Recovery 
Central Arkansas 
Central Louisiana 
LaFourohe Teche 
New Orleans 
Northshore 
Shreveport 
Texarkana 
Lake Charles Group 

20 meetings/week 
21 meetings/week 
15 meetings/week 
12 meetings/week 
34 meetings/week 
11 meetings/week 
17 meetinqs/week 
14 meetings/week 

8 meetings/week 

some interesting events have transpired this year. A motion is before 
The Areas to change the election of RSR and alternate from December 
to June. The Centra.1 Ar1t~ncac and Texarkana Areas ( aloncr wi t:h t.he 
Northwest Arkansas and other interested groups) are in Regional 
Transition Phase, target date for wsc seating being the 1991 WSC. 

The Toledo Bend ASC folded this yea~, but the Lake Charles group 
has asked to be seated at LPRSCNA, and is looking into starting an Area. 

II. Activities had a busy year in 1989. Reqularly scheduled 
activities include: Bi-Annual Service Workshops, and a Regional Campout 
All 3 activities are hosted by an ASC through a bid process 

Convention enio¥ed another wonderful convention (LaVie Nourelle) 
this past Memorial Day weekend. our convention dates have been 
permanently moved to the last weekend in May. This year's convention 
will by held in Alexandria, LA May 25-27. Preregistration is 30.00 
includes a banquet and dances. Contact Andrew L (318) 443-3165, Kathy 
P. (318) 445-1991, or Laurie s. (501) 742-3777 for more info. 
If you've qot nothing planned .••••••• 

H&I has had quite a year, with lots of interest and partcipation. Guide 
lines have been drated, and plans are underway for Area H&I chairs to 
attend workshops this year. 

Literature has been reviewing A list material. 

Outreach has been busy with several project this year. · The Regional Newsletter 
(The LPR Voice) has ended up mompolizinq much of the subcommittee's time, 
so a request has been made to create a free-standinq Newsletter Sub-
committee. outreach has also been handling qroup registration sent in from 
wso, and trying put them in tcuch with naighborinq ASC's and groups. 
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To this end, loner packets and form letters have been implemented. 
A pen-pal list has also been compiled. Improved communication, 
be it another sub-committee or the NA WAY, has been a top priority. 

Policy had a quiet rear, due larqely to it's inability to meet quorum. 
Things look to be different this year. 

PI had a very busy year, what with restarting. All Area PI chairs are 
in communication, and Area PI subcommittee are registered with wso. 
A newsletter has been established. A Radio and TV PSA library has been 
estab~ished, a~d is beinq used. A ~eqional Meetin9 Directory has been 
complied, and is to be updated quarterly. The chair has been able to 
attend several workshops, and qain/share much information. All of the 
phonelines in the Reqion are spot-checked periodically for response 
time and h:ic boon a useful t.nnl. PI Ja>l~ns a billboard and bus sign 
campaign for 1990 and to continue information qathering/sharin~. A 
regional/multi-regional workshop is also being planned. 

III. Regional Officers and Addressess 

RSC Chair - Bill Hall 
13045 KatherinQ Ave. 
Baton Rouqe,LA 70815 
(504) 273-3428 

. Treasurer - Michael Comeaux 
{504) 904-8155 

RSR - Todd 
2419 Elizabeth St. 
Thibodeaux,LA 70301 

Activites - Nash Martinez 
712 21st st. 
Alexandria,LA 71301 
{318) 484-6901 

H&I - P.O Box 2596 
covingtion,LA 70434 

outreach - Jim Pflipson 
~n7 Pine Lake Dr. 
Pineville,LA 71360 
(318) 445-1991 

Ptlhl i ~ Tnfcrmation - Debby Lehman 

Vice-Chair - Taylor Parker 
2360 l/2 Tulip St 
Baton Rouge, LA 
70806 
(504) 344-5726 

Secretary - Kathy Pflipsen 
507 Pine Lalte ur 
Pineville,LA 71360 

. (319) 445-1991 

RSR-alt. - Michael Lehman 

convention 

1812 Sanford Dr #4 
Little Rock, AR 72207 
(501) 221-1009 

Kathy Pflipson 
507 Pine Lake Dr 
Pineville,LA 71360 
(318) 445-1991 

Literature - Douq LeBouet 
9771 Je££croon RW'J 
#82 
Baton Rouge,LA 70809 

1812 Santora ur.#4 
Little Rock, AR 72207 
(501) 221-1009 

Policy - Troy Guilloy 
2535 Citadel 
Baton Rouqe,LA 70816 
(504) 291-4121 

LPRSCNA is supportinq this effort in any way possible. 

I),• 
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TO: THE FELLOWSHIP 

FROM: MICHIGAN REGIONAL SERVICE COMMITTEE 

RE: ANNUAL REGIONAL REPORT 

DATE: MARCH 1~ 1990 

Hello family, 
The Michigan Region serves the entire state of Michigan, 

which is itself composed of equal parts water and land. Our 
Areas are both urban and rural. Our membership- is made up of 
recovering addicts from every walk of life, and just about 
every possible ethnic, age~ and sexual preference group. We 
like it like that. We currently have 18 member areas serving 
about 500 groups. 

~rowth has been the key element in our reqion this year. 
We ~re very grateful to report the forma~ion of two brand new 
6reas this year in locations that had been up until recently, 
isolated tram the mainstream of the Michigan fellowship. 
These are the Traverse Bay Area in the Northwest corner of 
the Lower Peninsula, and the Upper Peninsula Area serving 
groups in the upper half of cur state. We believe our 
Outreach Subcommittee was instrumental in starting the 
communication process necessary for these groups of addicts 
to bond to their larger N.A. tamilv. Growth has also been 
seen Ln established Areas dividing co serve their members 
more effectively. Our Western Michigan Area is now three 
a(ea~; western Michiqan. Kalamazoo. and Grand Rapids. Uur 
largest Area in t~rms of numbers at groups, the De~roit Area. 

rhe ~~st. Central, 2nd 
0T our areas. ~he Flint Area. 

West Detroit Areas. Also, one 
iust celebratea ~heir tenth 

·1<:;d2r·;. . .. : .. :x ~ ... ;:_.:. ·c;r·(?ac n ::::uot.;umm:L t tee 
our ~eaicn. in addition to orcanizinq 
meet ~nd exchanoe experience and 

nas ceen verv ac~ive in 
campcuts for memners ta 

=upport with our more 
~eoqrachicallv isolated areas. it has also printed our Tirst 
·Jutr2ach meetinq list. Cur Public Information and Hospitals 
and Institutions Subcommittees have been active as resources 
~o our areas. particicatinc in workshaos for the areas in our 
recicn ~s well as in multi-r~oicnai workshops in other 
~eg1ons. Our Activities SubCcmmittee ~~ focusino on planninq 
workshoo dctivities rather than our old mode cf throwing 
dances. Our Literature SubCommittee is in searcn of a project 
to uet involved in. Our Policy SubCommittee has been very 
~ctive this vear suqqestino ways and means to facilitate the 
1.~11 ... ls.i.ni::ss •Jf the i=~t=oion. i1,Je ::i.re :;:;till .:.n the i::·rocess of 
~re2K1nq out ot s~me confusinc. often averlv restrictive 
·j:..t.L(jc2 .Lin es. : ... ;1 thOLl t ::::c rappinq the 1.•Ji·10 .Le thinq .:::tnd :.:: c:a1r·ting 
.~·.: ... :r. ',-le .:;·"'-e r.:1-y:Lnq ·~:o ·find the b,3lance between ,3.i.lowing 
::r-usted ·ser·/an t:;:; to do their Jobs, ,,:1nd seek inq i.:he d 1 r-ec ti on 
aT a larger conscience. 

Our Freedom V Convention was a spiritual .::i.nd financial 
~uccess thanks to the efforts cf the Lansing Area. as well dS 

1990 



members from throughout the region. Our Freedom VI Convention 
is well on their way to another qreat celebration in Midland, 
Michigan· the July Fourth weekend. The Convention is being 
hosted bv the Saqinaw Bay Area. and is back at the site of 
our vary first convention. The Michigan Region has started 
the process of Convention Committee Incorporation. but has 
net so far gone past the Ad Hoc stage. Hopefully. next year 
will see us farther along with this endeavor. Freedom VII 
will be held in Detroit. Also. our Ad Hoc World Convention 
Bid Subcommittee is well alonq in its submittal of a bid for 
the 1993 World Convention. If our bid is accepted. it will 
also be held in Detroit. 

Our Regional Service Conference. hosted by the Ann Arbor 
Area was a big success. We would like to thank Bob Hunter and 
Brvce Sullivan for helpinc us workshop the Conference Agenda 
Report. 7hev not only passed ~n valuable information. but 
2.i.S·:J i!1'.·?.!.t:,:•ed personaiize World St2r'./ices far 1-tS. rhank. \/Ql_tii 

We have had a couple ct ocen forum discussions be~ween 
the three service arms of the Michioan Fellowship; The 
Michican RSC. the Southeastern Michiqan Sub/RSC, and the 
Micnican Service Office. These open sessions were desiqned to 
seek wavs to better cooperate in carrying the message in our 
s~ate, ~s well as to examine potential problems. One of the 
·~peciti~ topics of the cpen discussions. as well as a topic 
discusse~ on the floor of the RSC and Sub/RSC. was the roie 
i.:he ··: ichiq . .an ;::;erv.:i..ce iJf f ice pl avs in our state. iJr· .iq ina i l y 
c~artered bv the Southeastern Michigan Sub/RSC as the Detroit 
8erv 1.ce Office, c~e MSO remains responsible, through languaqe 

.. :.ts i:o i:he 
-~qional service office. 

~3:_tb/F<SC. 

iJr 1_mar i l ·.; 
It does however, act 3S a 
throuqh i~~ role as a 

, ... ,=> :=ou rec:::.' .i. i. <=! i ::-on ·=en t::::> r, -~<.nd .its =:-i1iopino ~ervices ~o croups 
·:\!lt::i ;-e,,: .. ::; :~.~•rouq i-;ou t '.~.he state. There are those of us who 
-JC)l...l. i 0.J .· ..... :·.··= to s~e ~he office chance i~s o~laws to r2Tiect its 
.. •:::! S 0CJ1"0i ::; .. t 0 i J. .l. ·::·. \' co ~he enti~e region. .: .. i..l<.12 .:h.1. s .= .. ·::= 

but so far the discussions nave been ccs1t1ve. 
:'!nd D.s: ~'-1''-'.::~.vs •• nore 11-.11_ll be r-eveaierj. 

~e teiieve we c2n safelv 5ay ~hat 0ur reo1on l.S in 
3upport =f World Service Conterence efforts tc redesign our 
World serv1c2 structure to more effectively carry the message 
l.n :,,, r-.:,'l.oicii.v ci:-o~..;.ing ·,'r.:llo~-Jship. ;,.~e .:;;.1~e 1.:11-atefu.l +.:hai: <::.u.ch 

~nanqe i~ necess~rv, ~nd cnlv wani: to be a part. 

Geora~ Schlicnt RSR/Alt 
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MID-AMERICA REGION 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

P.O.BOX 8732 
WICHITA KS 67208 

TO: WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

FROM: JOHN BURNETT RSR,MID-AMERICA REGION 

SUBJECTi 1990 REPORT 

As this is being written plans are in final stages for the 
Seventh Mid-America Convention. MARCNA 7 is scheduled to be held 
April 6-S in Great Bend Kansas. Much excitement in the region on 
this one event. We have pushed it back from the earlier February 
scheduling and are looking forward to a Spring recovery 
celebration. 

Also plans for the oldest, continuous campout in the 
Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous. The 'l'WELFTH ANNUAL MID AMERICA 
CAMPOUT will be held July 5-8, 1990, at Clinton Lake near Lawrence 
Kansas. The location of thi$ campout has been changed each year 
it has been held and this years location is great according to the 
committee. Hope to see you all there. 

Another special event· is the Third annual campout at Milford 
L~ka, naar Jun~~ion Ci~y Raftsas. Thia ia·a FnEE oampout, liko tha 
Twelfth, and grows each year. The committee insists that everyone 
in the Fellowship is invited - please come. Milford is truly a 
beautiful location and the campout is a spiritual experience. 

Growth of new meetings was steady during the last year and the 
eight area service committees remained stable. central Kansas and 
the Junction City area ~tc:L.rt~d hew helplines and the reqion now has 
six helplines. 

Dodge City Kansas had it Fifth Anniversary celebration this 
year while Topeka and Wichita had groups celebratinq thirteen years 
and Twelve yeare respectivsly. 

Perhaps too early to accurately tell but the shorter simpler 
conference Agenda Report seems to be very well received thu5 far. 
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~ NNUA L ~EPO R1' 

·-;q~-;:;_:'!1ING3 FROM TtrE :.JTlJ ATLANTTC R1:'}T0N OF 1'!. A. T~ ~~AR CF 1989 
l:..~s 3ESN O;"!E O? GRO'.vT:i, BOTH PHYSICALLY AND SPIRIL1UALLY ~OR OUR 
~~G!ON:·r-c: !-fAVE qscSNI1LY SRO-vN TO 9 AREAS, 30U1'H CENTRAL, CAPITOL, 
LTTTLS APPL::' C".:NTRAL su~·1T~t{ANNA V1\LL'SY' :t~ADING' '~ORK, ·· 1YOMTNG 
'TALLEY, ·· 1 TLLIAr.~PORI' ,\ND OUR N~'·~ST AREA CUMBERLAND VALLE~. '13 
CUR,R~NTLY :1~ V'S 192 !m:<:~1'TNG3 A 1\T1J 50 H&I ~.'1EE1'TNr.n T~·! OUR '=>4:GION. 

:'HTS PAST '-~AR OUR R"SGION qA3 H.'.\D 1'0 LOOK CLOS-SR A I' ··ri-rAT OU~ 
PURPOS"S R3 • .;LLv :s -~ND Ho··.r ·-1~ GAN BEGIN TO BE MORE RESPONSIBLE 1'0 
OUR AREAS. L'HERE :L\3 B3EN PROGRESS .~ND ·,~ AR~ SURE " ~.TOR~ ·,1ILL BE 
REYSALED ", 

:\r PRES:SNT ALL REGIONAL OFFIC~R AND COMMITTEE POSTT!ONS AR~ FILLED, 
•·.1rr:i T~ 3~\CEPTION OF FINANCE CP11IR AND VICE "REAS. '"'.'QR !~ '?,.RSI' 
~II·,'R T~·: T~ P .. 4-:;? ps·~r "·"~AR~ ·r: }l[\\f"S ?T_T!'ICT!Or·IAL ?OLIC~. LI:', F.! .. \~~D 
::& "!: c 0 ~r.r.n T TE3S • 

0:1 ?~B. 16, 17, 18 '· 1~ ~L:l OUR S r·'TH ANNTJAL LSAR!'YTNG CONVENF~R'SNC"!: 
::osT~D B':" !1TI C . .\PTTAL A~1A. :'I~R~ ·.,r~?S rriANV "'."i::;:?in:E ~~LAT31) "'C~K3HOPC-
\ ~cmr:oy ··1CRK')EOP'3' \;"ff) :\ 16 HOUR . ! • ::; • c. ~Gc;:N".)A ·· 10~K3HOP. OU~ ~q:\TI:'tJ'.)~ 
-:io '3CB ~m~rr~;z . .\ND s 1'EVE RINGER '5'0~ T~ '!:1t:l17'r:!EN!:lOUS ~LP '·TTT:: T:-t:'.\ r 
·roRK3:iOP. 80NCERNING T~S T3SUES AT HAND, rr IS OUR REGIONS ~::'RONG 
3ELI3F TEAT A1 MEMl3ER3. ''TE NEED 1'0 ACCEPT OUR PERSONAL :tES PONS IBILITY 
:':-:ROUGH ~~ SPIRI'!'~AL ?ROC~SS C~ GROUP CONSCIENCE. 

CTHER GCNCER~!S CONTI:'mE 1'0 BE T~ LACK OF ACCOUNTABILIT:r 3"! OUR '·!. S. 0. , 
:'.0!'1TE O? T:-S :ERING PRACTIS3S ··!HICH RAISE T:-!E POSSIBILITY OF CCNFLIC"r 
o: I:'rr~:r::; ~ ,;no A PP'SA RANC:::s OF J"r;iPOP:U'!'~~.. ··rH.: ···!ILL AL'.~JA YS BELI'SYE 
;::A I' ,... PI~I'!'UAL ?~TNCIFLE:: ~-:us T 33 PRACTICE!) AND LrTE!) AT ALL L::::Y3LS 
,.... ~ ~ '3R"!I C'2. 

·: :-:.~ ~,z c::3 ~.:OI'::!:C:I ·T~\ I' ·-~:LL :WIIGLY 3E F~ES3iTTSD _.\I' 'T:-:3 cc:.rF~~E!'ICE 

~o~rcs::=un::G ~3~·10VAL c: T:S 11 ::: 11 :::rr T:rE -:.;s?{ENITY P:1AYER AND R:S:PLACI~TG 
:::? ··TITH 11 '·r3tt so T::.!\T :::I' ·.·TILL :£LP us ro R3MAIN CONSISTENT ":IrH 
OUR ':)!::!:PS. 

·~"S: '·!OULD LIKE TO E?PRESS A ·.·IARM G?3ETING TO ALL OUR MEMBERS. ONE 
7ILLED .. TITH LOVE AND :t'SSPECT, AND TO EVPRESS OUR GRATITUDE '1'0 
:·;A RCOT IC '3 ANONY'~.10US ?OR 01:!R '.tECOVERIES AND SERVICE. 

··'J'I1H ·'.}:;:_.\TI!TJ'JE A~D LOV3 



To: World Service Conference 

From: RSR, Mississippi Region 

Hey, family, hope this report finds you in peace, and your recovery simple 
and content. God bless you. 

Well, gentle folks, the last year has brought slow and steady growth to the 
Mississippi Region. We still have just five small areas. We're mostly a rural region, 
with it not uncommon to drive one to two hours to a meeting in our outlying areas. 
We have a small regional service body, leaving the majority of the work to the areas. 

Now for what we have accomplished this year. Last April we had our seventh 
convention, and folks, it was plain and simple down-home recovery. It was fantastic. 
We had 205 addicts there, and it was our biggest to date. 

The region as a whole finally set down and accepted a fine document that 
allows our administrative committee to carry on with the business of recovery. It 
has an appeal process that allows the ASR to take a motion from the floor of the 
region back to areas and home groups. Only the ASRs vote whether to take it back 
or not. It's so simple and sweet. 

Yes, we still have our N.A dove shoot, where addicts stand around a field 
with shotguns and shoot at little birds. Talk about trust! Lord have mercy, spiritual 
too--them doves be sure enough dangerous. 

We also got our tax I.D. number. Sure hope the tax plan we've been 
promised for the last three years is presented at this conference. 

And of course we had our second regional Conference Agenda Report 
workshop and Guide to Service workshop. We're just learning this service structure, 
and y'all go and hit us with another one. 

Enclosed is a copy of our financial report. Higher Power has sure been good 
to us. It ain't much, but it's enough for our needs. 

Well, family, that's about it. We still have our personalities in service, but by 
the grace of God it doesn't overflow into our recovery. Our convention is April 6, 7, 
and 8 in Tupelo, Mississippi, and it's gonna be a smoker, bigtime. 

Y'all come down and see us. We have a lot of love to share. Our sisters are 
so beautiful and fresh, if you threw them in the air you'd think they were magnolia 
blossoms. Our brothers are gentle and strong, and our recovery is as sweet and 
fresh as an early morning rain. Y'all come on down and see us, you hear. 

May Higher Power bless you, 

DarwynL. 
RSR, Mississippi Region 



MRSC of NA - General Fund: 
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance 

For Period of May 1, 1989 to February 14, 1990 

Revenues: 
Donations from Areas; 

Golden Triangle Area 
Gulf Coast Area 
Jackson Area 
Northeast Area 
Swampy Hollow Area 

Convention - ;MRCNA 89' 
Unused funds - WSC 89' 

Total Revenues 

:Expenditures: 
Administrative Committee; 

Chairperson 
Vice-chairperson 
Secretary 
Treasurer 

Sub-committees; 
Activities 
Hospitals and Institutions 
Policy 
Public Information 

Workshops; 
November Quarterly 
Agenda Workshop 

World Service Conf. - Treasurer 
Convention Committee - MRCNA 90' 
Miscellaneous Expenditures; 

MRSC of NA - P. 0. Box 
Rent Pavillion for RSC - Sept. 89' 
Guides for RSC use 
Balance MRCNA 89' to PIF 

Total :Expenditures 

Prudent Reserve 

Fund Balance, February 14, 1990 

BUDGET ACTUAL OVER 

$ 163.92 
500.00 

-o-
32.94 
40.00 

5, 721. 71 
137.40 

$ 6,595.97 

$ 29.66 
-0-

140.04 
-0-

20.88 
-0-

35.73 
178.73 

400.00 
200.00 
610.47 

3,000.00 

41.00 
35.00 
28.30 
84.59 

$ 4,804.40 

$ 250.00 

$ 2,041.57 

UNDER 



Mountaineer Regional Service Com~ittee 
of Narcotics Anonymous 

P.O. Box 2381 
Morgantown. WV 26502-2381 
Helpline: 304-344-4442 

Regional Report to WSC 1990 

The ~ountaineer ~egion has approximately 23 home groups with roughly 
45 meetings per week. We ~re geographically spread out with a rela
tively light population density here in West Virginia. We cover most 
of the state ex:cept for the panhandles and some other areas. We have 
had for several years two areas incour region, at times a third. Pre
sently, there are groups adjacent to our present areas that have/are 
forming two additional areas, and our communication with them has been 
regular, though· they both have yet to join a region. 

H&I. Our area H&I committees have been strong, and are very current 
O?i"""the new H&I handbook - holding learning days, instituting the panel 
sytem, etc. We have experienced. some ai:t'Iiculty with relative t·ew in
stitutions who have a questionable view of N.A. and how we do H&I. 

Isolated Mee tings. We have several meetings in institutions that are 
run by groups comprised of the residents of those facilities. ':le have 
shared the ~!/SC Ad Hoc Cammi ttee 's information with them, and we are 
starting to address at the area level how we can bring them into the 
service structure. 

Geographically isolated meetings are becoming a priority also, < 
since many meetings spring up in towns far removed from other groups. 
Outreach committees are growing out of this need, though a limited 
and already-committed membership slows the growth in t~ese efforts. 
;o/e do what ·we can • 

. ~.I. Area committees are active in basic P.I. work, and branch out 
into more adventurous projects as money and addict-power allow. 0ur 
area P.I. officers have attended several multi-regional P.I. events, 
and this has kept this area of service progressive. nf course, we're 
learning the value and near-necessity of computers in carrying out this 
work efficiently. 

Li tera tu re. Our regional committee worked steadily on i'ts assignment 
of Traditions 1,4 and 3 for It works. Since then, with the chairper
son"s resignation, it has been fairly inactive. 

Area literature committees have been slow also. The one active 
one has focused its e1"forts on a newsletter, with success. 

Activities. Our regional committee has been holding two conventions 
a year, with the majority of" our regional expenses being paid from re
ceipts from these events. Our unique attraction at these conventions 
is not only the scenic beauty of the location, but the affordability, 
especially compared to most regional conventions. 

Area committees are becoming regulary active, as these events pro
vide much opportunity for unity within and between areas, as well as 
an avenue for funding area services. 



Phoneline. Our regional phoneline committee recently got a new 
toll-free number, 1-800-766-4442, after investigation, cost comparison, 
and much discussion. ·,.1e have completed comprehensive guidelines :t'or 
the committee, volunteers, and the answering service. Our phoneline 
is a regional one because of the expense and t~e relative small size 
01· the region. Therefore, we have to establish good cooperation be
tween the regional committee and the areas, and we do this with area 
phoneline liaisons. So far tnis has been working. 

Beside R.SR/ Alt. travel ano lodging, ·and our conventions, this is 
our region's biggest expense throughout the year. 

'.'le have three regional committees - Ac ti vi ties, Literature and 
Phoneline - with a fourth, Policy, just s. tarting up. Our region;.:, 
does not operate an office - there seems to be no need at present. 
Our groups' literature needs are fairly well met by prompt mailing 
time of '.vso. 

Our RSC has just started the purchase of office machines to 
facilitate regional business, and they are used on-site at regionals. 

Our projected budget forecasts a deficit of approximately ~3000, 
a substantial percentage of our nearly ~10,000 budget. I'm sure we 
will give adequate time to addressing this matter in the coming year, 
with some work and trust in God. 

Two issues (among others) that have come up in our areas: 
The first is the problems tha.t accompany adolescent treatrnen t 

facilities sending their clients to our meetings. Several groups 
have had to deal extensively with the disruption that some (certainly 
not all) of these clients cause. 

The other issue is smoking/non-smoking. Some groups have started 
holding non-smoking meetings, others have designated smoking and non
smoking areas, others ask in their readings for moderation. For the 
most part, respect for one another's views, and a desire to seek accom
modation, has reigned. 

There is much interest in t'rie Twelve (;oncepts and ft Guide to 
Service, and we will be holding regional workshops to discuss them. 
··1e feel that our experience with rural development of 1'f. A.. when we 
inputted the original guide back in 1987 contributed to that experi
ence being reflected in the presen~ draft of the Guide, that not to 
be taken as an endorsement of the whole guide necessarily • 

. ve are hopeful. ·.ve are getting a new wave o:t' trusted servants 
into the structure all the time. Our servants are very active, and 
learn early about being involved, second only to steps-based active 
recovery. :le had excellent attendance 1·or our region at the recent 
Confe·rence Agenda ·;1orkshop in Cincinnati, OH (thanks, Ghio ~egion). 

:Je look forward to con tributing to the Fellowship in the coming year. 



World Service Conference 
Fellowship Report 

Hi Family, 

February 23, 1990 

I'm Mike and I'm an addict. I am honored to represent 
the New England Region at the 1990 World Service Conference. 

This past year has been one of spiritual and physical 
growth. At the June RSC meeting, we were able to put to rest 
several issues that had caused dissension and controversy in 
the Region and put them behind us. The RSC meetings seemed to 
have a more loving, cooperative atmosphere about them. 

We have welcomed two more ASC's into the Region. The 
Green Mountain Area has split into two and the Champlain Valley 
Area is the result. Northern Maine and New Brunswick, Canada 
have joined to form International Area I. Several other areas, 
including Boston ASC, Four Seasons ASC, Southeastern Mass and 
South Shore are in various stages of planning for new areas. 
This past May, the Region started planning for the eventual re
forming of the New England RSC into several New Regions. 

Sub Committees 

Hospitals and Institutions: 

The H & I sub committee continues to grow and remains 
one our most active. They have achieved their goal of an H & I 
learning day each month in the Region and hope to work toward 
at least one in each area per year. 

Public Information: 

Many of the Area Learning Days are being co-sponsored by 
PI. Their main thrust is to offer information and enthusiasm 
to Area PI committees to help get the message of recovery in 
Narcotics Anonymous out to the public. 

Literature: 

After some initial difficulties, the Literature Committee 
has now elected officers and are working on guidelines. 



World Service Conference 
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Activities: 

This sub committee has been the sponsor of two very 
successful events over the past year, Spring Into Unity and 
Thanks for Being There II. They are currently involved with 
planning for Spring Into Unity II on April 14 at Stonehill 
College in Easton, Mass. 

Policy: 

After a full year of work, the Policy Committee completed 
work on revising the Regional Bylaws. After much discussion and 
input from throughout the Region, they were adopted at the June 
RSC meeting. 

Regional Service Office: 

The RSO has, over the past year, had to look hard at 
cutting expenses and improving service to the Fellowship •. 
Toward this end, they have come to rely on more volunteer 
labor· to accomplish their objectives. 

Regional Convention Committee: 

The RSC, after working out the problems left over from 
NERC III, has recently elected a chairperson of a stand~ng 
Convention Committee. Their first order of business is to 
adapt and adopt guidelines with the idea of putting on a 
Regional Convention in 1991. 

We, in the New England Region, look forward to another 
year of personal and regional growth through the Fellowship of 
Narcotics Anonymous and wish the same to addicts throughout the 
world. 

Peace and Serenity 
In Loving Service 

Michael Colomb 
RSR, New England 
Region 
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(800)991-0401 IN-STATE HELPLINE 
(201)462-9199 OUT-OF-STATE HELPIINE 

DATE: Feb. 22, 1990 

TO: World Service Conference of Narcotics Anonymous 

FROM: New Jersey Regional Service Conference 

RE: Regional Report 89/90 

• ••• that no addict seeking 
recovery need ever die.• 

Greetings to the fellowship from the New Jersey Region of Narcotics Anonymous. I am 
grateful for being clean today and for having this opportunity and privilege in 
presenting our annual report to the 1990 WSC. 

In January, the New Jersey Region celebrated its 5th year anniversary of carrying 
the message to the addict who still suffers in the State of New Jersey. This last 
year has been a year of many changes, some being unexpected .. Through much 
disappointment and controversy we have struggled, survived and served the fellowship 
another year. We look ahead to a new year of rebuilding and reorganizing our 
service structure. 

Shortly after the 1989 Conference, the Bergen Area Ad Hoc Committee on the Formation 
of a New Region held a series of open forum workshops to study this possibility and 
its impact on the existing service structure. Regardless of the initial motives of 
a few individuals the idea turned into a reality as more addicts and areas in the 
northern part of the state began to get involved in this formation. On October 29, 
1989 the actual separating of 6 areas (2 additional areas following later) took 
place and the Northern New Jersey Region was formed in a very spiritual and caring 
manner, with both Regions pledging to work together on a number of shared service 
agreements. The population and geographies of the state were almost exactly divided 
in half with each region now consisting of 8 areas and approximately 225 meetings. 

Today the New Jersey Region fully supports this new formation. With some of our 
trusted servants residing within the newly formed Northern New Jersey Region, and 
this new structure having the momentum and intrigue for involvement by new trusted 
servants, the existing New Jersey Region has been left with the task of picking up 
the pieces and trying to encourage people to get back involved. After a long and 
stagnated period during the splitting a lot of apathy, distrust and disinterest 
developed in Regional Services in general and some positions have not been able to 
be filled for almost a year. · 

Our CONVENTION COMMITTEE for this years convention was formed in-December. All 
positions are now filled and the committee is well on its way to bringing us another 
celebration of recovery. "The Miracle of Change", New Jersey's 5th Regional 
Convention, will be held this year on May 25, 26 and 27 at the Meadowlands Hilton, 
Seacaucus, NJ. Come join us this Memorial weekend for some fun in the swamps. · 

PUBLIC INFORMATION is busy with mass mailing throughout the State. Most speaking 
commitments, Learning Days and Workshops and distribution of bumper stickers is 
being carried out on the area level. 

-1-



Our HELPLINE received 19,969 calls in the year 1989 at cost to the New Jersey 
Region of $13,583.41. This cost is now being shared equally between both Regions 
with a lot of research and effort going into finding a new, more efficient, less 
expensive service to handle our growing 800 number calls. 

The New Jersey Regional Meeting Directory is now the NEW JERSEY STATE WIDE MEETING 
DIRECTORY listing all of the meetings of both New Jersey Regions. There are 421 
meetings listed in the new WINTER/SPRING printing of 50,000 copies. At present we 
update and reprint three times a year. 

Our POLICY COMMITTEE is currently chairless with much work still left to be done in 
revising our outdated existing procedural guidelines that the Region was formed on. 

The LITERATURE COMMITTEE submitted some Traditions input this year but the ongoing 
lack of 
support. 
Regional 
directed 
approach, 

literature projects from the WLC has caused a tremendous decrease in 
All the Area Literature Committees have suffered the same fate. The 

Literature Committee activities the last 8 months have been primarily 
towards discussing the dramatic changes proposed this year (staff team 
professional writers, guideline changes,etc •. ) by the WLC. -

Nicky Newcomer is clean, picked up a new sponsee and recovering in the pages of our 
Regional NEWSLETTER called SANITY. The Newsletter is about to enter its fourth year 
with subscriptions holding at about 250. 

The HOSPITALS AND INSTITUTIONS COMMITTEE does not exist due to the lack of a 
chairperson since July. Our Areas are holding strong with their commitment to carry 
the message inside, sponsoring 80 meetings within the Region. 

Other positions not filled at this time are Administrative Chairperson, 
Administrative Assistant Secretary, Alternate RSR and more terms ending and 
positions becoming available within the next few months. Things are looking up 
though, last month we filled two long standing vacancies of Administrative Secretary 
and Administrative Vice Chairperson. Regardless of the lack of enthusiasm that we 
have been experiencing this year with members getting involved on the regional level· 
of service, those of us that ~ are serving today feel a great sense of hope and 
faith with the willingness to continue forward while riding out these five year 
blues. 

With the dedicated help and support of the new Northern New Jersey Region towards 
carrying out our shared service agreements, we have now all come to believe that the 
light at the end of the tunnel is no longer a train, but a power greater then 
ourselves that can restore us to sanity. 

In closing, I'd like to thank all the areas, groups and of course all the recovering 
addicts that make up the New Jersey Region, for with their support, concerns and 
actions the message, that recovery from the disease of addiction is possible here in 
New Jersey, is a reality today and is reaching the addicts who still suffer inside 
and outside of the fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous. 

:\ 
I~ Loving Light and Service, 

\ 

Representative 

P.S. Our new regional mailing address is: 
N.J.R.S.C., P.O. Box 2189, South Vineland, New Jersey 08360 
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Greetings! from the New Mexico Region of N.A. 

The N.A. fellowship here in the Land o~ Enchantment continues 
to grew by leaps and bounds. Besides the Albuquerque a~ea, we have 
three other- a.r-eas in cu.r region. I hese di-·e: Lower Urgan Mpuntain 
a~ea in Las Cruces,Nor-th Star Area in Santa Fe/Taos and the High 
Hopes area in Les Alamos. 

The Hospitals and Institu.tions committees continue to carry 
the message to our- prison system and detention centers.All areas 
are reporting that more H&I meetings are 5pringing up. 

Our first regional convention, hosted in Albuquerque , was a 
success. We we~e a~le tc pass on $1100 to Wo~l~ w~ieh was ~a~t of 
the pro~eects from our convention. We hope and expect this to grow 
sa<:h year. 

This year our regional convention will be hosted by the Sante 
Fe area. It is a· lot o-f re5ponsi bi l i ty. -for a smal 1 but gY"owing 
a.Y"ea. but the Santa Fea.ns have l"'eal 1 y done. a. good job. The 
convention will be an unconventional convention en Memorial Day 
weekend. It will be heid at The Glorietta Con~erence Center outside 
o-f Santa Fe within the beauti~ul ·sangre De Criste Mountains. There 
are campsites and dor"m sleeping instead o-f room service. We hope 
you .:ill will make F=1l•n• to join LlS Memorial Day weekend in the 
magic mo~nta.ins c~ New Mexico. 

Currently, there are approximately 80 meetings per week in the 
New Mexi~o region. This number" is growing r'"apidly as·· we have 
smaller towns around oul'"' state starting meetings on their own. It 
-feels good to be a part o-f thfs growing -fellowsh4.Jr.· 

Yours. in 1~ 

. a.ck ei~~SR 
{505)884-7463 
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Narcotics Anonymous 
NEW ZEALAND REGIONAL SERVICE COMMITTEE 

P.O. BOX 26-108 CHRISTCHURCH 

W.S.C. REPORT 1990 

We have begun our second year as a Region and wish to thank all the 
members of the Worldwide Fellowship who have given their support, 
faith and encouragement to us during our first year. 

Our Region is divided into 3 Areas and consists of 81 groups and 
13 H&I Meetings. There has been a steady growth in membership and 
in the member's average length of "cleantime". At the recent Area 
and Regional elections most positions were filled and many from 
more than one nomination. 

Among the accomplishments of the last year, are: 

Hosting a P.I. Booth at the World · Congress of Mental Health 
Professionals held in Auckland during August, 1989. This event was 
very successful and involved a lot of liason and support from the 
W.S.O . , the W.S.C . P. I . committee, the N.Z.R.S.C.P . I. committee and 
the Northern Area P.I. co·mmittee.The booth was "staffed" by members 
of the Auckland Fellowship with the support and assistance of a 
W.S.C.P.I. member from Australia. A workshop was also held. 

A Regional "Campout" cal led "Sea, Sand and Serenity" was held and 
a most enjoyable time was had by all those who attended. A Regional 
"Campout" wi 11 become an annual event . 

Meeting procedures and guidelines are now approved and in place 
within the Region and the 3 Areas. 

Planning for a New Zealand Regional Convention is well under-way 
and will be held in Wel l ington du r ing the week-end of October 26-28. 
We would love to have some over-seas speakers at this Convention 
but unfortunatly cannot afford to reimburse travel costs. We invite 
any members from around the world and can offer you accommodation 
and a GOOD TIME! Contact the above address if you are interested. 

An Ad Hoc committee was formed to loo k at the relationship of our 
Region, the Fellowship Services Office that was formed in Australia 
and the Australian R. S.C. This committee is needed to look at all 
the issues that are involved to provide services to the New Zealand 
Fellowship. Prior to New Zealand becoming a separate Region we were 
a member Area of the Australasian Region and part of their service 
networ k . Australia is 1300 miles to the west of New Zealand.A board 
member of F.S.O . lives in New Zealand and a "special worker" is 
employed part-time by F.S . O. in New Zealand.It would seem that the 
New Zealand Fellowship is too small at this stage to have its own 
F. S . 0. 

We wish you all well and hope that some of you can come visit us 
s oon. 



Narcot~cs Anonymous 
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA REGION 
REGIONAL SERVICE COMMITTEE 
4576 EAST 2ND ST SUITE F 
BENICIA CA 94510 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA REGIONS ANNUAL REPORT 4/23/90 

Greetings to all, from the Northern California Region!! Our Region has gained some 
expeiences and has seen many changes over the last year we'd like to share with you. 

We currently have fifteen Areas that serve over 696 meetings. A substantial 
increase over the previous year. Some ASCs have changed their guidelines during the 
year, and now a clear majority of our Areas support full participation in the voting 
process at their Area level. This has not come to be at our Regional level. 

June '89 - a geographically isolated section of one of our larger Areas, formed an 
Ad-Hoc Committee that prematurely looked into the possibility of becoming an Area 
within the Sierra Sage Region. That did not wind up happening. October - '89, two 
Areas, that had previously split, (re)-merged to form one Area. These attempts have 
some common denominators, those who were involved wanted to grow yet were lacking 
one of the three necessities: awareness of how much is involved in serving an Area, 
enough experienced trusted servants willing to do the job, enough money to be able 
to provide the services needed and still be fully self supporting. 

Currently one of our ASCs has formed an Ad-Hoc Committee· to "Coordinate, collect and 
review the possible benefits, both spiritual and financial, of forming a new Region, 
and it's possible effects on it's member Areas." That process has just begun. They 
began by taking their inventory and are proceeding with care. 

The Hid-State Region has stayed in contact with our Region informally. We are 
pleased to see "The ties that bind us together ...••••• " cross the Regional divide 
with ease. One example of this; members of the Mid-State Region have offered to 
share their experiences as a new Region with that Ad-Hoc Committee. 

Three of our Areas are currently experiencing trouble with some meetings that are 
held in "related facilities". There are two basic problems. >> One problem is in
accessibility to those meetings by members who may still be using. The rules of 
that facility not only hinders our ability to carry out our "primary purpose", but 
also fails to provide of a safe environment that promotes recovery. >> The other 
problem is the fine line that is crossed over by certain facilities who "offer NA 
meetings as part of their program" - verses - mentioning that "a 12 step fellowship" 
happens to hold regular meetings there. 

At least four of our ASCs have held "ASC Inventory Meetings" this year, one of which 
passed a motion to hold them on a quarterly basis. Another ASC has an "Open Forum" 
at the end of their meeting as a time for questions and concerns from any and all. 

After three years of discussion, both at Group and Area levels, one of our Areas has 
established an Area Service Office. It was funded initially with $5,000.00. The 
current functions of the office are: to sell literature, store the ASC archives, 
store the ASCs office supplies, maintain a computer (which operates their Hotline), 
and to provide a meeting place for their Sub-committees. The ASO operates under a 
set of bylaYs, has obtained an Employer tax ID number from the IRS, and is 
incorporating as a non profit corporation with the state of California. 



NCRSC ANNUAL REPORT \cont'd) 4/23/89 

Since May, our Regional Admin. Committee has had a complete turnover. None of those 
elected to positions on our Administrative committee had served in that capacity 
before, except for the Alternate RSR, ~ho was elected as the RSR. Unfortunately the 
election process lasted four months. As a result, ~e changed our election procedure 
to: "THE TWO NOMINEES WITH THE MOST VOTES WILL BE SELECTED AS CANDIDATES IN AN 
ELECTION. THE CANDIDATE WITH THE MOST VOTES WILL THEN BECOME THE OFFICER ELECT." 

The final change in our Admin. Committee happened right after the St. Louis 
Quarterly. Our RSR, Rick, passed away in December. He had been serving the 
Fellowship at our RSC for over four and a half years in various capacities. We will 
miss him, and his devotion to serve NA, within our Region. 

Our RSC kicked off the new year with an "RSC Inventory Meeting" that lasted two 
months. To accomplish this task, almost all new business was postponed to give our 
RSC the time needed to go through the process. We discovered in spite of our 
differences, there is a lot more unity than is readily apparent, but we do have room 
~or improvement. At least now we know where we need to improve. 

The Committee came up with eighteen general areas of concern. They either concerned 
the effectiveness of services rendered or the focus and/or functions of the RSC, its 
trusted servants and its Sub-committees. >> Our Admin. Committee is now meeting 
prior to the RSC each month and will begin to function as a committee. >> Our RSC 
decided that having more than one Alternate RSR did not serve the best interest of 
the Region, financially or otherwise. · 

Other major discussions were: >> Attention not being given to the difficulties of 
ASCs. >> Regional Directories effectiveness. >> Brushing over issues and putting 
off decisions. >> Looking for ways to improve the quality of communication between 
the RSC and the RSC. >> Finances and accountability. >> A constant concern that 
money from our Area donations be spent prudently, evaluating the effectiveness of 
dollars spent to provide services. 

Our Region sponsored a 12 Concepts Workshop, inviting two members of the Ad-Hoc 
Committee on NA Service to speak. A few members outside our Region were invited. 

Within the Northern California Region we have approximately 190 H & I meetings per 
week, with only a few directly hosted by the Region. The Chair and Vice-Chair of 
our Regions H & I committee were pleased to be able to attended the meeting with the 
California Department of Corrections earlier this year in southern California. 

our Convention Committee has taken some new steps, revised their guidelines, and are 
putting a lot of effort into improving both: the quality of our annual conventions, 
as well as their financial success. There was a dramatic difference between the 
last two conventions and they are hoping the one this year will be even better. One 
of the changes was to have members serve for more than one year (on a rotating 
basis) so that there will always be some members who have had recent experience in 
the planning and production of our Conventions. Another change was to divide the 
work load of actually putting on the convention. Several of the Areas participate 
now, each having a different responsibility in the process, yet working together. 
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our Public Information Committees have been very active this year, they have: >> 
participated in 10 major "non-NA" events (ranging into the international scope), ~> 
consolidated the information for our Regional Meeting Directory (for all 696 
meetings), >> participated in 3 County Fairs using an "NA Booth" (and are developing 
some visual tools to be ~sed with the booth), >> coordinated 12 Area P.I. & 
phoneline Learning Days, >> and now have an Ad-Hoc Committee who will serve as a 
resource to Area Phoneline Committees. 

Our Region currently has 8 active Literature Review Committees at the Area level. 
They all have expressed some frustration concerning the changes in direction and, as 
a result, have lost some support. There is some renewed interest now though, with 
the chance to work on the Step Writing Guides. Each Area Literature Review 
Committee has been given a different Step to work on. 

We have a Regional Activities Committee whose task is to organize a calendar with 
all the different Areas activities throughout our Region. 

The Policy Committee of our Region has been active most of the year. This Committee 
has been given the liberty to address issues it feels are appropriate for them to 
research, and have them addressed on the floor of the RSC. Priority is given to 
items ref~rred from the RSC. Most of their time has been spent on the constant 
process of refining our Guidelines, either to more accurately reflect how our RSC 
functions or to incorporate changes that happen due to motions arid/or changes within 
the service structure at large. 

Last item to report from our Region is that our WSC Donations from April '89 through 
February '90, (11 months) was $17,686. 19 which represents 53\ of our Area donations. 

SERVING NA 

Mark s. Smith I RSR 
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Northern New York Regional 
Service Committee 
Suite 286 
2117 Buffalo Road 
Rochester, NY 14624 

Greetings from the Northern New York Region (NNYR) . This has been 
another growing year for all the areas within the NNYR. We have 
increased in size from approximately 100 to 175 meetings this 
year. This increase has been seen in all areas of service, as 
well as individual meetings. There seems to be an even greater 
commitment to Narcotics Anonymous, as more and more members are 
learning our new way of life. 

One of the ways we have seen greater involvement in N.A. has been 
on the area level. This year we have increased from five to seven 
areas, The first area to join our region is the Three Rivers Area 
in Norwich, New York. The second area, the Niagara-Orleans Area, 
has just been newly formed and have not yet formally joined our 
region. All area service committees have been growing and 
continue to gain support in their various subcommittees. There is 
much activity and work being accomplished at the area level in 
carrying the N.A. message. This is evident in attendance at 
workshops and other N.A. events. 

Our Convention continues to be a growing success for our 
fellowship, We had a slight increase in attendance in comparison 
to last year. The workshops reflected the consistent message of 
recovery that is being experienced throughout our region. 
Financially, the convention was also a success, having once again 
finished in the black. The 5th NNYR Convention will be held in 
July of this year at Wells College in Aurora, New York. 

The Buffalo area also hosted the 10th East Coast Convention of 
N.A. on June 23-25, 1989, at the University of Buffalo, Amherst 
Campus. This Convention was a huge success and generated a lot of 
local enthusiasm for our fellowship. 

On a regional level, our subcommittees have had another struggling 
year. Our Literature subcommittee had difficulty in getting area 
support and the H&I subcommittee· was without an active 
chairperson. Once again, our P,I, subcommittee has been 
consistent in its efforts in carrying the N.A. message of 
recovery. The P.I. chairperson attended one world s~rvice 
workshop in Baltimore, Maryland. On a similar note, the RSR and 
RSR-Alternate attended the WSC workshop in St. Louis, this was a 
valuable experience for establishing better communication between 
regions. We hope to have more support this coming year by 
extending our regional meetings to regional weekends. 

In loving service, 

John Protulipac -·RSR 
(716) 426-2533 

Dave Lester - RSR-Alt. 
(716) 663-2062 



March 7, 1990 

TO: W. S. C. 

FROM: OHIO REGION 

RE: YEARLY REPORT 

Greetings from the Ohio REgion and hopes that this report 
is finding everyone enjoying their recovery and getting 
ready for --Spring, (in the U.S. that is). I am also looking 
forward to a very productive Conference in April. 

This has been a very busy and productive year for the Ohio 
Region, also due to the success of our convention last spring 
we were able to contribute more to the W.S.C. on a quarterly 
basis and to help in relocating our Office as well as many 
other projects. 

One of the major projects looked at this year was our shared 
services with the Buckeye region, hopefully, in the near 
future all 9f the proposals worked out between the two regions 
will be inacted and things will start running very smoothly. 
But as we know this all takes time. 

Our committees have in the past months been very busy with 
projects and serving our region. 

One committee that has improved strongly this year has been 
our Literature committee as they now are working on a number 
of assignments, also it is nice to see active committees 
in almost all of our member Areas. Also this committee put 
on our first Literature awareness day this year that proved 
to be successful and I think sparked the fire within this 
committee. 

Also another committee that has proven to be quite successful 
this year has been P. I. They also have been involved in 
a number of projects throughout the region, this committee 
is also one that put on a complete Learning weekend that 
was a great success. P. I. is now alive and well in the 
Ohio Region again. 

H. I. as usual has been very busy carrying the message in 
and out of institutions and will be more and more involved 
with their outreach project since it is now mandatory project 
since it is now mandatory for an N. A. meeting to be held 
in all penal institutions in the state of Ohio. 

1990 
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They are at the present time gearing up for their A & I 
awareness day that is going to be held in an institution 
again this year. This awareness day will be held in Orient 
Receiving Center on March 17th and the addicts will be housed 
in the State Police training barracks. I'm sure this will 
be a success also. 

A couple of weeks ago our region hosted the second Agenda 
workshop day. Even though the actual number of people 
seemed small and the most of this was due to bad weather. 
Th~ workshop was very successful. As again this year we 
had six (6) regions represented and alot of information was 
shared regarding the agenda and other matters concerning 
N. A. We would also like to thank W.S.C for their support 
of the two people as we had Tom McCall (Trustee) And Bob 
Hunter W.S.C. chair attend they were very helpful to our 
success. 

When I mention success in projects and Learning days I do 
not mean monetary, I mean knowledge, ideas, support and 
love shared. 

We do have a question to w. S. C. and other regions and that 
is regarding losses of money from functions or whatever, 
what direction do we take? What methods can we use to recover 
money or is it best for N. A. just to let it go and learn 
from the mistakes. I know this has been asked before but 
if anyone has figured out the right method or a method, 
please let us know how. 

-As I said before our office is now functioning well and we 
have in the past year hired one part time special worker 
in office and he is doing a great job and if all goes well 
in the future our office will continue to grow and expand 
it's services to addicts in and around th Ohio Region. We 
are very proud of our accomplishments in the Office since 
we opened. 

I have spoke alot of our successes but they can only be attributed 
to our program and our faith in our God as we understand. 

With this being my last trip to the conference as a representa
tive of the Ohio Region I would like to thank everyone that 
I have come in contact with at the conference for their 
sharing and support I've received. Most of all I would like 
to thank the W. S. 0. Staff (special workers) for everything 
they have done. They have always responded quickly to all 
requests and have been pleasant to work with. Thank you 
all addicts and non addicts, you are great. 
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I will be sending along with this report nomination forms 
for committees and a state schedule. Hopefully, all of 
the groups in Ohio have re-registered this year and records 
are up to date. 

Peace and Love to all! 

~ rP""-10 
AnctY"Hayes 
R.S.R. Ohio Region 

LH/cs 

New Office adress; 

Ohio Regional Service Off ice 

2728 Winchester Pike 

Columbus, Ohio 43227 

Phone; 614 236 8787 



To: The \"/orld Service Conference 
Re: OK Region Fellowship Report 
Dote: Moren 5, 1990 

Deer Fe 11 owshi p: 

The OK Reg;on eonttnues to grow ;n regards to meettng count, evolut1on 
into area suod1v1sions and in offering more services to areas tn 1989-90. 

One year ago we counted roughly 190 meetings tn the OK Region. As of 
Morch 1990 we now show 2,K? meetings. Moreover .. groups continue to 
start and GSR pert1c1catton at arees and ASR part1c1pat1on at the RSC are 
genero 11 y good. 

rorm~lly, the Reg1on haa been divided into three large areas: Eastern, 
\•/estern ond North West Arkonsos. However,. during this yeor we welcomed 
two nav.; areas (Ploins and Texhoma} which furtner div1ded the ~'lestern 
-~'"'!~: '?~~~rr~ntly, ad-hoc committees ore formed to cnecl< the need f~i 
f:.ti"thar mv1s1on in other carts of the state. v\'e hope the efforts w1ll make 
the reg1cn more manageable. 

In regards to reg1onol services offered to oreos, the reg1onol 
suoccmmittees have oeen busy. The Literature subcommtttee has cone 
::ons1deroble work on the "It \"/arks" project 1n the three mcjor oreos. 
Also, the L1teroture commlttiee hos v1s1ted one of the new areas end 
offereo ass1stonce in the formotion of thot oreos's 11teroture committee. 

The H/~ subcommittee continues to be active in offermg mformat1cn to 
)1d end new areos. However. this year sow o more oct:ve H/I subcomm1tae. 
~.;:~:eaueiit !:.;. ~~~are r~ave oeen no less th11n s1x \•vor~~shops th1s 1.;eJr . .. · .. 
'•.-. .-- ..... - ... ~ .,,,, ...... 9 ... """' ..... ''"'i-10 ··- ....... V ""1·,~nnea 'l"t'e mu,.. ... ""'°'SQ"·· 

l<,.ii i:l..,i'iC:I, ·.- i I.At I i,.."': llU~ ~4 • ':~ 1.:, il 1,.i'( lai t..i • • I II alt '-"'' llt; C\J 

::r:rerenc~ oooroved honocooK hos oeen dstnbuteo 1n OJrt. 
Tha Pucl1c :ntormation suoccmmtttee has oeen ,jCttve tr. aaootmg c 

~-eg10n-\•,•1ae flyer destgn. However1 the P/1 effort ot this time remoins 
~moll. t:..:t the committee nopes to see more part1c1oot1on tn 1990. 

The Activ1 ttes subcomm1ttee remotns one oi the larger suocommHtees 
.ntnrn tna regional stnJctura. OKRCNA IV w1ll be neld Maren 29. 30 ana 
;.>,oril 1 in Shownee. Oklohomo. \•le predict o registrot1on of 400 oddicts. 
~-~st yeor (Stillweter. Ol<la). w·e registered aogroximstely 300 addicts. 
·:vlth tne Saturday·s speaKer meeting saatrng rougnly 500 aad1cts. Our 
~nnuol Cleon end Crozy cempout it set for mtd June ogotn. \¥e hoce to see 
300-500 addicts at that event. Lastly, our Fall Sotritua1 Retreat takes 
~:oce en Lake Gibson. eost of Tulso, tJklo. ~Novemoen. 

Omer S. Gtllham Jr. 
RSR OK Region 

t1AR 9 199(1 ~ 
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~ N~RCOTICS 
~ANONYMOUS 

To: The World Service Conference 

From: The Ontario Region 

RE: R.S.R. Annual Report 

Date: March 1, 1990 

ONTARIO, CANADA REGION 
P.O. Box 5939, Depot "A" 
Toronto, Ontario MSW 1 P3 

Greetings from the Ontario Region of Narcotics Anonymous. There has been another year of growth in our 
region. We have experienced approximately a 30% growth rate since last year and currently have 13 areas 
with 207 meetings. 

The Ontario Region is very excited to have been selected to host the 1992 World Convention to be held in 
Toronto. A very warm and gracious invitation is extended to all! 

The Ontario Region is taking an active role in the Canadian Assembly of Narcotics Anonymous (C.A.N.A.) 
and attended the meetings in Toronto and Calgary. The purpose of the C.A.N.A. is to contribute to the 
continuation and growth of N.A. in Canada and to address the needs of the Canadian Fellowship of N.A. Much 
work is still needed but we are moving in a positive direction and we will be meeting again this summer in 
Montreal. 

Two workshops were held this year, the first one being a conference and the most recent was a H.l.P.I. 
learning day. The conference focused on regional subcommittees, AIDS Workshop, and the 12 concepts. The 
response was very positive as the conference will now be an annual event as it serves as a great vehicle to get 
A.S.R.'s and G.S.R.'s involved. As a follow up, an H.l.P.I. learning day was held with members from W.P.I. 
and W.H.I. attending. The H.I. workshop was the regions first attempt at doing so, and by having members 
from W.H.I. (their first visit also) proved to be very beneficial as the region has been lacking guidance in this 
area. It worked out well. 

Some of the difficulties the region faced this year was in the area of outreach. The distance that separates 
us is the prime reason, and to give an idea of the distance, it would be like Miami region being a part of the 
New York region. A short term solution was to centralize the regional meetings held bi-monthly in Toronto 
and cost subsidization by the region to facilitate A.S.R. travel. 

On a positive note, the region had another very successful convention held in Ottawa, contributing 
approximately $11,000 to the region. The next regional convention will be held May 18, 19, 20, 1990 in 
Toronto. Also I would like to add that the Ontario Region supplied every group in the region with a Group 
Treasurer's Workbook. 

Lastly, many people from the W.S.O. and W.S.C. deserve special mention for all their encouragement and 
support. Thank you to all and we extend an invitation to all to come and visit us in Ontario. 

In Loving Service to the Fellowship 

CLJ~i~ 
Chris LeBarr 
Regional Service Representative 



OREGON S/IDAHO REGION OF N.A. 

P.O. BOX755 
KLAMATH FALLS, OREGON 97601 

Regional Service Representative Report 

Greetings to everyone from the Oregon/Southern Idaho Region of 
N.A.1 The past year in our region has been one of growth in all 
areas, and hand in hand with growth comes "growing pains" so, this 
year has been exciting and challenging. 

At this time, our region consists of thirteen areas. They are as 
follows: 
Bay Area (located in the coastal area in and around coos Bay, or.) 
Central oregon High Desert (the area in and around Bend or.) 
Clackamas Area (Clackamas County, mainly Oregon City and surrounding 
area) 
Euqene (the area enoompassinq Euqene and Springfield, or.) 
Klamath Falls Area 
Mary's Peak (encompassing the area of the mid-Oregon coastal 
region) 
Mid-Willamette Valley (Salem and Albany area) 
North Coast Area (includes Astoria, Seaside and surrounding area) 
Northeast Oregon Area (Baker, LaGrande and surrounding areas) 
Portland Area (Portland Metropolitan area and Columbia Gorge) 
Roseburg Area 
Ore/Cal Area (the southern most cities in Oregon and some of the 
northern meetings in California) 
Treasure Valley (Boise and other communities in southern Idaho) 

All of the areas in the region are growing and actively supporting 
meetings to help carry the message of recovery. OSIR has two 11new11 . 

areas entering our Region in the past year, one is the Clackamas 
Area and the other is ORE/CAL Area. 

Controversy within our Region has also been quite active within the 
past year. The first area of problem came to my attention last 
summer when one of the areas within our Region was excluding members 
of the fellowship for use of medication (among these people were 
epileptics, person's with heart problems, diabetics, and bipolar 
disorders) The subcommittee :felt these people carried a "clouded" 
message of recovery, even if they did not address the use of 
medication in their message to newcomers. And if a member of the 
committee was found to be using medication they could no longer be a 
committee member. 

I attended one of the meetings of this committee to find out what 
was going on to alleviate some of the hurt feelings and tension, and 
also to find out for myself what was really going on. What I found 
was that when I brought up the topic on the floor of the committee 
meetinq many of the members of the committee did not even know of 
the stipulation regarding "clean time". And a few of the members 
themselves were taking much needed medication but simply never 
mentioned it as they felt it was no one else's business, especially 
an H & I Subcommittee. 

·.if 
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so, at that point a decision was made to research the problem and 
come up with a solution at the next meeting of the committee. I 
contacted the Board of Trustees and the H. & I. Subcommittee at the 
World Level. I received two letters form Steve Lantos, the World H 
& I Coordinator, that stated no opinion and therefore were of little 
value in solving the controversy. 

When the committee met next they discovered that this practice of 
"exclusion" was in violation of their own guidelines and returned to 
the view "that an addict is clean when they say they are" 

In December I received a letter form the Buard_uf_ T:c.'U$tees with the 
Following answer: 

"Recovery demands that the responsibility for decision in 
these areas must necessarily rest on the shoulders of the 
individual addict who is involved. The determination of l} 
what is mind-altering drug? 2) is there medical need? and 3) 
what are the underlying motivations for taking medication? 
can and should be resolved by individuals using the Twelve 
Steps, their _N.A. sponsor, and their Higher Power, as well as 
informed, competent medical consultation." 

The second area of controversy was regarding the reading of 
literature and literature being changed to non-gender specific by 
meetings that felt it should be this way. The meeting was 
encouraged to read the literature as written. They were also given 
contact names of qroups who had previously dealt with similar 
problems. 

This problem regarding "changing" literature readings is not new and 
occasionally shows up in many of the areas. Those who have problems 
with the literature are encouraged to write to the board of trustees 
vr Lht:= Wut'ld Litel."a.ture Co1nmittee voieinc;r their eoneerns. 

As for our Region itself, our subcommittees are working hard and 
coordinations between the area subcommittees on a regional level has 
brought forth a new understanding from sharing problems dnd 
successes with on another. Our regional Conferences tt.re bolh fuu 
and informative. Our reglom:1l bu1:1lm:11:11:1 111t:n::1Lluyli:i .Ll.11'1 ::m~oothly and 
attendance by the areas is excellent. 

As for fun in recovery, our region is hostinq the World Convention 
this year in Portland, Oreqon, on Labor Day weekend, August 30, 31 -
September 1 and 2. The convention committee has been working hard 
since our region got the bid one and one half years a90 to ensure 
that the convention in Portland be a success for the members of the 
fellowship. Along with the convention activities the fellowship can 
enjoy the beauty of Portland and the Willamette Valley. Come and 
join us this summer - we would like to share our recovery and good 
times with you! 



OREGON S/IDAHO REGION OF NA 
PAGE 3 

This has been a great year for recovery in the Oregon / .southern 
Idaho Region, our growth continues as new members of the fellowship 
become involved throughout all of ·the region. We now carry the 
message of recovery from small coastal towns, to desert communities 
from the boarders of California to the gorge of the. Columbia River. 
It's a graat place to "GROW UP" in recovery. 

Yours in Service. 

ichael Pretlow 
Regional Service Rep. 
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TO WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE 1990 

FROM QUEBEC REGION 

RSR ANNUAL REPORT 

Bonjour tout le monde, 

Salutations from the Quebec Regionl I tought of writing 
my report in French but I figured I should not push my luck(!!!) 
We are very proud and excited to report to the Conference the 
activities that occured in our region this past year. We are 
well alive up here in Canada. Our fellowship is growing and 
growing. 

In case some of you haven't heard yet, THE FRENCH BASIC 
TEXT IS HERE ! !!. The entire Region celebrated the release of 
the book December 16th. There was a major event in Montreal and 
the remote areas celebrated at the same time in their part of the 
province. The thrill and the excitment are very hard to describe, 
it was quit an experience. I'm very grateful that I could be a 
part of this historical and very emotional moment for our fellowship. 
There were a few newcomers (French) that night and by giving them 
a French Basic Text we felt we were giving them the best possible 
shot at it. WHAT A FEELlNG ! !! 

WE WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS OUR GRATITUDE TO ALL WHO HAVE 
CONTRIBUTED TO MAKE THE FRENCH TRANSLATION OF THE BASIC TEXT A 
REALITY. THANK YOU. 

The Quebec Region is in its fourth year of existence. 
Last year we reported ten (10) Areas and 143 meetings. This 
year we are formed of twelve (12) Areas and we have 191 meetings. 
Since the Text came out a lot of new meetings opened and some old 
meetings changed their format to Steps meeting or book study meeting. 
It's great to hear about recovery and steps but it's even greater 
when you can hold it in your hands. This book is having a very 
big impact on our Fellowship. We were expecting it but again 
it is beyond our wildest dreams. 

We held our 2nd Bilingual Regional Convention last October 
It was a great success in all aspects, approximately 1,200 addicts 
attended the Convention. Thanks to all participants for your support. 

We have five (5) subcommittees that are in operation at this 
time, here's a brief description of each one of them : 



Comite de Service Regional 
du Quebec 
de Narcotiques Anonymes 

Literature-Distribution 

This committee is responsable of all literature sales, 
producing the regional meeting list and any French material that 
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can help our groups. (ex. French Group Secretary Book, GSR's reports, 
Treasurer Book, etc ••• ) This committee is very busy. They just 
rented a storage facility since our inventory is getting bigger and 
we felt it was much more convenient then to have all the literature 
stock in one of our members appartment. (He thinks so too). 
So far we sold 2,379 French Basic Texts. Another item of literature 
that is now available to us in French are the keytags. 

Literature- Translation 

Even if the Text is finished there is still a lot of work 
to accomplish. They are now working on some of the I.P.'s that 
have not been translated yet. Keep up the good work ! 

Help Line 

This committee is a coordinating committee. They are working 
with the Area Help Line Committees so all Help Line can be as 
effective as possible by sharing experiences. We don't have a 
Regional Help Line number. 

Convention 

This committee is now .working at our 3rd Regional Convention 
wich will be held in October of 1990. 

H t\\ I 

This committee had some problems this year with involvement. 
It is a very young committee and it is also more of a coordinating 
committee. There are about 25 H&I meetings in our Region. 

At this momemt we don't have Public Information at the Regional level, 
the Area P.I. Committees are working very closely and are helping each 
other. The Montreal Area P.I. Committee worked on a project 
that came to a very successful conclusion. They came in an agreement 
with the Public Transportation Services Company and we now have 
permanent NA signs with a helpline number in 114 of all buses of the 
Greater Montreal and Quebec City. That represents about 800 buses. 



Comite de Service Regional 
du Quebec 
de Narcotiques Anonymes 

The Quebec Region joined the Canadian regions to form 
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the Canadian Assembly of Narcotics Anonymous/Assemblee Canadienne 
de Narcctiques Anonymes. The fir.;t official meeting was held in 
Calgary, Al';jertc. January 19-20-21. The Assembly was created to 
complement our existing structure and to tulfill our needs. The 
Assembly decided to hold yearly the Canadian Convention of 
Narcotics Anonymous. Quebec Region will be hcsting the first 
Convention in July of 1991. The Canadian Convention will be fully 
oilingual. We will send you information regarding this event as 
soon as possible. 

As you can see, a lot has been hapenning in the last year. 
We have learned a lot from each other and we are still learning. 

Keep up the good work 

Hope to see you all at the Conference. 

~g~. 
Lyne Rancourt 
RSR Quebec Region 
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NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

San Diego/Imperial Regional 
Service Committee 

P.O. Box 16505 
San Diego, California 92116 
(619) 584-1007 
Februal'v 22, 1990 

ANNUAL REPORT TO THE WSC 

Greetings from the San Diego/Impel'ial Region. We represent the southernmost two coun
ties of the State of California as well as Baja California, Mexico, and serve a popu
lation of 2,348,400 (on the U.S. side of the border). 

We have enjoyed another year of growth and matuI'ity. We currently have 237 groups 
in the Region, divided into six Areas. The largest of these, the Central Area, serving 
most of the city of San Diego, has 73 groups. Geogl'aphically the smallest, the Beach 
Area serves the beach communities of San Diego and has 20 groups (including the oldest 
group in continuous existence, Beryl Street). The North County Area serves the cities 
of Oceanside, Vista, Escondido and Del Mar as well as major uninCOl'POl'ated areas of 
the northern portion of S.D. County and has 58 groups. The United East County Area 
serves the metropolitan areas east of San Diego (including La Mesa, El Cajon. Lemon 
Grove and Santee) as well as a large rul'al area stretching ta the Imperial County line 
and has 36 groups. The South Bay Area serves that area between San Diego and the 
Mexican Bol'der (including the cities of Chula Vista. National City and Coronado) and has 
32 groups. The geographically largest is the Back Countrv Area consisting of the largely 
rural northeastern section of San Diego County as well as the entirety of Imperial 
County (pop. 107,700) and consists of 18 groups. 

As vou may recall from last yea.r's report, our RSO has had problems with its tax-exempt 
status and we have had ta pay taxes. Over the past year, with the help of lawyers 
and accountants, we have managed to complete all the paper work and have submitted it 
to the I.R.S. We are still awaiting a determination which should be forthcoming soon. 

Our P.I. Committees have placed N.A. Basic Texts into most of the public libraries in our 
region. They have reached approximately 7000 people thl'ough speaking engagements. 
They participated in several non-N.A. events including a national Addiction Medicine con
ference where they polled professionals' opinions of N.A. They plan to present to a 
national Col'rectional Officers convention in August. Five areas have active P.I. conmit
tees. 

The Phone Ccmn:ittee has installed a new 800 line for outlving areas of the region. It 
has been in operation only two months and it is premature to assess the results yet. 
The new number is 1-Bll-479-0062 (-OONA). Our region may be unique in that 11.e have only 
one Area Code (619) and the phones are therefore handled at the regional lever in the 
R,S.O. 

Our H&I conmittees are taking meetings into over forty facilities and all six areas have 
active H&I conmittees. 

Our Activities conmittees continue to provide us with limitless entertainnent from Wiale
watching trips to the more mundane picnics and dances. The Regional Activities Can-



mittee has a new TheatI'icaFSubcommittee which has PI'Oduced a play called "The Commit
tee" which has I'eceived I'ave I'eviews. 

Dul" Regional Convention Committee PI'Ovided us with our most successful convention to 
date. the 5th Annual S.D./l Regional Convention last summer with 2300 registered paI'ti
cipants and netting $10,525. 

Our LiteratuI'e Committee continues to PI'Ovide input and review as well as coordinating 
area literature committees. They are currently working an an LP. on restoring relation
ships in recovery and are eager to participate in the translation process of our liter
ature into Spanish. Five areas now have active literature committees. 

We have also set up ad hoc committees for policy and to I'eview the Twelve Concepts of 
Service. 

On the whole, it has been a year of stabilization and unification for the San Diego/Imper
ial Region. Our WSC donations have totalled $8562.06 this past year. We have elected 
(again) to refrain from making any regional motions. We see little that needs to be 
"fixed" and prefer to offer support via experience. input and commitment at the WSC 
committee level. 

We look forward to this upcoming WSC and a new conference year with the guidance of 
our loving God as expressed in our 2nd Tradition. 

In loving service, 
r--..... 
'(.Jc:... .t.... ---

Bob MacFarlane 
RSR S.D./l Region 
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SHOW-ME REGIOI\1 

February 23, 1990 

TO: WSC 1990 

FROM: The Show-Me Regional of Narcotics Anonymous 

At present, the Show-Me Region consists of eleven areas covering Missouri, 
parts of Illinois, and part of Kansas. At··our ·April RSC we·could· be seating 
our ~welfth area as the boot heel of Missouri has emerged. · 

Our Regional year at a glance might be best described by the words growth and 
co11111unication. · 

We've seen our conmittee participation increase and a continuation of 
co11111ittee interim meetings between our quarterly RSCs. 

Our H&I co11111ittee hosted a very successful Learning Da1s in May of 89 and went 
to work on a set of Regional H&I Guidelines. An area Learning Days was held 
during the last interim and this idea may follow suit in other areas. The 
Show-Me Region is proud to be in support of our WSC H&I pool member. 

Our PI effort was able to participate effectively in the National Adolescent 
Addictions Conference held in St. Louis; banding together to help individual 
Area Pl efforts, along with workshopping the traditions over this year. 

Regional Literature has been busy with imputing information for IPs and 
Traditions 10, 11, and 12. 

· The Regional Activities Convnittee has had their hands full with the actual 
RSCs and interims, along with a Unity Conference, Campvention, and WSC 
quarterly dance. Coordination of all Area and Regional events was done very 
effectively over the year. 

The Show-Me Regional Convention IV was held in Springfield and was again a 
huge success as it generates fellowship along with most of our funding for the 
year. SMRCNA V conmittee has been hard at work over the year for a June 
convention·in Columbia, MO. 

Our Regional Service Office (years in the making) got off the ground this year 
in Granite City, IL. A Board of Directors, office.manager and treasurer are 
in place and literature sales are rolling. 

We've seen a need over the year to create several ad hoc conmittees. As our 
Region changes, so must our guidelines--Regional Guidelines Ad Hoc. As our 
regional convention grows and continues to be the main stay of our income-
Conventions Guidelines Ad Hoc. As we've found an interest in reviewing the 
newly released Guide to Service/Part I, we've formed Gulde to Service Ad Hoc. 



. I believe our adherence to Roberts Rules, mierophones, better seating 
arrangements, administrative conmittee meetings, ASR open forums and the March 
CAR review have helped to improve the direction and conmunication within our 
Region. 

I'm proud to be a part of the Show Me Region and I'm confident that we have 
members old and new just itching to get involved in 1990. 

Let's carry the Message Together, 

~~ 
Rich Lee 
RSR, Show-Me Region 

l 



Report to the Wor~d Service Conference, 1990 

As is the case in our own personal recovery, growth is some times hard to 
perceive except over time. Our four areas are composed of 56 recovery 
meetings. In addition there are 26 regular recovery meetings that are 
outside of existing Area boundaries and 16 regularly scheduled H & I 
meetings. Our Out Reach committee is responsible for assisting and 
communicating with groups which are not served by an Area Service 
Committee. This is becoming an progressively larger task because these 
groups are increasing in numbers and are scattered in rural and isolated 
areas of Northern Nevada and parts of California. 

As the Areas have grown in their manpower and experience. they have 
continued to provide Helpline services, Literature Distribution and the 
traditional celebrations of recovery: the High Sierra Blast (North Tahoe 
Basin Area): the Mountain High Camp Out (South Shore Area): and our 
annual St. Valentines Day Dance (Carson/Minden Area). Besides these 
services the Areas have increasingly committed to providing the "hands on 
work" that only the Region has previously offered: H & I; PI: and Out 
Reach. The focus of the Regional committee has become more concentrated 
toward coordination and communication. 

Our Regional convention, Freedom Through Recovery, was a success. \Ve 
were able to forward over $3,000.00 to the World Service Conference. \Ve 
would like to thank the members from Northern and Southern California as 
well as other parts of N.A. for sharing in our recovery. Plans are underway 
for another convention to be held in 1991. As was mentioned in our report 
last year, we outgrew the original site of our Regional camp out. Stampede 
Reservoir. This summer we are going to have the Sierra Sage Regional 
Camp Out at the Eagle Lake Campgrounds near Susanville, California. In 
addition to these events, the Region sponsors an annual Gratitude Dinner in 
late November which is a celebration of the start of Narcotics Anonymous in 
our Region. 

In the last conference year we have had two joint sessions with the Southern 
Nevada fellowship including representatives from the CAN Area (California, 
Arizona and Nevada) concerning Regional unification. Specific proposals 
have been developed and distributed to our Areas. No action has been taken 
at this time. 

SIERRA SAGE REGION 
--------P.O. BOX 11913 • RENO, NEVADA 89510 • (702) 322-4811----------' 



The Regional Service Committee has been mainly responsible for all Out 
Reach efforts, continues to be responsible for the H & I services delivered to 
our State prison system and has provided a minimal amount of PI services in 
the past year. During this year the Literature Review committee, which is 
separate from literature distribution, has worked on Traditions One and 
Two. Completing this task we requested the Step Writing Guide as a 
project for our committee. This project has been recently assigned to us by 
the World Service Conference Literature Committee. ·Efforts are being made 
to incorporate our Areas into the literature review process. 

The Sierra Sage Region continues to support World Services financially and 
with man power. We choose to support the WSC and as an example of this 
support budget monthly contributions. As always, we would like to express 
our appreciation and gratitude to the WSC trusted servants and to everyone 
at the WSO for all of their work and support. 

In loving service 

Tom Rush 
RSR 

Gina O'Toole 
RSR Alternate 

SIERRA SAGE REGION 
~-------P.O. BOX 11913 • RENO, NEVADA 89510 • (702)322-4811---------" 



SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA REg~A~ 6 J990 
SERVICE COMMITTEE 

1935 Myrtle 
Monrovia, CA 91016 

(818) 359-0086 

This reports comes to you with love and recovery from the 
Southern California Region. 

AREAS AND MEETINGS: At this time we have 445 meetings listed in 
our regional directory, in contrast to the 438 meetings listed at 
this year last time. Dur .meetings continue to face challenges 
but one remarkable change is that the use of old literature is no 
longer an issue that the region is addressing on a monthly basis. 
Meetings 1.'Jhich don't live in the spirit of the traditions, seem 
to experience eventual problems with lack of support. 

We have one new area <16 total areas). The area has developed 
the full array of active committees and continues to share the 
responsibility of maintaining the hotline in a show of unity with 
its parent area. The area which formed prior to WSC '89 out of 
special concern f~r the non-English speaking addict continues to 
prosper. Members from this new area have assisted with the 
Scanish Translation of the BASIC TEXT and have started two 
Spanish Speaking Meetings. The two areas located in Orange 
County are exploring regionalization and one of the areas has a 
~unct1cning area office. All other areas continue to grow by 
carrying the message in traditional and creative ways to the 
addict that still suffers. 

REGIONAL SERVICE OFFICE: Accomplishments in the last year include 
providing $144,810.00 of literature to our fellowship; becoming 
recognized as a non-profit organization, and moving to a larger 
space <1, 800 sq. ft.> to serve our region in a more "organized 
<:!nd profession al " manner. Ch al 1 enges for the upcoming year 
include: Broadening cur non-profit status; tackling the problem 
of providing insurance for our functions; improving our computer 
system to facilitate inventory control and P.I. mailings; and 
clar1fyinq procedures for allowing subcommittees to utilize our 
'7'5:t~. 

HOSPITALS AND INSTITUTIONS: Several years ago a decision was 
made in our region to create area H&I committees. The intent was 
to shift much of the responsibility for local H&I panel support 
to the areas; thus permitting the region to focus on serving the 
countv, state and federal penal systems. A$ of this vear that 
transition has been completed with all of our areas having area 
supported H&I committees. serving an estimated 363 panels region 
wide <there were 349 monthly H&I meetings last year). Regional 
H&I currently serves in 6 Institutions. The chair of our H&I 
committee is meeting with state prison representatives, at the 
state's request,. to increase N.A. panel activity in our state 
prison svstem. 

LITERATURE: Although the number of areas involved in our 
regional literature review committee has declined. they began 
producing a regional newsletter this year and reviewed and 
inputed material for the traditions portion of IT WORKS: HOW & 
WHY. Most of our 16 areas have literature committees and although 
3cme only stockpile literature for their area, many produce 
newsletters, directories and are involved in literature review. 



PUBLIC INFORMATION: Like the pheonix from the ashes our P.I. 
committee has been reborn, providing quarterly workshops that are 
well supported. Additionally they also serve as a vehicle to 
coordinate public service announcements, health fairs, P.I. 
panels andare continuing their efforts at the exploration and 
development of a regional phoneline. 

CONVENTION COMMITTEE: Our regional convention was a tremendous 
succes~ donating approximately $25,000 to the region. Funds 
beyond our prudent reserve will be donated to the WSC. 

REGIONAL ACTIVITIES: This year we had four regional activities: 
New Years Eve Meeting and Dance <900 attending>; A Meeting and 
Dance celebrating the World Service Conference <with speakers 
from all over the world>; N.A. Birthday Meeting and Dance; and 
our campout this year was co-hosted by the San Diego/Imperial 
Region. This year the committee clarified, via their guidelines, 
the appropriate content for fliers to be distributed at the 
regional level. This clarification is anticipated to trickle up 
to area activity committees and their fliers. 

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON AREA BOUNDARIES: This ad hoc committee met 
several times to clarify the boundaries between areas. Due to 
the tormaticn af 6 new areas in the last couple cf years there 
has been some confusion where one area stopped and another 
begins. Also older areas were encouraged to update their 
guidelines to reflect current mutually agreed upon boundaries. 

TREASURER'S REPORT: This report covers the period from January 
1989 through December 1989. Noteworthy is that 70% of our 
region's income stems from area donations and 60% of our income 
is passed an up to the WSC. Specifically in 1989 we· d6nated 
$22,146.87 and in February 1990 we anticipate donating an 
additional $26,634.86 to the WSC. In an effort to increase the 
fund flow to the WSC, this region established a working prudent 
r~serve of $6,000; such was calculated based upon the anticipated 
demands of the working subcommittees in this RSC; all monies 
above the prudent reserve are donated to the WSC on a monthly 

3eginninq Balance: 
T;Jtal :~ ncome: 
i·eot.:::i.J. C::;penses: 
::::ndi n.:1 Oal ~;.nee: 

:H 0 , :::;.:::3. 41 
::t-38 11 75.cl • 26 
$46,466.47 
$ 2 4 62.:·S. 2C> 

Thank·-You for allowing me to be cf service to my rea1on and to 
the conference as an RSR and member of the WSC Policv Committee. 
I also want to introduce to you my new Alternate. Jim S. Please 
help him to feel as welcome to the WSC as you did me when I was 
an alternate. See you in April. 

In Lovinq Service. 

~f-W 
Mariasha P-W., Addict and RSR 

Jim S., Addict and RSR Alternate 

Bo A., Addict and Regional Chairperson 
--Southern California Region--
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NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 
of SOUTHERN NEVADA 

POST OFFICE BOX 28836. LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89126 HELP' LINE• (702) 369•3362 

TO THE WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE 
FROM THE SOUTHERN NEV.A.DA REGION OF N .A. 

ONCE AGAIN THE LAST !EAR HAS FOUND US GROWING IN NUMBERS AND 
RECOVERY.WE HAVE EXPERIENCED EVERmIDJG FROM,LOOKING INTO FORMING 
A. S'rATEWIDE REGION WITH SIERRA . SAGE (OTHERWISE KNOWN .A.S NORTHERN NEVADA) 
STAGING!..A. SUCCESFULL.CONVENTI:ON S.N.C.N • .A.. lV TO THE EVERYDAY PROBLEMS 
OF STRENGTH!NING OUR SERVICE EFFORTS,ESPECIALLY AT GROUP LEVEL 

REGIONAL INVENTORY 

SOUTHERN NEVADA.. HAS GONE THROUGH A LOT OF GROWING PAINS THIS YEAR. WHEN 
I SAY GROWING PAINS I MEAN IN SERVICE, SERVICE APATHY CONTINUES TO BE 
A PROBLEM FOR US. IT. SEEMS THAT AFTER ONE OR TWO YEARS OUR TRUSTED SERVANTS 
DISAPEAR. WE HA.VE VERY LITTLE CONTINUITY OF SERVICE.AND THEREFORE REPEl\T 
MA.NI OF THE SA.ME MISTAKES , THERE. HAS. BEEN RENEWED ITEREST OF LATE AND 
HOPEFULLY IT WILL CONTINUE.OUR SERVICE COMMITTEES FOR THE MOST PART SUFFER 
FROM LA.CK OF G.S.R. SUPPORT. OUR REGION HAS.ALSO BEEN HINDERED LATELY BY 
A IACK OF 7TH TRADITION SUPPORT. WE ALSO HAVE A TREMENDOUS US VS THEM ISSUE 
THAT HAS HURT US GREATLY. THE BLESSING ABOUT THA.T ISSUE IS WE SEEM TO BE 
COMING OUT OF THAT WITH A rrR'li'.ATER SENSE OF HOW IMPORTANT OU!. IST '1'MUJ.'l'ION 
~y IS. WE IN SOUTHERN NEV.A.DA. ABE EXPERIENCING THE TRA.DITIONS IN A WA.Y 
WF. COULD NEVER LEARN FROM !EA.DING ABOUT THEM , SINCE NO ONE IS PlmFECT AND 
WE CAN ONLY TRY OUR BEST LEI' ME SAY SOUTHERN NEVADA DOES. WE DO HAVE MANY 
TRUSTED SERVANTS THAT TRY THEIR BEST,.A.ND THEIR EFFORTS HA.VE BEEN WORTHWHILE. 
OUR FUTURE IN SOUTHERN NEVADI\ IS BRIGHT AND OUR POiENTIAL TO BEI'TER CARRY 
THE MESSAGE OF N.A, IS ONLY LIMITED BY, HOW STRONG OUR COMMITMmt:.I.' IS TO 
NA.Rcarrcs ANNONIMOUS. . 

WORLD INVENTORY 

WHEN I RETURNED FROM THE LA.ST CONFERENCE I WAS FILLED.WITH OPTIMISIM. 
I RETURNED TO SOUTHERN NEVADA. TELLING EVERYONE HELP WAS ON THE WA.Y, I 
KNEW THE MOOD OF THE LAST CONFERENCE WAS ONE OF THE REALITY,. THAT OUR SERVICE 
STRUCTURE WA.S SOMEWHAT IACKING. I BELEIVE THE FELLOWSHIP SA.W THE NEED FOR 
THE GUIDE TO SERVICE AND THE CONCEPTS OF SERVICE TO GUIDE US IN OUR SERVICE 
EFFORTS. JUST AS THE FELLOWSHIP GOT THE NEEDED UNITY AND DIRECTION FROM 
OUR BASIC TEXT, WE BEWVED THE SA.ME WOULD HAPPEN FROM TEE GUIDE TO SERVICE. 
THERE WAS .A.LSO THE SAME ENTHUSIASl M FOR IT WORKS HOW AND WHY. WELL AS THE 
MONTHS PASSED BY AND DEADLINE AFTER DEADLINE PASSED , OUR ENTHUSIASDI WA.NED. 

--------------------- ----~-
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NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 
of : SOUTHERN NEVADA 

POST OFFICE BOX 26836. I.AS VEGAS. NEVADA 89126 HELP LINE• (702l 369•3362 

WORLD INVENTORY CONT. 

PART OF THE ·mo:atEMS WE WENT THROUGH THIS YEAR IN OUR RFGION WERE BECAUSE 
OF '!'HE -LACK OF THESE MATERIALS. I HOPE THE CO?OOTTEE ON '!'HE GUIDE TO 
SERVICE AND THE w.s.c.L.C. ARE PREPARED FOR FULL DISCLOUSURE AND HONESTY 
SO WE CAN DEAL WITH THESE MATTERS AT THE CONFERENCE, ESPECIALLY OUR LIT, 
WRITING PROCESS. WE BELIIVE A SOLUTION NEEDS TO BE FOUND , AND COMPROMISES 
SHOULD BE MA.DE IF NEEDED. WE IN SOUTHERN NEVADA WOULD ALSO LIKE TO THANK 
WORLD SERVICES FOR THEIR ENDLESS HELP WICH IS ALWAYS MUCH APPRECIATED. 

R.S.R. INVENTORY 

WHEN I TALK ABOUT PROBIEMS AND THEm CAUSES I HAVE TO LOOK AT MI PART ALSO. 
A wr OF OUR CONFLICTS WERE AIDED BY MY PASSION TO SERVE, AND BY MY BELIEF 
THAT I ALWAYS KNEW WHAT WA.S BEsr FOR US. WHAT I HAVE LEARNED IS JUST BEaA.USE 
I BELEIVE SOMETHING IS RIGHT I CAlJT FORCE IT ON OTHERS, ALL I CAN DO IS BE 
AN EXAMPLE OF THA.T BEI·T'•llF. I CAN SHARE MI EXPERIENCE STRENGTH A.ND HOPE AND 
THE STRENGTH OF MY CONVICITIONS. ONLY BY WORKING MI PROGRAM CAN I SORT 
TimOUGH THE ISSUES WHATEVER THEY ARE AND MA.KE SURE THAT I AM SERVING AND 
:NO'r CONTROWNG OR MANIPULATING. IF I AM TO BE .A. TRUSTED SERVANT I HA.VE TO 
RESPECT THAT TRUST AND NC7r ABUSE IT. THE BEST WAY TO DO THAT IS TO REMEMBER 
I SERVE AND TO WORK THE 12 STEPS IN MY LIFE. MY FOCUS SHOULD BE ON MY SELF 
BECA'Cst: THAT IS WHAT I CAN CHANGE. 

NORTH .AND SOUTH 

JUST A WORD ABOUT OU1l EFFORTS ON CREA.TING A STATEWIDE REGION OF NEVADA. 
SOUTHERN NIVADA ANl> SI~RA. SAGE HAVE MET NUMEROUS TIMES IN THE PAST TlNO 
YEARS TO SEE IF THE POSSlSILITY OF HAVING THE STATE OF NEVADA BE ONE RIGION 
IS PO.SSIBLE. THE MAIN POINTS WEVE LOOKED AT IS HOW IT WOULD AFFECT US EA.CH 
IN OUR Ow.N REGIONS Mm HOW IT WOULD AFFECT US IN THE WORLD-STRUCTURE.~ 
otiR EFFORTS OOR STILL ONGOING AND WE WILL KEEP THE at'HER REGIONS INFORMED 
IN OUR ANNUAL REPOR'!'. 

I GRATEFULLY THANK YOU FOR LETl'ING ME SERVE ) 

R.S.R. FRANK J. SZABO. ~,J. j ~ 
R. S. R. ALT. MITCa GW•l\lI / 
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RIPOIT TO '1'1111 l'OllLD BIRYICI COllrBKIHCI, 1990 
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The Tri-State Region ••rv•• veatern Pennaylv•nia, the northern panhandle 
of Weat Vlrglnia, 1nd one 1re1 ln •Oothe1atarn Ohio. Th• ISC vaa fonned in 
Novemb•• 1981 •• the W••t•rn P•nney1v1ni1 ISC and changed it• name to Tri-State 
prior to the 1982 wsc. The pr•d•c•••or ASC aent a dala9at• to the 1980 wsc, 
vho was promptly elected wsc P.t. Chair (with no budget). 

1·nere are currently U'7 Y•"'"I'• 1 .. a41119 2~' meelltn1Je r"' •.:..:.k in the 
Tri-State. Thie include• 14 groupe/maeting• In rural ar•as unaffiliated vlth 
an exieting ASC. Th• regional Outreach Subcommittee chair baa been vacant 
moat of the year1 our only contact vith th••• groups has been by phone and 
mail. 

Ne are aw•r• of 3 groupe/meetinga in corractlonal facilitle1, not ••rved 
by an H'l committee. Our regional H'I ~ubco111111ittee baa be•u dlacue•ln9 tbla, 
and the wsc A4 Hoc Committee on laolatad oroup•/M••tinga report ln the CAR 
and NA WAY should gen•rat• wld•r dl•cu••ion of thi• iaaue. We are hoping 
to get more ideas on thl• at the conference. 

There are 11 functioning ASC'• in our region. 5•dly, ona of our older 
onea folded, but thl• wao off••t by 2 addition• -- a newly formed ASC ln euburban 
North Pltteburgh, Ind the return to our fold of the Wheeling, WV ASC. Th• 
largest area (Pitt•burgh, with 75 groupa) voted in January to form an ad hoc 
commlttee to examlne the po••ibilitie1 of dividing Into amaller ASC's. Queations 
arise about sharing eome m•tropolltan eervicea, •nd we eag•rly await the wsc 
Ad Hoc Committee on N.A. service 11aterl1l on thin i••ue. Input vould also 
be apprectatad from any region vlth experlen"" 111 Lheae mattera. 

HOSPITALS AND lNSTITUTIDNSr 

H'I Subcommittee• put on 50 m••tin91 par weak around the Tri-St•t•· 
Norkahope and learning 4•11 on thia aervice are generally well-attende4. 
There le aomo ooop1ration vlth P.I. colllft1ttee1 in m11tng preeentatlon• to 
•taff at facilitlea. The ra91on1l H•I subcommittee h•• baen very active thi• 
year, wltb participation from about half of our member area•. A learning 
d1y le planned for Kay With partlcipatlon from wsc H•I. On• of the co11111ltte•'• 
major problem• h•e been the non-participation of our largaat area. 

PHONBLllfE8l 

There are ' N.A. Helpline• operating, including a TTY number for th• 
hearing impaired. Th• ragional Helpline Subcommittae operat•• the matropolitan 
Pitt1bur9h and TTY number•• tne other l are admlntatered bf 1r•••· The re9lona1 
1ubcommittee alao put1 on r•gular laarnlng daye and aaaiet1 ar••• in atarting 
new phonelinee. Informational calla ar• directed to the appropriate P.I, 
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committee. Occaaionally ea11e are ta~en by the Tri-State Regional Servic• 
Office. 

BEAVER VALLEY (PA)r 
PITTSBURGH, PAI 

TTY• 
WHBELINO, WV1 
STltJBENVtLLI, OH1 

(412) 775-'1077 
(4121 39.1-5247 
(412) 281-1:17, 
I 3041 234-7630 
(614) 264-2388 

TSRSD IBusineee calla only)1 (4121 381-8110 

PUBLIC TNFORMATION• 

Moat or our are•• h•ve functioning p.1. co11111ltt•••· Helpline number• 
are running on local cable channel&. and PSA'• on the ABC affiliate in Pitt1burgb. 
Regional P.I. ts contacting 4 other TV 1tationa. we are offering •tation1 
the PSA's in rotation at 13 week interval• to keep them on th• air. Interviews 
caml o• t&...1 .. ;, •bouL N.a. have appeared ln acvor~l nowepapen. Bui poUers 
dieplay the Pittsburgh Helplin• number. Pr111entationa to non-N.A. groups 
continues. as do mailing1, workehopa and learning daye, but the PSA'I have 
generated a lot of enthusiasm in the tellowahip for P.I. vork. 

The regional Actlvlticl Subcommittee publlahea a l-month calend•r of 
events around the Trl-State, updated monthly. They are alao raeponaible for 
putting on a dance after each quarterly RSC, and our annual N.A. Birthday 
Party (proceeds donated to WSC). 

POLICY/ADMINISTRATIVE SUBCOMMITTEE1 

We have felt no naed for a aeparate policy committea1 policy matters 
are handled by the elected officers of the RSC. we have had difflcultlea 
in the past fev years due to vacanctea in the Treasurer's poaitlon1 our •lraady 
overburdsned Vlce•Chair has taken on the Treasurer•a dutiea. with some a111istance 
from TSRSO. A travel policy ha• been developed, vith membere attending the 
wso Offlcaa/Conventlone/Phonelinea workahopa, multi-regional CAR workehope1 
funding RSR, Alternate, and WSC Co1Dmlttee voting members (other than Lit) 
to the wsc and •quarterllea". 

LITERATURE a 

Moat of our areaa concentrate on dietributlon, There i• one bl-monthly 
area neweletter. with another in the works. Thoe• acttva ln review have provided 
input to NSC Lit. wsc Literature iaauee have remained on the regional agenda 
as diacusalon item• throughout the yaar, with wide dl1trlbution of report• 
fro1D W9C LH and the Trustees• Ad Roe an the Tnditiona. The Octobar "111egi1·me1110• 
was particularly appreciated, aa vell aa th• open reporting from the Traditions 
ou liu~. Outaida of 1eme ~nyor 1t WIC Literature'• allowtno ;utdellnea ta 
prevent. ~PvPlnpment of litaratufe, qrlnding to a halt last Augu1t while continuing 
to spend a great deal of the fellovahlp's limited tunda, there has been little 
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controvoray about literature. The fallovahlp in our region aupporta the projects, 
tr not th• proca••• or wsc Lit. Hoat of the input ••'v• received baa been 
or th• •get on vlth it, quit ntt-ptckin•, get th• guideline• out of th• vay• 
variety. We are not particularly attached to the paet proceae or "lit-conference 
experience•. Thia may be due to our efforts at providing accurate information 
and giving wide distribution to information from world aervlcee. 

we have had • problem with mialntormation. however. One of our area 
lit chairs got a phone call rrom someone representing himeelf au a regional 
lit chair from another region (our llt chair va1 vacant at the timu. vtth 
lit ieauea balng addre11ad by the whole RSC). He recommPndP.d not dlatrlbuting 
or even reading the •mega-memo•, but 1pandlng limited funda on copying some 
di•torted, Inaccurate material that ha would make availabla. The Tri-State 
Region doe• not need or want thia kind of •aaaiatanc•"· Without It, ve aeem 
not to be afflicted with the dlvlalva en•rgles evident in some places, diverting 
ua rrom our primary purpose. 

TRI-STATE REGIONAL SBRVICE OFFICE, CONVENTION, SPIRITUAL R!TREAT1 

TSISO, Inc. handle• all regton11 contracts and ls reepon•ible for our 
annual convention and Spiritual Retreat. Thi• Mor'• R~Lreat ie our 9th (8th 
In the summer), and will be hald In the beautiful Laurel Highland& near Uniontown, 
PA. 

Our convention experience began with the 3rd Eaat Coast Convention 
tn 1982, vlth 300 in attendance and a $2000 donation to WSC, $2000 etart-up 
for the 4th £CC. and 1ome lit•rature ror th~ Tri-State. our firlt "$t•<t 
to Liva" regional convention vaa hald in 1983. Laat year's •start to Live VII" 
hla 1000 re~i•taced and an unexpected 2500 in ottandance. Deaplt• thll poor 
~·u~u~Ll~~ oC ragi•tranta to attandeee, the convention vaa very 1ucceaatul, 
due to good management. The proceed• allowed ua to increase our Inventory 
at th• otflca, and almoat made up for expen••• Increasing raster than donations. 
•surt to Live YIU" will be held at the Pittsburgh Hilton Hotel In November. 
with a 1900 banquet seating c1pacity. 

After eo~• year1 or difficulties, TSR90 haa been granted tax exemption 
by the IRS. WE vera greatly a11iat•d by WSO, and got competent legal and 
accounting advice. Laet Y••r va had to file o corporate (non-exempt) ta• 
return, 3nd p3id 3bout $100 in income tax. Thia year VP. viii ~avA to file 
2 return• but vill not be paring any Income tax. we do collect and file PA 
ealaa tax. A •macketlng• effort ia ~•ginning to approach in•tltutlona ln 
our region. The TSISO tax returns Include the convention, retre1t, and RSC. 

Moat regional aubCOllllDlttee• meet at the RSO, witn the RSC moving to larger 
quarters. we currently have no employeae. 

ADDITIONAL NEEDS; 

Our regional meeting 1iat ta coded tor vhaelchair acceeelbllity, with 
tha committee checking to anaur1 accuracy. There are 3 speaker meetinge per 
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week interpreted into sign language, and another ;roup providing thl• eervtca 
once a month. The committee put on an Additional Nead• Norkahop at our la1t 
convention, and ha• a liaison to thia year's committee, Tapea from on• or 
the convention speaker1 i1 being tranel•t•d into algn, vith • non-member doing 
the signing on video tape. A alx-veek courae in 1lgn language i• being conduct9d 
at our office for member• lnt•re1ted in ca~rylng the ma1aega thla vay, Braille 
and large-print material• are available at our office, 1nd aome groups have 
Braille reading1 available. Thi• committee it vorttng diligently to make 
our message available to all. 

12 CONCEPT&, CUIDE TO SERVICE. INTiRNlTlONlL ISSUV.S, FUNDING1 

The largest source or tunda ln the TSI ia our oonvantioa, followed 
by donations and markup on literature (our office charge• th• aame price aa 
WSO), Ne would be more comfortable with donation• at the top of the llat, 
but aa lit ••l•a to lnetltutlona Iner••••• donations will drop to third, 
Th• •fund flow• (or •un-flov"J juat doean•t vorK very afflcisntly. Perhaps 
a fuller application of the First Concept would help. 

Ne distributed hundreds of copiaa of laot year•• Principles, History 
and Development, the Ad Hoc on N.A. Service report to the wsc, the transcript 
or the Committee of the Whole, the September draft of the Coacapt1, Guida 
to Service Part One, and the WSC Chair's attachment to the Decamber 89 Fellov1hip 
R6porL. We held a workshop 1;at auguet •hara com11ente rnnoftd from accapt1nc• 
to enthusiasm to fear. We are holding a workshop v1th vor1d eervtce paneliata 
March 24 at the weetin William Penn Hotel la Pittsburgh, PA. 

One of our nev areas ta making use of both the Concept• and Gulde. 
Our largest area may be able to utilize the sectlon1 on forming new ASC'•· 

Our experience in additional need• is helping make ua more avare of 
translation and cultural i•1ue1 aa problems that can be solved. Whit la needed 
i1 good Information. efficient ~anagemant or limited ra1ourc••• con•ultation 
on traditional and philosophical iaauea, and effectively utlllllxing the eki11s 
of non-addicts, without affiliation. We have not burdened our AN Co111111ittee 
with restrictive guidelines, and they have reaponded wit~ frank, open communication. 
The result haa been access to our ma11age vherp b•fore tbare w•• only hopeless 
suffering. Perhapa ve need to consider this experience when dealing with 
international isauea at the world level. 

We hope the wsc can overcome the lmpaase(s) th1t have developed in 
the Ad Hoc Co1111111ttee on N.A. service. 

$0 much tor b< i111 reports, r;.,. r.:.u In AprU. 

In loving service, 

Shannon Lynagh, RSR 
David Jones. RSR Alt•rnate 
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Well folks, another year has shifted out of focus; I need 
now only to refocus long enough to encapsulate. Seems like so 
much happens, and my need to write it down as it happens grows 
with each passing day. 

Let me begin by saying that the year has been fraught with 
fright and faith, but we have survived, and in many areas even 
flourished. Narcotics Anonymous is a living, breathing entity in 
the Upper Midwest, and while it is growing tremendously in the 
Southern and Urban areas, it is also holding it's own in the 
western part of North Dakota, where the primary occupation seems 
to be evacuation. Economic hard-times are hitting NA as well as 
the world in general. 

We in the Upper Midwest welcomed a new area to our Region, 
the "New Directions" area made up of part of the West Central MN 
Area. This was greeted with joy and encouragement. Last year's 
new area, (Southern MN), has grown to be one of our strongest. 
We are also happy to report that the Canadian arm of our 
Fellowship is growing in Manitoba, which is even more spread a~d 
less populated than the Dakota's. Our participation as a Region 
in the Canadian Assembly of NA is proving beneficial to the 
development of what will eventually be the Manitoba region. 
There are several extremely dedicated addicts in this area, 
centered in Winnipeg, and they are making things happen in 
Manitoba, and our Region. We used to have the kind of 
relationship with Manitoba where we took the message to them, and 
they soaked it up. Presently, they share with us as we do with 
them. Another example that the investment of time and energy in 
what seems like a lost cause is usually better spent than we can 
see today. Seems like we're holding hands with God. 

Our new RSO is doing rather well. We've grown from having a 
self-appointed committee who opened the office to having an 
elected BOD who is attempting to take the office into the future 
in a mature manner. There has been great progress! 

We continue moving in the direction of dividing our immense 
region into state-sized regions; we are continuing to move at a 
slow pace and with a good deal of caution. A small core group 
exists consisting of three former RSR's and two former RSC chairs 
who is discussing this issue and attempting to develop a plan for 
eventual implementation. Should anybody have any experience in 
this topic, feel free to share. 

We continue to move in a positive direction, 
with God as we understand him, recovering from 
seeking to share that message. We thank the world 
existence and support. 

holding hands 
addiction and 

of NA for your 

Our seventh regional convention is in June in Duluth MN; and 
we are hosting in July in St. Paul, MN, "Hope & Inspiration," a 
four-day H&I learning convenfrence. Flyers for each event should 
be out. Call or write for information. 

tJ_c 
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The fellowship from the Utah Region wishes to extend warm 
greetings to all fellow N.A.s. 

This past year has been most exciting and productive. Our 
membership has grown, and we have established many new groups. 

- -........ 

We sent representatives to the Western States Public Information 
Learning Days Convention in Denver, Colorado, and we received the 
bid to host this forum in Salt Lake City, 1990. Our areas have 
sponsored various recreation activities including theme dances, 
progressive dinners, talent shows, and sporting events. The 
region has planned ski days, tubing parties, skating, and a 
bowling tournament for the coming year. The region has also 
sponsored several learning days focusing on N.A. service, public 
information and the phone line, the twelve traditions, and 
sponsorship. Some of our areas held annual conventions, and the 
region presented a very enjoyable and well attended three day 
summer campvention. We invited two speakers from out of state to 
help us celebrate our 7th annual campout. 

Several other accomplishments deserve mention. Our prison 
meetings have increased from two to seven per week. For the 
first time we are sending an RSR alternate to accompany our RSR 
at the 89/90 World Service Convention. We also arranged N.A. 
public service announcements with five local television stations. 
Our newsletter, the "N.A. Times" has been published qurterly and 
is free for the taking. We plan to reserve train space to 
transport many of us to the 20th Annual World Conve~tion for 
Narcotics Anonymous, and we hope to meet a multitude of other 
recovering addicts in Portland to embrace the miracle of 
recovery. 

The region experienced substantial internal growth with 
respect to such issues as language in N.A. meetings, the 
traditions, rotation of leadership, and subcommittee activity and 
development. Virtually all of our subcommittees instituted 
guidelines that were ratified by the regional service committee. 
The Snake River Valley Area from Idaho, which has been part of 
our region for over two years, has matured to the point that it 
plans to seek independent regional status at the 90/91 World 
Service Conference. We are very grateful for their involvement 
and contributions during their years with us, and we fully 
endorse and support this aspiration. 



Recently, the Wasatch Front Area opened a service office in 
Salt Lake City to more effectively carry the N.A. message of 
recovery. We anticipate further regional growth and development 
in the coming year and are truly grateful to Narcotics Anonymous 
for our new way of life. 

N.A. Helpline Numbers 

Salt Lake City, Utah 
Ogden, Utah 
Provo, Utah 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Pocatello, Idaho 
Twin Falls, Idaho 

Submitted in loving fellowshi~, 

Mel Nosan, RSR 
Utah Regional Service Connnittee 
P.O. Box 6157 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 

(801) 488-2141 
(801) 626-2652 
(801) 379-3139 
(208) 525-1919 
(208) 232-2734 
(208) 733-8300 
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Greetings from the Volunteer Region! Narcotics 
Anonymous is alive and well in Tennessee, and we are growing 
and recovering. N.A. meetings are available to addicts in 
all of the major cities and towns of our region, and our 
message of recovery is slowly spreading to the smaller towns 
of our state. Addicts from Johnson City to Memphis are 
finding recovery from the disease of addiction thru the 
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of N.A. 

The Volunteer Region consists of six Area Service 
Committees from throughout the state. Our most recent 
meeting schedule lists 240 weekly meetings state-wide. This 
shows an increase of thirty to fifty meetings in the last 
twelve months. We are currently carrying 60 H&I 
Presentations/Meetings to addicts in prisons, treatment 
centers, and hospitals around the state. State-wide we are 

· getting more requests for this type of meeting than we can 
satisfy. We continue to enjoy a good reputation with the 
Correctional and Treatment Center community. 

We have initiated several projects in our Region during 
the last year that are worth noting. A project was 
completed to supply literature to fifteen state correctional 
institutions that are currently without H&I meetings. PI 
participated in six National Non-N.A. events, and hosted an 
eleven state PI workshop in Chattanooga. Nashville 
celebrated its ten year anniversary with a convention that 
raised over $7000 for the w.s.c. Our Volunteer Regional 
Convention VII was held in Memphis this year, anrl was a 
wonderful celebration of recovery. VRC VIII will be held 
in Nashville this Thanksgiving Day weekend, and is already 
shaping up to be qreat time. Our Region submitted input on 
two Traditions for IT WORKS, and also did some work on the 
two I.P.s now up for review. 

It has been a year of growth and increased unity in the 
Volunteer Region, and we are grateful to be a part of the 
W. s. c. , and to be able to witness the qrowth of Narcotics 
Anonymous. We would also like to take this opportunity to 
welcome the new Regions to the w.s.c. this year. 
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Washington • Northern Idaho Region 
P.O. Box 5998 •Kent, Washington 98064-~998 

Greetings from the Washington/Northern Idaho Region, 

we seem to be continuing in the area of growth, for we have 
two new areas that have formed. They are the Blue Mountain Area 
in Walla Walla, Washington and the Northern Idaho Area in 
Northern Idaho. This addition brings our meeting total to 408. We 
have had a number of catastrophes in the past year. All of them 
seem to have been worked out, due to fellowship support and not 
just writing checks. It is wonderful to watch those new areas 
take that chance at the wheel of ohange,to sae them fall, get 
back up as a team and reach out for support. Most of all to watch 
them listen open-mindedly to what has worked for others. 

We have also had a number of successes! Our Conventions 
continue to be in the black, allowing our region to function 
nicely. We have recently approved travelfunds for world P.I., 
H&I, and literature committee members,allowing us to be 
represented at the world level. 

We would like to thank the WSO tor the support we received 
at our winter P.I. workshop. Attendance was big and many 
questions were answered. We would also like to express our 
disappointment at the wso for cancelling a workshop in our area 
and then bypassing us just recently again •••• 

We have seen some real changes in our region leading to 
positive growth. Despite being split by a mountain range, we seem 
to be working more as a team, rather than "Us versus Them". We 
are finding that more business is getting done and less 
personal.l.t..if;l:s c:l.c.-~ yetting il"t the way. Ror>e is for continued 
progress in this area. 

Being that Washington and Northern Idaho are such hotspots 
for outside growth, into this region, we are continually faced 
with many newcomers coming with a mixed message. In other words 
the "Anda Complex". We have all been through this before and we 
are working hard to welcome them to our fellowship, to teach them 
the difference and most of all to be there when they need us. 

In closing, We have had a some.what mixArl re~ponse to the 
Twclv~ Concepts. we have scacan more pos;itive reaction than 
negative, though a lot of questions were answered, there is still 
some negative reaction to growth and change. We believe growth 
and change go hand in hand with addicts in recovery. If (The Big 
"If"), we had more support from the wso we would not find 
ourselves sometimes contused and frustrated with what l:i goi.uy vn 
at the world level. We are one region that gives a hoot and we 
are not going to take being passed up or forgotten anymore! Got 
it! Good! 

Respectively in Service 

Jerry M. RSR 

Larry L. 
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Dear Fellowship, 

4622 West Center Street • Milwaukee, WI • 53201 

Greetings from America's Dairyland and home of the so-called 
Cheeseheads. The Wisconsin region has had a busy year with much 
growth in recovery, spirituality, members and area numbers. We 
currently have approximately 300 meetings and 11 areas~ three of 
which have just formed and two that are joining in spring. our 
total number of areas will have increased by five this year, 
giving us 13 areas in the Wisconsin region. 

our regional conference has just completed its first year of 
two-day meetings, every other month. our sub-committees meet on 
Saturdays, and on Saturday afternoons we have a two- to three
hour P & A meeting plus a general open forum. This has worked 
well for us and the majority of the areas now require attendance 
of sub-committee chairs at the RSC. · 

I have been able to attend every area service, as well as 
the new area formation meetings, at least once during the year. 
The RSR-A has done about the same. I mention this only as it has 
helped me ·gain insight and awareness of our area's needs. It 
certainly helps in unity and letting areas know there is some.one 
who will help and who cares. _ 

My biggest realization was how ineffective we've been in the 
area's PI and H & I work. we•ve worked hard at getting the 
region as well as areas into working toward a more unified and 
goal-directed commitment in 1990 to improve our sub-committees of 
PI and H & I. 

WSNAC VI was held in Packerland (Green Bay) and was a huge 
success. WSNAC VII will be in Madison, Wisconsin and we invite 
you all to a weekend of recovery on October 26, 27 and 28. The 
WSNAC B.O.D. is doing very well. This is our fourth year; we 
have 11 directors who meet one or two days every two months 
(sometimes more). We are writing specific guidelines for WSNAC 
and have recently set a prudent reserve of $25,000. We hope we 
will reach our goal soon so we can pass on excess funds. ·we have 
formed an ad hoc meeting and have asked area conscience on a 
rotating WSNAC convention, perhaps in zones~ It seems dates are 
becoming harder to come by with only 10 or 12 months to reserve 
the facility. 

WRSO (Wisconsin Regional service Office), one of the first 
offices in the us, is making a positive turn. one addict in 
particular has been volunteering to be at the off ice eight days a 
week, eight hours a day. With.his effort, the increased 
membership of the B.O.D., and regional support, we hope to hire 
an employee this year and possibly move to a more professional
looking ·off ice •. This office has been run by a very few dedicated 
members for the last five years with very little help from the 
fellowship at large. · 

-- -- ---- ------------ -- ------------ -------



WISCONSIN 
REGIONAL SERVICE COMMITIEE 
4622 West Center Street • Milwaukee, WI • 53201 

We have finally made contact with NA meetinqs and members of 
northern Wisconsin (Ashland, River Falls, Shell Lake, etc.). 
Thoy aro oithcr fi,rmin~ an ft1."'='-'4 vL ctlL·~~dy ha.va. 'l.'hiB con"CaO't. 
means the establishment of NA throuqhout the entire state of 
WlA~onsin. Thank Godl Wa are axcited about helpinq to carry the 
message to our Nor~h WoQds and Mi$sissippi Valley addicts. 

'l'h~ ad l'""~ ~umm 1 ti-.,..,.. .,nr v.lr_".NA ::l:J na~ J;)een workinCJ on the. bicl 
for WCNA 1993. We believe we can put on the world convention for 
less money (less for wee and the member) and include one of the 
wildest celebrations of recovery ever put together. As far as 
cost goes, onP. rating scale for individualc and facilities rates 
Milwaukee 43rd in cost, whereas other Midwest cities rank in the 
Top 10. 

overall the Wisconsin reqion has been qrowinq and feelinq 
some of the pain that accompanies qrowth. We're workinq at 
becominq more responsible, productive and direction-oriented as. 
time goes on. We have just begun to function in unity and 
enthusiasm at sub-committee levels. With the help of H.P., our 
fellowship, and our spiritual principles all will be well. 

John Halverson RSR-A 
643 Gately Terrace 
Madison, WI 
(608) 233-2507 

In loving service, 
Terry Coplien RSR 
11616 Greenfield Ave. 
West Allis, WI 53214 
(414) 258-3327 

TOTAL P.03 



On the pages following are reports from regions that have not been seated at the 
World Service Conference yet. The representatives from these regions have 
expressed an intention to attend the 1990 meeting of the World Service Conference. 
The reports from their regions are included here for your information. 



'ID:WORI.D SERVICE OFFICE 
VAN NUYS I CALIFORNIA 

FRCM: ROBER!' FENERAN 
RSR NORI'HERN NEW JERSEY ROOIONAL SERVICE 

02/27/90 

SUBJECT: NORI'HERN NEW JERSEY RmIONAL SERVICE REPORI' 

'!he Northern New Jersey Region was formed on October 29, 1989 
as a subdivision of the New Jersey region and is presently 
organized to include eight previously established areas which were 
once part of the mother region. 

'!he Region is geographically boarded by the Hudson river to 
the east and the Delaware river to the west with the New York /New 
Jersey State line being the northern boarder. '!he present southern 
boarder is a somewhat irregular line which will encompass the area 
code of 201 when a third area code is established for New Jersey 
some time in late 1990. '!he only exception being the area service 
presently known as the Northeast Area which has remained with the 
mother region. 

'!he region overlaps a population of approximately 2.5 million 
people and is heavily populated to the east and moderately 
populated to the west. Concurrent with the population, the cities 
and towns to the east are compact with little or no clear areas of 
demarkation whereas the to the west, towns are clearly separated 
but still considered dense by some of the western states standards. 

The region was originally fanned by the following area 
services: The Bergen Area, '!he Essex Area, The Hudson Area, The 
Morris Area, The Passaic Area, and The SussexjWarren Area. The 
Raritan Valley Area and '!he Original New Jersey Area Services join 
in late December and January. 

The mother region as of five years ago consisted of six areas 
and had grown over the years to include 15 area service cormnittees 
eight of which have fonned the Northern New Jersey Regional 
Service Conunittee. '!his rapid rate of growth was paralleled by and' 
in response to a rapid rate of growth in the m.nnber of meetings ( 
approximately 150 in 1985 to more than 440 by 1989 ) in the state 
of New Jersey. '!his same rate of growth was also observed with 
respect to H & I connnitments as well as a tremendous need for PI 
work. 

1990 fl 



'Ihe reasons for the Area sul:xlivisions and the Regional 
sul:xlivision were the constant need to serve the still suffering 
addict along with the extremely fast growth in the number of 
meetings a nd the concurrent and still increasing need for stronger 
and more thorough H&I and PI work. 

Indeed Area Sei:vice meetings originally attended 15 to 20 
Group Sei:vice Representative were in most cases a~ed by as many 
as 45 to 50 GSRs and became unwieldy and unworkable. SUbdivision 
allowed these area Sei:vice meetings to proceed in a organized 
manner with each group receiving the needs , attention and care 
which they required. 

As an example of this rapid growth, the current complexion of 
the Bergen Area now sei:vicing approxilnately 40 meetings and in 
excess of 18 H&I panels has many well qualified serving members 
and an outstanding PI canunitlllent. 'Ihis Bergen Area structure-is 
almost double the structure of the Original New Jersey Area which 
existed five years ago and which subdivided into Bergen, Passaic, 
Northeast, SUssexjWarren and Morris Area Sei:vices. 

'Ihis rapid rate of growth has not been without its personality 
conflicts and political issues indicative of NA or any other 
organization, but the underlying issues for the subdivision process 
was and still is the need for illlproved service structure to meet 
the needs of the exponential growth rate of those addicts who want 
recovery, the number of meetings being started, the ability of the 
meeting places to handle current and anticipated overflows. 

It should also be noted that al though we have m.nnerous 
meetings there are large areas of the region where no meetings· 
occur and NA is indeed not Jmown of and is virtually inaccessible 
to those active addicts who may have a desire to seek recovery. 

'Ihus, this fundamental inertia or spirit which drove the 
participating Areas to fo:cm, has drawn them together for the common 
purpose of fo:cming a new region and to meet the challenge of the growth 
of NA in Northern New J~y. The benefits are: 

(l)'Ihe close proximity of the regional level of service 
thus allowing greater access by the membership to the 
decision making process. 

(2)New sei:vice positions becoming available to allow more 
rec.overing addicts to participate in the challenge 
which is presenting itself as we literally grow in 
geometric proportions. 



(3)With the structure and participation strengthened we 
will be able to invest the energy and the personnel 
resources to deal with the m:ban and subm:Dan growth 
and rural areas hitherto unattended. 

(4)Under the one region structure growing pains and the 
political issues in one end of the state were 
different than in the opposite end of the state. 'Ibis 
difference resulted in conflict and a lack of unity 
due to decidedly different yet justifiable views. 'Ibis 
subdivision will allow each region to grow at its own 
pace and serve the needs of the addict, the group and 
areas within the new regional boundaries yet at the 
same time provide for unity within the entire state 
with a variety of shared service. 

In the spirit of unity, both the Mother Region and '!he 
northern New Jersey Region have been working together on such 
issues as the statewide mailing list, the Statewide Helpline and 
future Statewide Unity Conventions as well as other areas. Business 
meetings of the two regions have occurred and will continue with 
Joint Action Committees when deemed necessary as well as workshops 
for the CAR report etc. 

'!he Northern New Jersey Regional Service Committee as of this 
writing has not filled all of its subcommittee positions with H&I 
Chairperson and Conference Chairperson and Literature Chairperson 
positions still unfilled. However we fell that these positions will 
be filled without difficulty as we mature. 

I fell it is important to note that Jon 'Ihompson, the RSR for 
the Mother region of New Jersey should be given a great-deal of 
credit for the smooth and orderly subdivision process His love of 
the fellowship and his conunitment for unity within fellowship were 
the primary reasons that the State of New Jersey has two working 
and functional regions who not only work together but also share 
the same goals and objectives. He sacrificed many hours of his time 
over and above what is required to assure that I and the other 
trusted se:rvants of the northern region were brought up to speed on 
the many issues at hand at the World Service level and at the 
Regional level: We all owe him a debt of gratitude for his efforts. 

We of NN.JRSCNA hope that you find us qualified to be seated at 

~~l~:~~p~ei:vice Conference as a region wo~rthy~of ~~t;/irg~~e . 
. fJ ..... ,,/ =- ~ '.-;.t ,'} ~ 
" l\.J..11, " • ..-:~-/ u;/",___-

Robert L. Feneran 
RSR 
Northern New Jersey 
Regional Service 



South Florida/Bahamas RSC 
P.O. Box 011288 
Miami, Florida 33101 

To: WSC Policy Committee 

January 20, 1990 

This letter is to inform you that as of this date, the first 
meeting has been held of the South 'Florida/Bahamas Regional Service 
Committee of Narcotics Anonymous, attended by Area Service Representatives 
of the following areas: North Dade, Conch Republic, and Bahamas areas, 
all of whom had pr.eviously been members of the Florida Region. Also in 
attendance were ASR's from Gold Coast, Mid Coast, Gulf Coast, and South 
Dade areas. 

The process of regionalization ha~· been underway in these three 
areas, as well as in the four above mentioned areas, for more than two 
years. It is anticipated that these four othe~ adjoining areas will 
join the South Florida/Bahamas Region shortly. At the present, the 
three member areas represent approximately 86 N.A. Groups, with over 
350 weekly meetings. 

In August of 1988, in response to a request by its members, the 
South Dade ASC formed a multi-area Ad Hoc Committee to begiR investigating 
the possibilities for forming a South Florida Region. This committee met 
for several months and conducted a survey of all of the existing areas 
within the Florida Region, as well as a separate survey of other regions 
which had formed out of larger regions within the· past six years. This 
committee's final report was submitted to the Area Service Committees of 
North Dade, South Dade, Conch Republic, Bahamas, Gulf Coast, Gold Coast, 
Mid Coast, and Palm Coast areas in May of 1989. In response to this report, 
a request was made of the Florida Region to appoint its own Ad Hoc sub
committee to look into the feasibility of a new region. This committee 
met for several months during 1989 and published it's final report in 
December, 1989. Copies of both the South Dade and the Florida Regional 
ad-hoc committees are attached to this letter, and we feel that the 
combined content of these reports expresses clearly the reasons that 
members feel that a new regionwas needed,_ as well as expressing a 
clear group conscience of those surveyed that such a new region was 
favored. 

The process continued with many months of discussion at the area 
and group levels throughout 1989. Votes were taken in each of the areas 
and a decisive group conscience emerged to form the new region, which 
has since been designated as the South Florida/Bahamas Region. At an 
organizational meeting on January 7, 1990, a steering committee was 
formed and a post off ice box was established for the new region. At 
the first official RSC meeting held on January 20, 1990, nominations 
were requested for trusted servants to be brought back from the areas. 
At our next RSC meeting, scheduled for March 18, 1990, elections of 
trusted servants will be held, including an RSR who will be sent as our 
representative to the World Service Conference in April. We ask that 
you seat our RSR and accord him all due privileges including the right 
to vote our conscience as our RSR. We expect to be formally introduced 
to the Conference as a new region at the WSC. 



Two of the most difficult issues to deal with in the process of 
regionalization was what to do with the existing Florida Regional 
Service Office corporation and the Florida Convention Corporation. 
It is the hope if this new region to continue to share the facilities 
of the Florida RSO for al least two years, at which time a determination 
can be made whether or not to establish a separate RSO. In so doing, it 
is anticipated that the membership of the Florida RSO board of directors 
will be proportionaly populated with members from both regions. 
The Florida Convention Corporation will present FRCNA 9 in Miami, as 
planned, in June. It. is anticipated that immediately following this 
year's FRCNA that discussions will take place as to whether or not 
future conventions will be combined under some form of shared services. 

We believe that the formation of the South Florida/Bahamas Region 
is a good idea whose time has come. We also believe that the formation 
of this region will result in two st+..ong regions, as we are confident 
that the existing Florida Region will continue to grow and thrive. 

We believe that the formation of this region has been totally in 
accordance with the spiritual principles of the 12 Steps, the 12 
Traditions, and along the guidelines o~ the Temporary Working Guide of 
the Service Structure as it describes the development of new regions 
to be dictated by the needs of its member areas. We believe our needs 
have been expressed in our group conscience with the decision to form 
the South Florida/Bahamas Region. Thank you. 

In Loving Service, 

South Florida/Bahamas Regional Service Committee 
for Narcotics Anonymous 

., ' 

., 

( 2) 
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DEVHLOPJIEl'T OF I.A. II SPAII 

The first I.A. group in Spain appeared in Barcelona in 1984. It was 
formed, as in so lllllny other places. as a result of A.A. members feeling 
the need for meeting where they could identify themselves as addicts. 
one of these members had heard of I.A. while travelling the U.S. and 
attended a few :meetings there. 
The first meeting was held once a week in a room where A.A. meetings 
were also held, until this arrangement no longer seemed suitable a few 
months later and a separate meeting place was found. Growth was very 
slow, and the group had difficulties developing an I.A. 'identity' 
separate from A.A. This eventually happened after the world convention 
in London in 1986. 
Meanwhile, 4 years ago in early 1986 :meetings were started in Ibiza by a 
member who had got clean in I.A. in Bngland. Due to the large 
international community living in Ibiza, the meetings there were 
originally in English. The limitations of this soon became apparent, 
though, as Spanish addicts were suspicious of I.A. from the start as a 
'cosa de extranjeros' Thus many experiments were .made concerning which 
language to use. One of the main problems was the lack of 'constants' 
as very few :members actually managed to stay clean, or even attend 
meetings regularly, for long. so needs were constantly changing. 
Gradually a bi-lingual solution was found where :meetings cater for 
whoever is there, and the more experienced members are getting quite 
practised in simultaneous translation. For now this system seems to work 
well and it improves unity where numbers are still so small as to make 
separate meetings inpractical. 
Since it started the group in Ibiza had been in contact with members in 
Barcelona but really almost as loners seeking support from other loners, 
though there was a meeting of I.A. members in Spain in April 1988 in 
Barcelona. People from Barcelona, Ibiza and Madrid were there. 
It wasn't until the European convention I conference in Barcelona in 
1989 that the advantages of organising a region in Spain became 
apparent. A new but enthusiastic group had sprung up in Valencia, 
started by a member who knew I.A. from being in Florida, and during the 
Barcelona Convention members from the 3 areas came together for the 
first time - Barcelona, Ibiza and Valencia. 
lo groups were open in Jradrid at this time. there were also members from 
a small English speaking group in larbella. During the convention a 
' spanish meeting ' was spontaneously called and the first regional 
meeting for Spain was set to take place in Valencia on 10th - 11th 
lovember. 
The original meeting in Valencia was a gre~t succes and all three areas 
were well represented. Also :members from a new group in Madrid were 
there. Once again this new group was formed of people from the 'other' 
fellowship who had experience cf the 12 steps but felt the need to 
identify themselves as addicts. Thus they had opened a meeting in early 
September 1989. The regional meeting in Valencia was a great 
encouragement for them and their numbers have since grown steadily. 



Sadly no members from Barbella were present and it has been impossible 
to contact them since. A loner from Zarragossa was there who hopes to 
open a meeting soon. 
lany issues were discussed in Valencia. An R.S.R. was elected, reports 
on H+I and P.I work were made and discussed. Members from Barcelona 
reported on developments they had made in translating literature from 
English to European Spanish - a badly needed task as Spanish 
translations from the U.S. had proven not to be very suitable for use in 
Spain. The steps and traditions have already been finished, as have most 
of the information pamphlets. low they are working on translations of 
the Basic Text and the little White Book. 
Finally it was decided to hold two such regional meetings a year - the 
next one to take place in Ibiza on Jlay 19th - 20th. 
There are now 14 meetings open in Spain. Average attendance is still 
very snall - about 10 people. iith the groundwork started however 
members in Spain are confident that there :members will soon increase in 
numbers. 

' • 



BARCELONA 

VALBJ'CIA 

IBIZA 

MADRID 

XBBTIIGS II SPAII 

TEL. 93-431 51 28 
Tuesday Grupo Libertad 
11 a.m. Cl- Valencia, 302 

Wednesday 
+ 

Sunday 
8 p.m. 

Friday 
8 p.m. 

< metro - Passeig de Gracia > 

Grupo 84 
Cl- Xes Alt de Sant Pere, 25 
< metro-Urquiraora > 

Grupo Vida 
Pza. Lessseps, 25 
< metro - Lesseps 

TEL. 96-372 12 25 
Xonday 

+ 
Wednesday 

+ 
Friday 
8 p.m. 

Tuesdays 
+ 

Thursdays 
8 p.m. 

Cl- San Xartin, 2 <ACC> 

Cl-Salvador Berles 8 Chaflan 
Barrio San Xarcelino 

TEL. 971-315982 
Xonday 
12:30 <Xidday> 
Saturdays 
6: 30 p. m. 

Wednesday 
8: 30 p. X. 

Bdificio Insalud 1 
Santa Eulalia 

Xercado Clot Xares 3! planta 
entrada Cf- Progreso 
San Antonio 

JAi. 1990 

TBL. 91-7637042 G rvPo r-o( N. I )c' 

Tuesdays Cl-tlsilica < frente Numero 20) 

+ 1?4st ltc.:~ {~c.) 
Fridays 
7:30 p.m. 




